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This thesis is a research into the growth in Nigeria of Modern Arabic Literature, from the impact of modern secular thought on the medieval Arabic-Islamic literary tradition. In chapter one the spread to Nigeria of Islam and the growth within its cultural context of Arabic literature are discussed in the light of the classical Arabic literary theory. Cultivated as an integral part of Islamic traditional sciences, Arabic literature throughout its development in Nigeria had remained the function of Islamic religion. All the literary men were essentially Muslim jurists (al-fuqahāʿ) writing in a sacred medium. The various aspects of this religious literary tradition, al-taqlīd, are described with illustrations in chapter two.

In chapter three the process of how modern European literature had given birth in Egypt and Greater Syria to Modern Arabic Literature, and its major currents are described. Thus inspired, Modern Arabic Literature is not Islamic but Arab nationalist oriented with very little to offer the non-Arab Muslims in the name of the Islamic Commonwealth. The non-Arab Muslims have accordingly embarked on developing their own national literature in English, French or a vernacular. This phenomenon, seen in Turkey, Iran and Senegal is also demonstrated in Nigeria by the birth of modern Hausa literature instead of Arabic. This development is discussed in chapter four within the context of the Western cultural impact on Islamic Nigeria.

But the study of Arabic and Islamic religion in secular
institutions imposed by modern political order has begun to challenge
the existing religious literary tradition. Nigeria has now produced
some Arabists, including Christians, in whose literary innovations
Arabic language and literature is no longer an exclusive function
of Islamic culture. Influenced by neo-classical Arab writers, the
most outstanding contribution to this new trend is the diwān
(anthology) of ʿUmar Ibrāhīm, the literary exposition of which is
made in chapter five. In conclusion, the scope of the literary
innovations introduced into Nigerian Arabic literature is high-
lighted with an attempt to determine its prospect.
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SYSTEM OF TRANSCRIPTION

The following English equivalents of Arabic letters, based on the new edition of *Encyclopaedia of Islam*, have been adopted. In some cases, however, Anglicized proper names, except when in Arabic text, are not transcribed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Symbol</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Symbol</td>
<td>Equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short Vowels:  a  i  u

Long Vowels:   ā  ī  ū

Dipthong:      ay  aw
Although the origin of Arabic literature (poetry) antedated Islam, its eventual development was primarily motivated by the need to standardize Arabic language for the sake of the Holy Qur'ān. The growth of Arabic literary theory thus proceeded from the codification of Arabic grammar, philology, rhetorics and prosody to which, under the influence of the Aristotelian Rhetorics, the art of poetry was reduced. It was then incorporated, like Rhetorics in medieval Trivium, into Islamic traditional sciences as a craft in which form it had been diffused through Egypt, North Africa and the Maghrib into Nigeria.

Introduced in this form, Arabic language and literature had remained the perquisite of only the learned malams, composing in Arabic, 'the very language of God'. All the writings in verse or prose, accordingly, had remained exclusively the function of Islamic culture until the contact of Islamic Nigeria, this century, with Western culture. Under the influence of modern political order to which the Sokoto Caliphate had given way, this old literary trend is now being challenged by the study of Arabic and Islamic religion in secular institutions. A number of secular oriented literary innovations have also emerged the discussion of which is the central theme of this study.

This study is, therefore, an extension to Nigeria of the processes of modernization and secularization of medieval Arabic literature, which has marked the Arab world since the middle of the
last century. Unlike most of the previous studies of Arabic literature in Nigeria, it is secular oriented having been inspired by secular thought. It is written, therefore, neither within the medieval Islamic cultural context nor with the goals of promoting or demoting Islam, an impression which its secular orientation might wrongly convey. More or less a revolt against the existing religious tradition, this study is critical in its descriptive approaches. It is equally analytical with most of its inferences and conclusions derived from the 'mother of the books'.

This study aims at highlighting the process of secularising Arabic in Nigeria so that it is possible to be studied in a secular context alongside English, French, Hausa, Yoruba and other languages and literatures in Nigeria. It would favour the view that Arabic language and literature should be studied for its own sake and not for the sake of the Arabic Qur'ān which can now be understood in English or different Nigerian languages. This secularisation is arguably the only hope for the survival of Arabic language and literature outside a religious context in Contemporary Nigeria.

Being secular oriented, this approach constitutes a departure from most of the previous studies on Nigerian Arabic literature. Without those works which take a 'religious' view, however, the undertaking of this study would have been practically impossible since any modern trend must have proceeded from the old. In all respect, therefore, this study is born of all the previous studies and to them all, it is indebted. Formost among such works is Dr. 'Ali Abūbakar's study\(^1\) described by 'Umar Jah\(^2\) as an indispensable book on Nigerian history, religion, literature and other non-material.
African culture. It is in this book that I had my first acquaintance with 'Umar Ibrāhīm whose dīwān, Ḥadīqatu 'l-azhār, I have used in this study, to illustrate the main modern trend in Nigerian Arabic literature.

There are a large number of historical and religious studies, most of which are essential to the understanding of the development of Islamic culture in Nigeria. But only a few literary studies of major importance have so far been undertaken, since literary art is more or less a secondary characteristic of Nigerian Arabic writings. Those few indispensable studies include the works of Shaikh Ādam Ābūl-lāh al-llūrī, Professor M. Hiskett, Dr. A.D.H. Bivar and Professor S.A.S. Galadanci. A number of unpublished theses on Arabic literature have also been written in addition to a few literary articles which have begun to appear in some of the Nigerian academic journals. These are the main source of my knowledge of the growth of Arabic-Islamic literary tradition in Nigeria.

Making use of a number of classical and modern works on Arabic poetics and literary theory, this study has described how poetry had been reduced to mere rhetoric and incorporated into Islamic traditional sciences in which form it had come to Nigeria. The classical concepts of literary aesthetics, creativity and the various methods of playing the sedulous ape, by which Nigerian scholars have learnt to be poets, are discussed with illustrations mainly from the Shaikh Ābūl-lāh's poetry. Other aspects of literary traditionalism in Nigerian poetry are also highlighted. The poetic theme, language, style and imagery are all subjected to strict Islamic tradition and Sūfī ethos since the writers as observed by most of my predecessor-writers, are not
poets but Muslim jurists (al-fuqahā’). While panegyric and elegy for the Prophet and his best friends flourished very well for example, bacchanalian verses were simply unknown.

Other prominent features include the opening and closing of verses with a doxology, extensive quotation from the Qurʾān and Ḥadīth, acrostic compositions and chronogram tradition. Prosodic rules are strictly adhered to except in a very few cases such as when the qāfiya is repeated (al-‘ītā’) or the enjambment (al-tatmīm) violated. With a very few exception, the ideas, emotions and images are generally poor, conventional and trite, a phenomenon which can be traced to the limited scope of the curriculum allowed by the strict orthodox scholarship tradition.

The main source of literary inspiration was pre-Islamic poetry which were studied not as creative writings but mainly as classical references for grammatical expositions (lughā). The Nigerian poets also cultivated most of the early Islamic verses such as the poems of Kaʿb b. Zuhayr, Ḥasan b. Thābit and al-Khansa’. They were in contact, of course, with the bulk of the religious poetry of the Age of Decadence, Ibn Durayd, al-Būṣīrī and al-Fāzāzī’s works being outstanding examples. But they were not generally influenced by most of the Umayyad and Abbasid poetry of which orthodox Islam has not approved. The identification by Dr. Sambo of the influences of such poets as CʿUmar b. Abī Rabīʿa and al-Jarīr in Nigerian verses must, therefore, be considered exceptional.

The Maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī were also cultivated but the archaism of this work, and such profanity as dramatised by Abū Zaid al-Sarūjī,
could not have impressed any puritan. Its influence, accordingly, was limited to the strange vocabularies which are employed to meet the demand of rhyme. Rhymed prose, except in opening or closing doxology, titles and religious sermons, was unknown. Indeed, following the classical tradition, Arabic literature in Nigeria can be said to be apparently confined to poetry. The only prose writings which may be considered belles-lettres are a few correspondences, literary history including biography (al-sīra) to which 'description' may be incorporated. All these features are vividly described in chapters one and two of this thesis.

The second major section of this study is the modern trend in Islam and Arabic literature the available materials on which in Arabic, English, French and German, are inexhaustible. It can indeed be said that the various discussions on the growth and development of modern Arabic literature have virtually been exhausted by the Arab and Oriental literary critics and historians. This study is indebted, for most of its conclusions and inferences, mainly to the Arabic and English sources to which references are duly made. Since modern Arabic literature is a conscious imitation of modern European literature, all I have attempted here, after describing the contemporary political culture, is to highlight the ideological and literary differences between classical Arabic and modern European (English) Literature. It is thus possible to determine the exact elements of the European literary tradition in modern Arabic literature and the extent to which Nigeria has also imitated such modern elements.
Dr. Āli Abūbakar, Shaikh al-Ilūrī and Professor Galadanci among others have treated the impact of Western education on Nigerian Arabic-Islamic Culture (literature inclusive) as subthemes in their studies from which I have proceeded. Of these works, only Professor Galadanci's study can be said to have discussed the response of Nigerian Arabic poetry to Western education, with little reference to the modern literary movement in the Arab world. According to him 'the wind of the literary renaissance which began to appear in Egypt with al-Barūdī and which later become fruitful with the succeeding generation prominent among which was Aḥmad Shawqī' did not reach Nigeria early enough.16

Apart from the obsoleteness of this observation, the study was written in Arabic which has limited its readership. And as hinted above, the study was undertaken within the context of medieval Islamic thought which makes his approach to be diametrically opposed to the present study. Above all, the impact on Islamic Nigeria, of such major events as the Renaissance, Reformation, Industrial Revolution and Enlightenment, which have radically transformed the life of mankind, in our own view, deserves an independent study of this type. In this respect, this study is also indebted to a number of works on contemporary Nigerian history, politics, religion and education17 most of which have proceeded from the impact of Western culture on Nigeria.

Above these contemporary sources is the fact that the history of Arabic-Islamic literature in Contemporary Nigeria constitutes a part of this writer's biography. It is a drama in which he has remained an actor since nearly three decades. Born in 1951 under
the full light of the colonial regime, this writer had attended both the Qur'anic, as well as the secular school for his primary education. He had proceeded to one of the modern Arabic schools after graduating from which he also attended a secular Grammar school where Arabic and Islamic religion were taught. He later attended University of Ibadan with all its secularising potentialities described in chapter four. After graduating from Ibadan University, he had since 1977 moved to the Islamic North, where he remains to date between Ahmadu Bello and Bayero Universities as an Arabic-Islamic scholar.

Inspired by its contact with modern European (secular) literature, the traditional concepts of Arabic poetry, prose, literary aesthetics, style, diction, images, vocabulary and prosody in modern Arabic literature have all been systematically transformed. In poetry, narrative, epic and dramatic verses were introduced to the existing lyric which in itself has been subjected to romanticism, realism, commitment and surrealism. In the process of this transformation, the classical prosodic definition of poetry was criticized, ridiculed and destroyed. The conspicuous qaṣīda form, in which a line (bayt) of poem is often made of two hemistichs (al-ṣadr and al-ajuz), after a series of experimentation described in chapter three, was eventually eliminated. It was replaced by a single line (al-Shatr) the length of which is left to be determined by poetic emotion.

The early attempt to abandon the traditional rhyme and metre schemes altogether failed; eight instead of the sixteen traditional metres with strophical rhyme scheme are now employed. Like the length,
of poetic lines which they often determine, the feet (tafāqīl) of these eight new metres are not combined in the traditional rigid formulas but subjected to the length of proposition as propagated by Nāzik al-Malā'ika. This new prosodic metre scheme is described in some details in chapter three.

Encouraged by language Academies, journalism, translation and adaptation of European literary masterpieces, modern prose had developed very early to replace the time-honoured rhymed prose. Having lost their sanctity to secular thoughts, most of the narratives in the Qur'ān were reduced to Islamic mythology and legends the imitation of which were no longer sacrilegious. The elimination of this religious barrier made it possible for creative writings in ordinary prose in particular to be raised to the modern literary standard as short stories, novels and plays. These modern prose genres which are vividly described in chapter three can be said to have overshadowed poetry today in Arabic literature.

The main current which has generated this literary revolution is the impact, on Islamic thoughts, of modern secular education which, in Islamic Nigeria, has continued to be resisted even at the university level. But even if the Nigerian malams had sufficiently cultivated it, they would certainly have directed its advantages towards developing a national, rather than religious literature as it did happen in the growth of modern Hausa literature. As a part of its resistance to Western education, Islamic Nigeria had clung to the conservative movements in contemporary Islam and of course, to its medieval literary heritage. Discussing the failure of the late Sir Ahmadu Bello to attempt a modernization of Islam in Nigeria,
this study has attempted in chapter four, to identify the reason for the tenacious attachment of Islamic Nigeria to medieval Islamic tradition to the extent of parting with the Arab modernists.

With the Islamic North apparently being consumed by the encroaching violent wave of nationalism and agitation for decolonization unleashed from the south, Western education could no longer be resisted. It indeed became a sine qua non for Islamic North if it must exist as a political entity in the proposed independent Nigeria. Thus compelled by political pressure, some Nigerian Arabic scholars had to cultivate Western education from which they eventually learnt to differentiate between territorial nationalism and pan-Islamica. They were also encouraged by Dr East, a colonial education officer, to direct the advantages of their Western education towards evolving modern Hausa literature instead of modernizing Arabic. Modern Hausa literature has accordingly replaced, today, the medieval Arabic in Islamic Northern Nigeria. But there are a few other Western educated malams who have proceeded despite the traditional resistance, to modernize Arabic literature as described in Chapter four.

Incidentally, the pace of modernization of Islam and the Arabic-Islamic studies has been more rapid in the South than in the North. Traditional Islam had not matured in the South before the introduction of Christianity and Western education. The Muslims, for economic, social and political reasons, at the cost of their faith, had thus plunged into cultivating secular education. The most compelling force was perhaps, the Christian dominated political and economic atmosphere which was fast reducing the Muslims to
second-class citizens. Other modernizing currents include the advent of the Ahmadiyya movement and the return into Yorubaland of some Western educated Muslim ex-slaves from Brazil through Sierra-Leone. There was above all, the establishment of the University of Ibadan which since 1962 had continued to allow Christians to study Islam and Arabic language. All these forces, which were unknown in the Islamic North, had compelled the course of medieval Islam in Yorubaland to proceed in the light of Western civilization. In these circumstances, the Islamic South with virtually no pre-colonial record of Arabic literature has now begun to play, like the Greater Syria in the Arab world, the leading role in modern Nigerian Arabic-Islamic culture.

Imposed by national economic and political developments on Islamic Nigeria, Western education has continued to be gingerly cultivated in such a way that it has not penetrated beyond the skin of most of the Muslims. Modern secular thought therefore, has not been able to influence considerably the medieval Islamic tradition which has inextricably mixed with the indigenous Hausa, Fulani, Kanuri, Nupe, Yoruba and other cultures. The traditional Arabic-Islamic education was modernized through the establishment of the Kano Law School and similar ones all over the country. Arabic and Islamic studies have also been introduced in secular institutions including the universities. But the fact remains that the secular impacts of this education have continued to be swallowed up by the overwhelming influence of the medieval Muslim community. An attempt is made in chapter four to describe how most of the Nigerian universities offering Arabic and Islamic studies have been torn apart by the inherent conflict in their secular, against the religious orientation
of the Muslim communities they are meant to serve. The spirit of the medieval Islamic thought which Muḥammad ʿAbduh had sought to modernize in Egypt; which Muḥammad Iqbal had sought to reconstruct in India, and which Kemal Atatürk had virtually destroyed in Turkey has, accordingly, continued to wax stronger and stronger in Islamic Nigeria.

It is from this apparently fossilized medieval Arabic-Islamic literary culture that Ṣūrūr ʿUmar ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz ʿUmar ʿIbrāhīm a has dramatically emerged. Born in Zaria around 1922, ʿUmar had some acquaintance with English education through which, by sheer personal efforts, he managed to acquire 'the key' to Western secular thought. But his formal education took the traditional way. After his traditional Islamic education, he had graduated not from Ibadan, Ahmadu Bello, Bayero or any other university. He only attended the Kano Law School where he was trained as a Qādī since 1942. It was here that ʿUmar became acquainted with some of the classical Arabic masterpieces to the study of which religious tradition had not hitherto allowed him an access. He was also introduced to the modern trend in the Arab world through the works of the neo-classical and the pre-romantic Arab writers.

Through these modern Arab writers, ʿUmar was further encouraged to cultivate modern secular education. He has since then thrown himself headlong into the study of Greek mythology, Western philosophy, classics, natural sciences, astronomy, modern history, political theory and English literature, all of which he has displayed in his anthology. His works, to which chapter five is devoted, and those of a Christian Nigerian Arabist and a few other
contributions, constitute the main examples of modern Nigerian Arabic compositions.

In conclusion an attempt is made to summarise the main literary innovations introduced into Nigerian Arabic literature by Umār and his contemporaries. Considered as a process of secularizing Arabic language and literature, this new trend is diametrically opposed to the existing religious literary tradition in Nigeria. It has been provoked by modern secular thought which had also transformed the socio-political and the economic life of Islamic Nigeria to a considerable extent. The main development imposed is the nationalist oriented political order which has sought to divorce Arab nationalism from Islam. Under its educational programme, it is possible to know Islam today without necessarily being proficient in Arabic language.

If the initial cultivation of Arabic language and literature in Nigeria, as discussed in chapter one, had essentially been motivated by Islam, this religious motive does not exist today any longer. The modern political and economic order has also replaced Arabic with English in which case Arabic cannot as well be cultivated for political or economic reasons. What future then has Arabic in Nigeria? Can Dr Muḥammad Ṭāhir Liman convince Islamic Nigeria to transfer its political allegiance from pan Islamism to territorial nationalism? Can Umār Ibrāhīm succeed in checking the resurgence of the medieval Arabic-Islamic educational system in Nigeria? Can he persuade Islamic Nigeria to cultivate, in the name of literary art, the pagan Greek mythology, classics, modern European or even the secular Arab nationalist oriented modern Arabic literature? Is Nigerian national education policy ready to treat Arabic like other languages in Nigeria?
If by a miracle, our answers to the above questions were to be in the affirmative, Arabic must then have successfully been secularised and reduced to a common foreign language like French or English. Considering that English as a literary medium, after playing its part, is now finding its exit from Nigeria to give way to an indigenous literature in an indigenous language, what chance has Arabic then to compete with Hausa or Yoruba at cultural level? Answers to this and other questions can be found in the course of this study and in its conclusion.

Certain nomenclatures, to the meaning of which no emotional religious connotations are attached, have been used in this study. But such terms, unless explained, may be misunderstood especially by religious men. By 'Nigerian Arabic literature' is meant any literary artistic compositions in Arabic language, produced by Nigerians, the subject matter of which also deals with life in Nigeria. It is on this account that the works of Al-Maghīlī and other immigrant contributors to the growth of Arabic literature in Nigeria have been excluded. This term, however, does not rule out the use of 'Arabic literature in Nigeria' as in the last sentence where this is demanded by style and clarity.

The term 'Arabic-Islamic literature' had earlier been proposed for describing Nigerian Arabic literature since it is generally ruled, until recently, by Islamic spirit. But this term was dropped when my supervisor called my attention to the fact that Arabic literature, in general, since the advent of Islam, has continued to be ruled by its spirit. Nevertheless, I have been obliged to use this term whenever 'Arabic' or 'Islamic' alone cannot adequately convey my
intended signification. Similarly, the term 'Nigerian Islam' has been used here to define Islam not from the point of view of its principles which are one and the same everywhere. But the socio-political institutions in practice vary from one culture zone to another, a trait which this term intends to emphasize. The term 'political Islam' has also been used in a similar manner since in Yorubaland, for example, Islam had not acquired a political force until the advent of the British.

There should be little misunderstanding in the use of the term 'Islamic Nigeria' which simply draws a line between the Nigerian Muslims and non-Muslims. In order to distinguish the Islamic cultural heritage before al-nahda (the Arab Renaissance) after which the term, 'modern' is introduced, I have employed the term 'medieval' or 'classical' almost interchangeably. Since modern thought is essentially secular, I have considered the distinction between 'modernization' and 'secularisation' as a matter of the degree to which the medieval thought (essentially religion) is subjected to modern thought. These two terms, therefore, have also been used almost interchangeably.

But a similar term, 'Westernization' has been avoided as much as possible because of its wider connotation. In the Islamic world, no distinction is often made between 'Modern secular thought' and 'Western culture or civilization' which is essentially a compromise between secular thought and medieval Christianity. This is the form in which secular thought was introduced to the Muslim world by the Christian missionaries, aided in most cases, by the colonial administrators.
I have followed the method of transliteration adopted by the Encyclopaedia of Islam, the system of which is prefaced to this thesis. Efforts are also made either to give in parentheses or footnotes the meanings of most of the Arabic technical terms employed for precision or want of an English equivalent. But the extensive quotations in Arabic has made any special glossary a formidable task. It is hoped, however, that both the context and footnotes would further guide most of the readers to understand such passages which are restricted to purely literary discussions. In other discussions, quotations are given in translation. Above all, the translations of most of the Arabic verses quoted in chapter five are also appended to the thesis.
FOOTNOTES TO INTRODUCTION

1. 'Aḥī Abūbakar, Al-thaqāfatu '1-arabiyya fī Naijirīya (Cairo, 1972).


3. Mss in the author's and this writer's private collection. See chapter five for more details on this work.

4. They include the works of Ahmad Bābā of Timbuktu, 'Abdu 'll-Rahmān al-Ṣa'cdī, Muhammad Bello b.'Uthmān, 'Abdullāh b. Muhammad Fudī, Abdullah (H F C ) Smith, J F A Ajayi and M Crowder eds, J O Hunwick, Murray Last, M A Al-Hajj, H R Palmer, J S Trimingham M Hiskett etc to which references are duly made.


8. S A S Galadanci, Harakatu '1-lughati '1-arabiyya waʿādābiha fī Naijirīya (Cairo, 1982).


10. They include Dirāsāt Ārabiyya and Kano Studies, both from Bayero University, Kano; al-Fikr and The Research Bulletin of the Centre of Arabic Documentation, both from Ibadan University; The Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies, University of Ilo-irin and the Journal of the Nigerian Association of Teachers of Arabic and Islamic Studies. References have been made to all these journals.
11. My classical sources include the Holy Qur'ān, the works of Ibn Qutayba (d. 889 AD), al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 869 AD), Abū Hālāl al-Ṣaḥḥa (d. 1005 AD), Qudāmā Ibn Ja'far (d. 922 AD), Ibn '1-Rāshīq (d. 1064 AD), Ibnu '1-Mu'tazz (d. 909 AD), al-Baġīlānī, (d. 1012 AD) 'Abdu 'l-Qāhir al-Jurjānī (d. 1078 AD) etc. to which references are duly made in the thesis. On some of my sources on modern Arabic literature see below, note no. 15.

12. The Tāzyīn, passim, being generally acclaimed the most classical example in Nigeria.

13. Of Imru'ū 'l-Qays, Nābiqha al-Dhubānī, Antara Ibū Shaddād, Ṭarāfa Ibnu '1-Abd, Zuhayr Ibū Sulmā and Alqama b. Ābd, the influences of whom have been identified on Nigerian verses in most of the studies above mentioned.


15. This study is particularly indebted to the works of Professors H A R Gibb, G E Von Grunebaum, R A Nicholson, A J Arberry, S Moreh among other orientalists, and to those of Taha Hussain, al-Qāqād, Mikhā'il Nuṣaima, ʿUmar al-Dasuqī, Muḥammad Manḏūr, Maḥmūd Tāymūr, Muṣṭafā Badawī and Nāzik al-Malāʾika among other modern Arab writers.


17. Such as the works of Professors J F A Ajayi and E A Ayandele on the advent of Christianity into Nigeria; R A Adeleye on the fall of the Sokoto Caliphate; J S Coleman on the growth of Nigerian nationalism; J N Paden on the impact of Western Culture on religion and politics in contemporary Kano; T G 0 Gbadamosi on the growth of Islam and its clash with Christianity in Yorubaland; S F Graham and Babs Fafunwa on Education in modern Nigeria; and Albert Gerard on the growth of the contemporary Nigerian literature in English, Yoruba and Hausa.


19. Ansar-Ud-Deen High School, Saki est 1967 by the Muslim community in protest against the conversion of their children by the only existing Baptist High School in the area.


CHAPTER ONE

THE GROWTH AND MATURITY OF ARABIC LITERARY TRADITION

IN NIGERIA

I. The Penetration of Islam

The phenomenal expansion which took Islam within a century of its evolution to North Africa and the Maghrib came to a halt at the northern frontiers of Bilādu 'l-Sūdān.\(^1\) By the time its further expansion was resumed three to four centuries later, the formative period of Islamic thought was believed to have been over. Among other things, the development of its legal and theological theories had been completed and a ban placed on further development. Its pristine strength and unity which had sustained its early revolutionary zeal had also been rent by sectarian disputes. Rationalism, above all, had given way to ascendancy of ṣūfī ethos and uncritical faith in tradition (al-taqlīd). These two spirits had remained the main current of Arabic-Islamic thought until its contact in the last century with Western culture.

As early as the ninth century AD, Islam must have penetrated Kanem-Bornu through its commercial interaction with the Ibadite Berbers of Tahert.\(^2\) Writing around 1067 AD, the Spanish geographer, al-Bakrī, reports the presence in Kanem of some Umayyad descendants who still preserved their Arab customs.\(^3\) Al-Ḥārīfī (d. 1349 AD) later reports that Islam was introduced to Kanem by one of these Umayyads, al-Ḥādī al-Ṣūmānī.\(^4\) But the dynastic conversion, which took place during the reign of Mai Umme Jilmi (c. 1086-97) has been
attributed by the Bornu Mahram Tradition⁵ to one of the Ibadite Berbers, Muḥammad ibn Mānī.

Islam could not penetrate Hausaland from Kanem-Bornu as their geographical proximity would lead one to assume.⁶ Neither could it spread into the region from North Africa because, the caravan routes from the north which linked Kano and Katsina, if available, were not active until later in the sixteenth century.⁷ This explains why Hausaland, compared to Kanem-Bornu had remained unknown for quite some time to most of the Arab geographers. So the only channel through which Islam could penetrate Hausaland before the fifteenth century was its western region from which it eventually did. This study, however, does not rule out some possible individual contact between Kanem and Hausaland as some writers have in fact observed. But the earliest historical contact so far known between Hausaland and Bornu did not go beyond the fifteenth century A.D if legend and folklore are ignored.⁸

The earliest Islamic penetration into Hausaland has therefore, more appropriately been traced to the commercial and missionary activities of the Mande Dyula and the impact of the romantic pilgrimage of the famous ancient Mali Emperor, Mansa Musa between A.D 1324 and 1326.⁹ It was about this time that the ruler of Katsina, Muḥammad Korau (1320-55 A.D) is reported to have been converted probably by some 'Wangara divines from Mali and Jenne',¹⁰ About half a century later, (c. 1380 A.D), another or the same Wangarawa mission is reported to have brought Islam to Kano during the reign of Ali Yaji (1349-1385 A.D).¹¹
Through commercial and military contacts with Hausa, Bornu, and Songhay Muslim neighbours, Islamic influences must have diffused into Nupeland as early as the fifteenth century. But the dynastic conversion did not seem to have taken place until the seventeenth century when the name, Abdu Waliy (A.D 1679-1700) appeared as its first Muslim ruler. The Nupe Tradition, however, puts the advent of Islam to a later date, during the reign of Etsu Jibrilu (d 1770), the twelfth king after Tsoede, the legendary ancestor of the Nupe people. At any rate, Islam did not become popular until early in the nineteenth century during the reign of Etsu Mu'azu (d 1818). It was then that Malam Dendo came into the land as a Dan Fodio's flag bearer, and successfully made Nupeland a vassal state of the Sokoto Caliphate.

While linguistic and literary evidences indicate an earlier advent of Islam into Yorubaland, it was not until after the jihad that Islam became established in Ilorin. And, quite unlike in Northern Nigeria where the advent of Islam was often marked by dynastic conversion, no Alaafin of Oyo is known to have embraced Islam at such an early date. By 1840, however, according to Dr. Gbadamosi, Islam had been established in many Yoruba towns. But Islam could not penetrate the middle belt areas of Nigeria, the Jos Plateau and the Benue river basin, inhabited mainly by the Jukuns or Kwararafa, the Tiv and Idoma. The Southern Zaria province was raided by Nagwamatse in the mid nineteenth century (c 1859) but he failed to Islamise the area. Apart from Yorubaland and Etsako Division of Bendel State, Islam did not penetrate the south and south eastern Nigeria until the advent of the British.
With the British occupation, more effective means of both local and international communications opened up new areas of the country which had hitherto remained inaccessible. The British socio-economic and political activities also inspired mass labour movement and all sorts of internal migrations. Propagated mainly by the itinerant native Muslim preachers, Islam has now become widespread across the country. But the introduction of Christianity into those areas where it had not earlier penetrated has largely limited its popularity only to the Hausa, Fulani, Nupe, Yoruba and a few other Nigerian peoples. Inspired mainly by political or economic advantages, the process of Islamisation is still being witnessed in Nigeria today especially in south eastern Nigeria as the result of the effective missionary activities of Saudi Arabia.

II. The Cultivation of Arabic Language Through Islamic Scholarship Tradition

Arabic language and literature until recently was indebted, for its world status, mainly to Islam which more than any other factors had continued to spread it all over the world. It was the first literate culture to be introduced since the middle ages into many areas where it had remained the medium of higher education, commerce and even administration. It has remained above all, the liturgical language all over the Muslim world. Arabic in these circumstances has successfully invaded such world languages as Persian, Turkish, Urdu, Swahili and Hausa in Nigeria over 50 per cent of whose vocabulary it constitutes. Its script, like that of Latin in medieval Europe, is also adopted in writing those languages whose literatures are also modelled on that of the classical Arabic. In the wider Muslim world today, Arabic is identified with Islam much more than the Arab League, the
Palestine Liberation Organization or any other contemporary Arab socio-economic or political movement.

Consequently, the study of Arabic language and literature, especially by the non-Arabs throughout the medieval period, was often inspired by Islam. In other words, Arabic has remained over the ages, the sole cultural medium by which Islam has continued to be transmitted in form of the Arabic Qur'ān to the non-Arab world for which the faith is also believed to be meant. In this context, the religion, according to a modern Arab writer, has thus preserved the language and the language preserved religion:

But for Islam the Arabic language would have changed like others, and as it had itself changed previously. But for Arabic, the different interpretations of Islam would have grown apart from each other and it would have split into a number of faiths with the adherents of each accusing the others of infidelity... Thus the Arabic language is not the private property of the descendants of Qahtan; it is the language of all Muslims.19

But when Islam was introduced into Nigeria, little was it realised that Arabic language, its literature and civilization were being cultivated. And no substantial distinction between Arabic as a language or literature, and Islam as a religion was ever made until today, when this trend is being challenged by modern secular thought.

The growth of Arabic literary culture in Nigeria, therefore, had remained essentially the growth of Islam. It was similar to the growth of traditional Islamic sciences of the classical age in which the Qur'ān had constituted the nucleus, provided the necessary inspiration and dictated the direction. In Nigeria, it was the desire to know the Arabic Qur'ān rather than to be literate for its own sake.
that constituted the greatest incentive to learning. To what extent then is the cultivation of Arabic language for the sake of Islam a desideratum for non-Arab Muslims?

If the choice of an Arab prophet and therefore of Arabic language for Islam is viewed purely as a matter of chance, a question might then be raised: Could not the Prophet have been a Nigerian or Pakistani speaking Hausa or Urdu? Arabic then becomes a means to an end and not the end in itself that some Arabs have tried to make it. If Islam on the other hand is viewed from socio-linguistic and cultural perspective, the Arabic Qur'an is definitely not addressed to the non-Arabs who do not understand Arabic. Its messages in translations, however, might be extended to them. The Qur'an makes this point very clear.

We have not sent any messenger except in the languages of his own people so that he might make plain to them his message.

Whatever the case may be, Arabic and Islam have inextricably fused into an organic unity at least, within the Islamic cultural context. It may not, therefore, be rewarding for anybody to embark on the impossible task of dearabizing Islam as attempted by Turkey. It is on this basis that the cultivation of Arabic language by non-Arab Muslims may be justified. Other Arab customs and traditions after all, are zealously cultivated in form of prophetic sunna. The very creed formula (Kalimatu'l-shahada) by which an outsider is initiated into the umma is traditionally uttered in Arabic. Apart from ritual prayers (sallā) which are specifically observed in Arabic language, there is hardly any aspect of Islamic worship which is absolutely free from the use of Arabic. Above all these, however, is the need to understand the Qur'an, Hadith and fiqh, all of which were originally
written only in Arabic. The principal disciple of Muḥammad ʿAbduh, Muḥammad Rashīd Ridā makes the following remarks:²³

Islamic thought could not flourish unless the Arabic tongue flourished: it was the only language in which Islam could be properly studied and expounded, and therefore it was the duty of any Muslim who could do so to learn Arabic. Moreover there could be no deep unity in umma unless it was a unity of language, and in the Muslim Umma, this could be none other than Arabic. No non-Arab had ever been able to serve Islam unless he knew Arabic.

This intrinsic truth was, however, overshadowed by the traditional sentiment that Arabic, having been chosen for Islam, has become superior to all world languages. It is the language of the Angels by which the godly peoples will be communicating in heaven. It is supernatural. A unique motivation was thus inspired by spiritual enthusiasm to acquire the very language of God with all the attendant mystical and material advantages. The Cambridge anthropologist, Jack Goody describes a pagan chief in Northern Ghana who 'saw in the Muslim's capacity to write, a more effective means of supernatural communication.'²⁴

the very fact that writing enables a man to communicate over space and time makes it more effective as a way of getting in touch with distant deities.

Apart from this primary religious impulse, the socio-political privilege and economic opportunities concomitant to the acquisition of Arabic language equally stimulated learning. The immigrant Muslims were identified with the ruling class in which most of them performed as scribes, physicians, astrologers political advisers and religious teachers. Since most of the members of this new community were also
merchants, the chance of business expansion was also possible with the acquisition of literacy in Arabic. In fact, the mere ability to read and write in a predominantly illiterate culture had remained one of the greatest aspects of Islamic civilization in pre-colonial Nigeria and Africa as a whole. 25

Prompted by these reasons, the process of learning Arabic took off in Qur'anic Schools from oral recitation of some short chapters and verses of the Holy Qur'an which were felt to be mostly needed for ṣallā. Having memorised a few short chapters, the converts would then be taught the techniques of reading and copying which were often practised by copying and reading through the whole of the Qur'an. This process might take three to five years after which a convert would be able to read vowelled Arabic text without necessarily understanding it. He was also expected to have learnt, usually by rote, some other socio-religious duties which would enable him practise his faith.

In addition to the Qur'an, the Wangarawa had also brought with them to Hausaland, the books of Law (al-fiqh) and Tradition (al-Hadīth) on which further studies had simultaneously commenced. Similar development had earlier been recorded in the Mahram of Umme Jilmī of how the successive Mais of Kanem-Bornu had learnt the Qur'an. After reading from sūratu'l-baqara to 'wa'l-nās' (sūratu'l-nās) for example, Mai Umme is reported to have also

read the Risāla 27 twice and gave Mānī one hundred pieces of gold, one hundred pieces of silver and one hundred of slave; all because of the reading and instruction he derived from him.
III. The Maturity of Arabic-Islamic Literature in Nigeria

After the launching of Arabic-Islamic education, its gradual development was nursed by progressive cultural contacts with outside Islamic world through pilgrimage, commercial activities and migration of the itinerant African scholars. In Bornu, such contacts were encouraged by the active participation of all the successors of Mai Umme Jilmi. His son and successor, Dunama (1098-1150 A.D.) performed Hajj twice and was drowned in the Red Sea the third time. As early as the thirteenth century, Mai Dunama Dibbalemi (1221-59) had established economic, diplomatic and cultural relations with Egypt and Tunisia. In Egypt, a Maliki school, to which a hostel for students and pilgrims was attached, is also reported to have been built by him. And by the twelfth century, the voice of a Kanem poet, Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm ibn Ya‘qūb al-Kānāmī is said to be heard vibrating in the presence of Almohad Caliph, Ya‘qūb al-Manṣūr.

Historians are yet to account for this remarkable development which culminated in such an early emergence to Islamic civilization of this first Sefawa dynasty. Apart from the early information of the advent of Islam, the dynastic conversion and the introduction of the Risāla, this process of literary development which dramatically turned out a poet within a century was shrouded in mystery. At any rate, it indicated that the foundation of Islamic scholarship must have been laid before the end of the thirteenth century when Kanem, like the Contemporary Middle East, was plunged into dynastic warfare.

The eventual development of Arabic-Islamic literature in Hausaland was largely due to the outstanding experience of the Fulanis who arrived in the fifteenth century into Nigeria from
Futa Jallon areas. Held as the oldest custodians of Islamic Scholarship tradition throughout West Africa, they introduced books on 'Divinity' (tawhīd) and 'Etymology' (lugha)\textsuperscript{33} in addition to Jurisprudence and Tradition which before were only known. According to Professor Galadanci, the book referred to as 'lugha' was likely to be poetry of the Muʿallaqāt which were often studied and memorised in stock for linguistic exposition.\textsuperscript{34} Apart from introducing a new dimension into Arabic-Islamic Curriculum, it was the Fulanis who gradually nourished Islamic education to maturity after a few centuries.

In addition to the Fulanis, the influences of the Sankore mosque in Timbuktu were also predominant. It was indeed through its scholars and the Fulanis that the Maghrib scholarship tradition was transmitted to Nigeria.\textsuperscript{35} By the fifteenth century, the Andalusian Islamic Scholarship tradition, through Fez and Walata, was already strong in Timbuktu as confirmed by the emergence of Aḥmad Bābā (1357–1427 AD). It was, however, the active patronage later given to Islam by Askia Muḥammad Ture I (1493–1528 AD) that transformed Timbuktu into the citadel of learning from which Islamic sciences had continued to spread to the rest of the Sudan.

Some of the Timbuktu scholars who came to Nigeria included Shaikh Aḥmad b. Muḥammad Aqīt who visited Kano on his return from ʿHajj around 1487 AD. On his return from ʿHajj in 1510 AD, Shaikh Aida Aḥmad al-Tazakhtī, who had earlier visited Takedda where he received instructions from al-Maghīlī, also settled in Katsina. He was soon honoured by the Sarkin Katsina, who appointed him as the Qādī of the town in appreciation of his contributions to the growth
of Arabic and Islamic literary culture. He was in Katsina until his death in 1529 A.D. Shaikh Makhlūf al-Bilbālī (d 1533 A.D) was another peripatetic teacher who visited Kano and Katsina, after travelling about in the Sudan, before he returned to Timbuktu.36

There were also a number of individual scholars from Egypt, Tunisia, North Africa and Morocco, who had contributed to the growth of Arabic-Islamic literary tradition in Nigeria. Foremost among them was the celebrated North African Malik jurist, Imam Ibn 'Abdi 'l-Karīm al-Maghili who may be described as the founding father of political Islam in Nigeria.37 He visited Kano and Katsina (c 1499 A.D.) where as a teacher, he taught Grammar, Jurisprudence, Theology and Tradition. He also introduced Logic into Nigeria over the teaching of which al-Suyūṭī had disagreed with him.

His greatest contribution was no doubt the laying of the foundation of an Islamic state by his political treatises38 which he bequeathed to Nigeria through Muhammad Rimfa of Kano and Sarki Ibrāhīm Maje of Katsina. The nineteenth century jihād in particular must have remotely been encouraged by his militant and intransigent attitude to those Muslims he identified as the foul malams ('ūlamāʿu 'l-sū'). No wonder, his Ajwība (legal answers) to Askia Muḥammad had constituted one of the juridical authorities by which the jihād was justified.39

Contrary to the views held by many scholars including Shaikh Nāṣiru Kabara and Ādam al-Ilūrī, Imam al-Suyūṭī (d 1505 A.D) did not visit North Africa or the Maghrib let alone Nigeria.40 This misconception arose, no doubt, from his contributions to the growth
of Arabic-Islamic literature in West Africa. In addition to teaching a number of West African pilgrims who often brought home scores of his books, the Imam had also contributed specifically to the legal development of Islam in West Africa. In his book, *al-Taḥadduth bi-niḥmati‘llāh*, al-Suyūṭī describes how more than twenty of his books, on three different occasions, were brought to Takrūr by different scholars after receiving instructions from him. Like al-Maghīlī in Songhay Empire, his answers to legal questions in form of epistle, *Risāla ilā Mulūki ’l-Takrūr* \(^{42}\) which he addressed to among others, Muḥammad b. Settefen of Agades and Sarki Ibrāhīm of Katsina, is still in Nigeria. But the most relevant to this study of his contributions has been a verse correspondence in form of the classical *naqīda*, \(^{43}\) between him and al-Maghīlī, over the teaching of Logic. Still in circulation among Nigerian traditional scholars, this correspondence was likely to have introduced to Nigeria this literary form, which was later employed in the jihād literature. \(^{44}\)

The opening of the route between Gwanja and Bornu via Hausaland early in the fifteenth century and the declining fortunes of Gao prompted the caravan route which linked Katsina from Agades into action. In due course, the commercial prosperities of Songhay began to drift eastward into Hausaland. And by the end of the sixteenth century (1591 A.D.) when the Empire finally collapsed before the Saʿdian Empire of Morocco, Hausaland had virtually gained most of its intellectual and economic losses. Both Gao and Timbuktu reincarnated in Kano and Katsina which subsequently developed into 'the main terminus of the trans-Sahara caravan route and the entrepôt of the whole Hausaland'. \(^{45}\)
This commercial prosperity was attended by influx of immigrant scholars, pilgrims and merchants since every route then led to Hausaland. This period also coincided in Bornu, with the emergence to world fame of Mai Idris Aloma (1570-1619 A.D) who had also transformed Ngazargamu to another Başra. Together with Kano and Katsina, these three centres with the neighbouring cities of Kebbi, Zamfara, Zaria, Gobir, Baghirmi, Ahir, Agades and Tekida were able to provide suitable atmosphere for intellectual and literary developments. But unlike in other Muslim countries where mosques had developed into great learning centres, there was no such definite institution as the Sankore in Timbuktu, the Zaitūn in Tunis, the Qarawiyīn in Fez or al-Azhar in Cairo. This situation, no doubt, must have contributed, in Nigeria, to the peripatetic tradition of Arabic-Islamic Scholarship.

At its individual levels, however, this tradition had, by the seventeenth century, matured into a remarkable standard as demonstrated by Professor Hiskett's edition of ِIdācu 'l-nusūkh. This and similar pre-jihad literary production reveal that most of the major Islamic traditional sciences were being cultivated in Nigeria. They include the Qur'ān and its interpretation (al-tafsīr), Tradition (al-ḥadīth), Jurisprudence (al-fiqh), Theology (al-tawhīd), Morphology (al-ṣarf), Syntax (al-nahw), Rhetorics (al-bayān), Prosody (al-Carūd) Literature (al-'adab), History and Biography (al-ta'rīkh wa'l-sīra), Logic (al-manṭiq) and Occult sciences (Cilmu'l-hurūf wa'l-awfāq).

In due course, the impacts of this intellectual progress began to accelerate the pace of Islamic Cultural assimilation and conflict.
A literate social class, not only in Arabic but also in vernacular was born. Kanuri, Fulani, Hausa and some other Nigerian languages were for the first time committed to writing in Arabic script. At the same time, the rate of the gradual diffusion of Arabic into these languages must also have increased.

Not unexpectedly, this new breed of Muslim intelligentsia, among them jurists, poets and chroniclers, began to agitate for an improvement in the standard of Islam. They would want to harmonize the existing divergencies between Islamic principles and its practices. The result was a series of cultural conflicts against which the 'ulamā' could not reach a legal consensus. Apart from differences in the standards of their education, they were rent by adherence to sufism, royal patronage, political ambition and tribal loyalty to a certain extent. It was this stage of Islamic cultural development that produced the first generation of Nigerian literary men.

If we disregard most of the early literary works of the immigrant scholars attributed to Nigeria by Shaikh al-Ilūrī, Dr. Bivar and Professor Hiskett, the earliest surviving literary product of Islamic Nigeria dated back to the late sixteenth century. It is likely to be the works of Imām Aḥmad ibn Fartuwa, the famous chronicler of Mai Idrīs Aloma. Apart from being a descendant of Muhammad ibn Māni, very little is known about his birth and education. All that can be said of him is that he was a contemporary of Idrīs Aloma (1570-1619) and a participant in most of his campaigns, the record of which he faithfully kept. His works include
Ta'rikh Mai Idrīs wa-ghazawātih and Diwān Salātīn Barnū both of which have been edited together by H.R. Palmer.51

Between this time and the outbreak of the jihād, a number of scholars emerged but most of their literary productions were of little literary interest. Some of the literary compositions include the panegyric ode composed for Mai Ali (1644-84) in celebration of his defeat of the Kwararafa around A.D. 1650. The poem was composed by a Katsina based scholar, Muḥammad ibn Sabbāgh, known in Hausa tradition as Dan Marina (d. 1655).52 In Bornu, the contribution of Shaikh al-Ṭahir b. Ibrāhīm al-Fallātī, who became the poet laureate during the reign of Mai Ali b. Dunama (1750-91), is also significant. He later fell out with the Mai against whom he composed the earliest surviving satire verses in Nigerian Arabic literature.53

This trend of literary production had continued until the outbreak of the nineteenth century jihād. Precipitated by the various tensions which had built up between Islam and traditional culture over the past centuries, the jihād was able to provoke enough crises and conflicts out of which has emerged an encyclopaedic compilation of religious literature. Indeed, the literary production is so overwhelming that the jihād itself has been described as an intellectual revolution.54 The author of the jihād, Shaikh Cūthmān dan Fodio (d. 1817), a renowned jurist and a ūnīfī saint, has been credited with over a hundred works including some fifty assorted poems in both Arabic and Fulfulde.55 His brother and immediate Wazīr, ʿAbdullāh dan Fodio (d. 1829), is credited with about seventy-eight works, all in Arabic.56 He is generally considered the greatest Nigerian poet in classical Arabic literature. The third
commander of the jihād, Muḥammad Bello b. ʿUthmān (d. 1837), who became the first Sultan of Sokoto has also been described as a political historian. His literary works numbered up to ninety-seven including some thirty-nine poems.\textsuperscript{57}

Unlike the Sokoto leaders who had to justify the jihād, Shaikh Amin al-Kānāmī (d. 1837) who emerged in Bornu as the jihād critic was probably less motivated to writing. In addition to certain correspondence records including his famous jihād critique, only a few poems are credited to him.\textsuperscript{58} Among those who have also contributed significantly to the jihād literature may be mentioned Asmāʾ bint ʿUthmān (d. 1864), Shaikh ʿAbduʾl-Qādir b. Muṣṭafā (d. 1863/4), and Muḥammad al-Bukhārī b. ʿUthmān. Other major contributions have come from the Waziri family whose industry has kept the traditional scholarship alive up to the present time.\textsuperscript{59}

Thus in form of Islamic religion, Arabic literary tradition took off in an illiterate, pagan and predominantly oral literary culture. As would have been the case, neither the host nor the guest literary culture could be of mutual benefit, their religious orientations being diametrically opposed to each other. There was a variety of indigenous oral literary genres, rooted in paganism the recording by Arabic of which would be too sacrilegious. Is Arabic not the very language of God? In the subsequent pages of this study, it will be shown how literary composition had continued to remain a function of Islamic religion until its contact with Western culture.
A. Poetry

In pre-Islamic Arabian culture, poetry had evolved as soothsayers' utterances (ṣājuʿī ʿl-kuhhān) from which it developed through the Hudā (the camel driver's lyric) in rajaz metre, into the Qasīda proper. Together with eloquence (al-faṣāha), poetry had constituted the sole artistic sensibility among the Arabs. Like in other cultures, the Arabs held that poetry was normally inspired by the jinn and satans - the pagan supernatural forces. It was this pagan concept of poetry that eventually drove it into a head-on collision with the Holy Qurʾān. As far as the pagan Arabs were concerned, there was no difference between the Prophet's unseen God Who inspired the Qurʾān in him, and their own unseen 'muses' who inspired poetry in them.

Thus conceived as inspiration (al-ʿilām) or vision (al-ruʿya), poetry became a formidable threat to Islamic concept of revelation (al-wāhi), the very basis to which the claim to prophethood anchored:

I swear by all that you can see, and all that is hidden from your view, that this is the utterance of a noble messenger. It is no poet's speech; scant is your faith! It is no soothsayer's divination; how little you reflect! It is a revelation from the Lord of all creatures.60

In the ensuing conflict, Islam stood undaunted. It persisted and won. Heathenism collapsed in Arabia and with it collapsed the
concept of poetry as inspiration, intuitive imagination or creative vision. But its cultural vehicle, the literary Arabic (al-fushā) was not destroyed. It was adopted by the Holy Qurʾān in which the language became not only enriched but also 'consecrated and superior in points of style and aesthetics, to other world languages.'

In the predominantly non-Arab population of Baṣra and Kūfa to which the centre of Islamic culture had moved from Medina, the state of error and solecism in Arabic (al-laḥn) had gradually evolved with its adverse effects on the meaning of the Holy Scripture. In order to nip the problem in the bud, the early Muslim philologists were constrained to revive and draw upon the pre-Islamic literary heritage, despite its heathen orientation, for documenting their linguistic expositions. Thus collected under Islamic intellectual climate, Arabic poetry could not have regained its supernatural forces over which it had earlier clashed with the Holy Qurʾān.

Henceforth, no poetic exuberance was to rise above responses to ordinary emotional excitement or sensation. Nobody might again be truly inspired even as another prophet as canonized by the concept of Kḥāṭamuʿl-nabiyyīn. Apart from literature, it is to this fact that the perennial conflict of sufism with Islamic orthodoxy can always be traced. For through its pantheistic tendencies, its emphasis on intuitive perception or gnosticism, sufism had always encroached upon the concept of prophecy, which most of the ṣūfī saints are always at pains to explain.

Classifying poetry according to its linguistic purity,
this exercise turned out to be the emergence of literary theory and criticism in Arabic literature. Accordingly, the attentions were focussed not on poetic contents or ideas (al-ma‘nā) but on its rhetorics, language and prosody. This concentration of attention on form as the standard of literary criticism soon became canonized in the subsequent intellectual development especially provoked by the emergence of the half-Arab secretary class (al-muwalladūn) and the cultivation of Greek philosophy. The Muwalladūn with their non-Arab literary heritage, led by Abū Nuwās had begun to criticise pre-Islamic poetic tradition into which they introduced certain stylistic features. The Sunnis would like to refute, through the ijāzu ‘l-Qur‘ān (inimitability), its createdness which the Muṭāzilites asserted. The Muṭāzilites in turn, would also want to convince the Sunnis, through the tropical and ordinary usages of the Qur‘ān (al-majāzī wa‘l-ḥaqīqī), that it would not be possible to see God face to face as suggested by certain anthropomorphic passages in the Qur‘ān.

Meanwhile, the Arab philologists in their emphasis on linguistic purity as a criterion for literary standard had begun to load the balance against the half-breed Arab poets. They also criticised them for introducing new artifices (al-badī‘) into poetry and for deviating from its tradition. Not unexpectedly, the reactions of the Muwalladūn (later, al-muḥdathūn) assumed a racial outlook in form of a popular movement known as the shu‘ubiyya. But the accession to the Abbasid throne of al-Ma’mūn (d 813 A.D.) and the active patronage he gave to intellectual pursuit, championed mainly by the Muwalladūn gave them an upper hand over the Arabs.
The so-called new stylistic artifices gradually became integrated into the canon of the Arabic literary theory. Influenced by Aristotelian Rhetorics, this concept of *al-baḍī* developed systematically to constitute aesthetic and creativity in Arabic literature.

Most of the early endeavours on this development such as the *Tabaqāt * 'l-shuʿāʿarāʾ by al-Jumāḥī (d 845 A.D.) and the *Qawā'idu l-shīr* of al-Thāfalab (d 904 A.D.) had eventually crystallised in *al-Bayān waʾl-tabyīn* of al-Jāḥīz (d 869 A.D.). In a paper, *La Rhetorique Arabe de Djahiz à Abd el Kaher*, presented by Dr. Taha Hussain (d 1973) at Leiden in 1931, it was established that al-Jāḥīz was the first significant Arab literary critic to address himself to the issue of stylistics in Arabic literature.67 Inspired by the Arab course, al-Jāḥīz attacked the shuʿābiyya and introduced the term, *al-baḍī* (new; innovation) to disparage the new artifices they had introduced into Arabic poetry.

Al-Jāḥīz denied any external influences on the origin of Arabic stylistics (*al-bayān*) which according to him was peculiar to Arabic. It was introduced by the Holy Qurʾān by virtue of which Arabic has become superior to all languages.68 This view, however, has been criticised by Dr. Taha Hussain in his edition of *Naqduʾ l-nathr*.69 And Dr. Salāma Ibrāhīm, in his work, *Balāghatu Aristū baynaʾl-ʿArab Waʾl-Yūnān*, was able to identify in the Arabic stylistics, what was specifically Hellenic, Arabic or common literary heritage.70 Al-Jāḥīz identified the various *baḍī* devices under the term, *al-bayān* and discussed among other things, the relationship between form and content. Practical criticism,
however, did not rise beyond its philological level, probably encouraged by the special attention devoted by Jahiz to Arabic phonology.

By the end of the ninth century AD, Ibnu 'l-Mu'tazz (d. 908 A.D.) wrote his Kitābu 'l-badī' in which al-badī', for the first time, was treated as a literary aesthetic feature. Quoting from classical literature including the Qur'ān and Hadith, he was able to show that al-badī' was not, after all, a new invention.71 By the middle of the tenth century AD, Qudama b. Ja'far (d. 958 A.D.) also wrote his Naqdu 'l-shī' in which, it is generally agreed, he attempted to apply Greek logic to the study of al-bayān (stylistics). He arrived at four main features of poetry on the basis of which it could be criticised. These include al-lafz (word or sound), al-ma'na (meaning or theme), al-wazn (metre) and al-qāfiya (rhyme).72

But it was Abū Hilāl al-Askarī (d. 1005 A.D.) who finally threw content (al-ma'na) to the street and placed literary importance (aesthetics) on form and verbal embellishment: 73

وليس الشأن في إيراد المعاني، لأن المعاني يعرفدها العربية والعربية والقوية والضوء، وإنها هما فحودته اللغز وصفاته وحسناته وجماله ونقاءه وكثرة طللوته وماته مع صحة السلك والتركيب، والكل من أود أنظمه والتأليمة...
Thus, in addition to emphasising the form as the criterion for aesthetic and creativity, the concept of al-ma\textsuperscript{\textmacron{n}a} (content, idea or meaning) as a common property was also emphasised.

In a bolder reaction, \textsuperscript{\textc{C}}Abdu 'l-Q\={a}hir al-Jun\={a}n\={i} (d. 1078 AD) blamed this excessive concentration of poetic genius on verbal embellishment. He then advocated that sounds alone could not constitute literary aesthetics\textsuperscript{74}. 

فإن أريدت البصیرة بوافر الكلام  
يستحسن شعراء مستبدينث نثر،  
ثم يجعل النداء عليه من حيث  
اللفظ فيقول حلو ورشيق، وحسن أنثى،  
وعذب سامع وخلود راحغ فاعلم أنه  
ليس ينبثق عن أحوال ترجع إلى  
أجراس الصروح، وإلى ظاهر الوضع  
المخواى، بل إلى أمرين من  
ال בבور في فؤاده وفضل يقتده  
العقل من زاده ........
Making theme his own standard of criticism and aesthetics, 'Abdu 'l-Qāhir identified two types of al-ma'nā which he distinguished as al-qaqlī (mental) and al-takhfīlī (imaginative or fantastic). According to him, both of them were possible in poetry. The first one, generally true, was often addressed to the intellect; the second, generally untrue, was often addressed to the emotion. The first was of limited scope and application; the second was not.

Hear the rest of the story from the horse's mouth.  

وأما القسم التخيل هو الذي لا يمكن أن يقال إنّه صدق وأنما أثبتibo ثابت ومنافي منفيا وهو مفتن المناهج كثير المسالك لا يكاد يحصر إلاّ تقريبًا ولا يثبط به تقسيمًا أو تبويضًا...

It is this type of poetic genius that often develops into inspiration, vision or mysticism. Identified in psychology as aesthetic imagination, it consists essentially in the idea of building castles in the air, referred to by Plato as the 'Muses madness'. But once subjected to any form of standard or restriction, it becomes affected and can then be described as imitative imagination which had continued to rule Arabic poetry since the advent of Islam. This fact explains why the most sensational verses in non-ṣūrī Arabic poetry are by rule, not composed by pious men whose emotions are perpetually subjected to the control of the Islamic ethos.

Under these two types of al-ma'nā, 'Abdu 'l-Qāhir further examined some popular critical verdict such as 'Khayru'l-shi'r
asdaqahu' as opposed to 'Khayru 'l-shi'r akdhabahu'\textsuperscript{76}\ Emotionally charged as they were, these vox populi soon brought 'Abdu 'l-Qāhir face to face with vox Dei before which he was dramatically impelled to revise his concept of literary aesthetics. For his insistence on the takhyīlī as generally untrue would have meant an outrage on the metaphorical usages of the Qur’ān. Towards the end of his book, Dalā'īlu 'l-iṣjadi, 'Abdu 'l-Qāhir eventually admitted the exquisiteness of form as an aspect of literary aesthetics.\textsuperscript{77}

The specific contribution of the concept of the inimitability (iṣjadi 'l-Qur’ān) of the style of the Qur’ān to literary theory as exhibited by al-Baqilānī\textsuperscript{78} is more of theological, rather than literary interest. But it may be emphasised that the Qur’ānic factor had remained constant throughout the development of the theory. It was indeed the main axis around which the badī’ concept in particular had continued to rotate. Combining both literary and religious dimensions, the badī’ has therefore eventually become 'canonized' as

rhetorical embellishment which is consciously sought after by the poets and thus gradually evolves as a principle of art rather than a mere instrument of it.\textsuperscript{79}
Among the practical consequences of this theory may be mentioned the problem of sifting didactic from literary themes since a most didactic theme could, in the hand of al-Ḥarīrī, for example, display a wealth of verbal embellishment. Didactic as it is, the Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik (d. 1273 A.D.) is still poetry by our theory since both metre and rhyme are present. This reduction of literary aesthetics to mere rhetorical devices had also facilitated the incorporation of poetry, like Rhetoric in medieval Trivium, into traditional Islamic sciences to be consciously studied. In this process, the traditional themes, poetic diction and even imageries had all become formalized as they passed from generation to generation. Apparently locked up within its literary convention, the poets could not help repeating one another, a phenomenon which has given Professor von Grunebaum the impression 'that everybody copied everybody and that literary theft was universally practised and condoned'.

Beginning by memorising thousands of carefully selected classical verses, an apprentice poet would proceed to compose through a number of poetic techniques which left little room for any independent contribution. Particularly famous among such techniques are ʿal-māraḍatu ʿl-kalām (the matching of a discourse) and ʿal-ʿaqd, described by Ibn Rashīq as the most splendid plagiarism. Known collectively as ʿal-ihtidāh, ʿal-ʾakhdh, ʿal-istiṣāna or ʿal-istimād, other poetic techniques of playing the sedulous ape include ʿal-ʿiqṭibās, ʿal-tadmīn, halluʿl-manzūm, ʿal-ṭārīb, ʿal-tasḥīr and ʿal-takhmīs. Most of these techniques will presently be illustrated from Nigerian compositions in which they have been applied.
Despite all these encouraging approaches to plagiarism, the literary critics have sought to establish criteria by which a poet could be charged of it. Differentiated as ḥusnu 'al-akhdḥ or qubḥu 'al-akhdḥ (good or bad copying), plagiarism (al-sariqa) has provoked considerable debate among the critics as they sought to define the frontier between genuine imitation and real theft. The earliest charges of plagiarism had involved, for example, al-Nābīgha who was accused of stealing from Wahb b. al-Hārith. Both al-Jārīr and al-Farazdaq had also accused each other of theft. In the Abbasid era, both al-Buḥturi and al-Mutanabbi were also accused of plagiarising Abū Tamām. And among the neo-classical poets, al-Bārūḍī has been accused of stealing from Abū Nuwās while Shawqī is known to have woven on al-Būšīrī’s loom. Indeed, as long as poetry remained a craft, no medieval poet, even in European literature, is known to have been completely free from imitating a predecessor.

With poetic themes reduced to everybody's property, it had also become virtually impossible to speak of aesthetic originality which was confined only to various verbal manipulations. Accusation of plagiarism in criticism had therefore become ridiculous. Accordingly, the only standard of criticism had remained scholastic with emphasis on correct grammatical, rhetorical and prosodic rules. A variety of subjective standards of criticism, dictated very often by emotions and situations, are also known to have sometime been applied: Likulli maqām maqāl. In such a criticism, the extent to which literature has reflected their socio-political, economic and religious environment was often the focus of attention. Poetry,
after all, has remained the Diwan of the Arabs.

B. Literary Prose

Distinguished mainly from poetry by the absence of metre and rhyme, prose had no independent existence in classical Arabic literary theory which considered both of them as al-kalām. The Kalām was often described as rhymed prose if it retained some regular rhyme without metre. Stripped of these two features, it was known as free or ordinary prose (al-nathru’l-mursal). In form of an ordinary 'speech', free prose had to depend very much for its survival on writing which did not develop until the end of the Umayyad Caliphate (c. 750 A.D). Rhymed prose on the other hand was consciously avoided at first since its open cultivation might be tantamount to a parody of the Qur'ān. It, however, lingered on in some form of Khutba within Islamic cultural context.

Popular tradition credits the emergence of belles-lettres in Arabic literature to Abdu ʿl-Hamīd b. Yahyā al-kātib, the secretary of the last Umayyad Caliph, Marwān II (d. 750 A.D): ‘Budiʿati ʿl-kitāba bi ʿAbdi ʿl-Hamīd wa Khutimat bi ʿbni ʿl-ʿAmīd’. From its epistolary form, belles-lettres was further developed by Ibn al-Muqaffa (d. 757 A.D) to accommodate apologues and Indian fables such as he translated into Arabic as the Kalīla wa-Dimna. With the standardization of prose writing, most of the pre-Islamic oral tradition in circulation were eventually recorded. They include proverbs, maxims, parables, anecdotes and the stories of the pre-Islamic days, Ayyāmu ʿl-ʿArab.
Among others, the famous Kitābu 'l-Aghānī of Abū 'l-Faraj al-Isfahānī (d. 967 A.D.) has generally been held as the most comprehensive record of the Jāhiliyya prose and even poetry. It is described by Ibn Khaldūn as the archive of the Arabs and the ultimate goal to which a litterateur can aspire, and where he must stop as though he could ever get so far. Meanwhile, the cultivation of rhymed prose had gradually reestablished itself in written form, superimposing itself on ordinary prose. This resurgence was largely encouraged by many religious and political addresses, the development of al-bāḍī as an aesthetic device, and the inherence of rhyming devices in Arabic language. It has also been established, above all, that the style of the Qurʾān was not rhymed prose but 'repeated verses' (al-mathānī).

So by the eleventh century A.D., rhymed prose had become popularised in a unique genre known as the Maqāmāt. The pioneer of this genre was al-Hamadhānī (d. 1007 A.D.) who was copied and excelled, according to popular view, by al-Harîrī (d. 1122). Written in beautiful cadencies, the Maqāmāt are a collection of short narrative account of a series of dramatic episodes which largely portray the contemporary community in which the writers lived. These two works, among others, came to be particularly admired for their elegant but highly affected style. Their contents, however, had always remained suspected by strict orthodox Islam.

Historical romances, such as the stories of Cantara, Sayf bn Dhī Yazan, Majnūn Laylā, etc. culminating in the Alī laila wa laila were later introduced into Arabic literary prose. But the
relatively late development of this belles-lettres and, possibly, the involvement of its origin in non-Islamic culture could not sufficiently integrate it into classical standard of prose writing. The verbal embellishment emphasised by literary theory in particular is always lacking in ordinary prose which is often written without rhyme. Consequently, most of the classical belles-lettres could not completely rid themselves of rhyme and similar badī° devices. Without these, however, prose art would have thriven on creative ideas, fiction or literary invention which our theory had ignored.

Lewis Cheikho has included al-mathal, al-mukātaba, al-munāżara, al-riwāya, al-wasf and al-ta‘rīkh in what was held to be the Arts of Composition (Funūnu ‘Inshā) in classical prose. But most of the peculiar features by which they were defined could not sufficiently distinguish them from purely didactic compositions.

This virtual absence of any elaborate literary fiction or failure to integrate them into Arabic literature can also be traced to religious control to which literary tradition had remained subjected. It may be recalled that most of the stories in the Holy Qurʿān, of the past prophets and their religious adventures had been condemned by the Meccans as legends of the old:93 ‘idhā tutlā Calayh āyātunā qāl asātīru ‘l-awwālīn’. The art of story-telling, like the concept of inspiration in poetry, had thus become another threat to the authenticity of the Qurʿānic stories. One of the contemporaries of the Prophet, Nadr b. al-Hārith, who was later captured in the battle of Badr, is reported to have told a congregation of the Quraysh that
If Muhammad tells you of ġad and Thamūd, I will tell you of Rustem and Isfendiar and the Chosroes.

It had, therefore, become a major pre-occupation of the literary theory to vindicate the truthfulness of the Qur'ānic stories by discouraging similar tales which might falsify them. On the other hand, the divine truthfulness of the Holy Qur'ān's narratives could be imparted to similar stories within Islamic cultural context. Apart from animal fables where episodes were regarded as al-kināya or al-ʿamthāl (mytonymy or parables), no narrative was to be recognised wherein the events so narrated had proved fantastic. But this did not rule out the incorporation into biographical accounts of Islamic mythology, pious romances, legends or folk belief as al-muʿjīzāt, al-kārāmāt and al-ṣajāʿīb.

Professor von Grunebaum has also indicated the theological concept of creation as a barrier not only to creative writing but to fine arts in general. According to this concept, the attribution of any creative power to man is tantamount to polytheism. Only God, the Omnipotent, 'Who created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them' reserves the power to create. 'When he wills a thing, he simply says to it: 'Be' and it is'. Man on the other hand, and those they 'invoke besides Allah could never create a single fly though they combine to do this'.

On the day of Judgement, God will ask those who create images to inhale life into their works; but they will fail and be consigned to eternal punishment. Consequently, the Islamic Arts have largely been confined to calligraphy, geometric and architectural
designs. These are some of the underlying factors why literary inventions are not recognised by classical Arabic theory. A modern Arab writer, Mahmūd Taymūr makes the following remarks:100

إنّ مؤرّخي الأدب ونقاده لا يذكرون ذلك للمبتدئين
القصصي إلاّ محا. فالأدب نثر وشاعر والنثر
حدوده بخصائص في المنظف والأسلوب وبلاغة
في الجملة والتعبير، وفي نطاق هذه الحدود
المرسومة للتاريخة في تاريخ الأدب العربي عن
تلك الخلايا الحية من تراّثنا القصصي.....
(ف) دعائم الثّقافة في عند نقاد الأدب ومورخيه
اللغة والرسائل والأمثال والمواعظ،
والوصايا، فالأدب من آسمار وأخبار،
ومن أساطير وخرافات - فليس لهابين
النثر كبير معتام، ولا جليل اعتبار.....
V. The Classification of Nigerian Arabic Writings

Since the advent of colonial government, the pre-colonial history of Nigeria especially the nineteenth century jihad has continued to attract attentions of different scholars. In the course of such studies, the overwhelming literary output of the jihad which constitutes the primary source of its history could not have escaped attentions. Accordingly, it has received criticism and counter-criticism from which the following two extreme cases have been selected:

Commenting on the literary production of the jihad, Professor Trimingham observes that

from the nature of their (scholars) reading it is not surprising that their religious compositions are stilted unnatural, couched in legalistic language and entirely unoriginal in thought. ‘Uthmaan dan Fodio his brother ‘Abdullah, and his son Muhammed Bello were copious compilers.

After quoting Dan Fodio's Sirāju 'l-ikhwān as an example of such a compilation based on al-Maghīlī's Ajwība which in turn is a compilation of citations from earlier authorities, he admits that the literary output is impressive but only on paper. He then concludes by absolving the scholars from blame, attributing their lack of originality to their scholarship tradition which treats any departure from the norm as bid'ah. Reacting to this criticism, Professor ‘Abdullāh Smith, another prominent Islamic historian disagrees radically with Trimingham. He takes into consideration the environment in which the works were produced and quotes as examples, the historical works of the jihad writers, their poems, sermons and
political correspondences. These, he describes as 'the extraordinary outpouring of Arabic writing'.

With the above review of the Arabic literary theory, it would be sufficient here to remind the readers that the concept of originality in classical Arabic literature does not consist in creative ideas which it considers as everybody's property. Cultivated as one of the traditional Islamic sciences, Arabic poetry in Nigeria is both studied and learned. It is not natural. In addition to the various conventional themes, Professor Galadanci has demonstrated with illustrations how poetic concept, imageries, style and language, like in classical tradition, are frequently exchanged and freely copied. There is above all the spirit of uncritical faith in religious tradition (al-taqlîd) identified by Professor Trimingham, which has continued to cast a shadow on individual poetic talents.

Both Dr. Abubakar and Professor Galadanci in their studies of Nigerian Arabic poetry have observed that there are no natural poets in Nigeria in the sense in which we have the Arab poets:
Indeed, the Nigerian writers themselves were not unaware of the literary tradition in which they were composing. None of them, except Shaikh 'Abdullāh has, therefore, claimed originality. It was consciously avoided as much as possible since such original ideas, even in pure literary works, might infringe on the legal opinions of the venerable ancestors. In one of his books, Najmu 'l-ikhwān, Dan Fodio makes it plain that

وَلَكَ لِكُنْهَا تَفْصِيلَـْلَُ مَا أُجِلَّ فِي نَتَّأْلِفِ العَلَّمَاء
لِلَمْتَقِيَّـمِنَّ، وَتَأْلِفَ العَلَّمَاءَ الْمُتَنَقِّدُـبَـ مِنَ تَفْصِيـلَـلَْ
لَمَّا أُجِلَّ فِي الْكِتَابِ وَالسَّنَةَ . . .

Shaikh 'Abdullāh, however, in his Tazyīn claims to be a natural poet (al-shā'īru 'l-maṭbū'ūt alayh) despite the training he undertook to become one. He also claims originality in spite of the muḥāradah status of some of his poems. In the conclusion to his book, he cautions the readers as follows:

وَلِيَلْعَمَّ الْوَاقِعَ عَلَى هَذَا الْمَجْمَعِ أَنِّي لَا أَقْتَدَ أَحَدًا
فَمَا كَتَبَتْ فِيهِ وَلَا نَظَرَتْ إِلَى كَتَابٍ أُحَدُّ وَلَا
حَكِيَتْ فِيهِ مَا سَمَعْتُ مِنْ أَحَدٍ وَلَا كَتَبْتُ
فِيهِ مَحَضًّا نِّفَّاطَ مَا شَهِدتَهُ وَعَلِيمُهُ
مَعْ أَشْغَالٍ فَالَّذِينَ مَا نَاصِبَةٌ فِيَّا كَانْتُ مَنْهَا
صِوَابًا فَمِنْ اللَّهِ وَلَهُ الْحَمْدُ وَمَا كَانَ خَطَأً
فَمِنْيَ وَإِسْتَغْفَرَ اللَّهُ مِنْهَ . . .
It is easy to see in most of the verses of Shaikh 'Abdullah and a few others, some genuine artistic potentialities which, having been bounded here and there by convention, could not rise above tradition. Disappointed at the aberration of the jama'ā, the Shaikh had an occasion to be ruled by his emotions and to be touched by the 'Muses madness'. Acting apparently under this, and similar genuine emotive crises elsewhere, Shaikh 'Abdullah had composed a number of poems which demonstrated his poetic genius in spite of some of them being mu'āradāt. Such verses would probably have been more sensational had his emotions been given full reins. This situation recalls Farazdaq's lament over being prevented by tradition from becoming a stallion of poetry, and lends weight, on the other hand, to the Shaikh's claim as a natural poet.

A major problem bequeathed to Nigerian poetry, however, has been the task of separating didactic from literary themes. As hinted earlier, this distinction was unknown in classical theory which considered as poetry every speech (al-kalām) in metre (mawzūn) and rhyme (muqaffā). And in belles-lettres as well, the aesthetic emphasis placed on verbal embellishment at the expense of imaginative ideas could not distinguish scholastic from creative writing. Above all, such verbal embellishments are not uncommon even in purely didactic works.

In Nigeria, therefore, most of the non-traditional themes in verses such as al-tawassul, al-tahānī, al-murāsala etc., could not, by this standard, be easily classified. Professor Galadanci for instance, identifies al-madiḥ, al-rathā', al-hijā', Shi'rul-jihād, al-waẓ' wa 'l-irshād, al-hikam wa 'l-amthāl and al-tawassul as the
seven major themes in Nigerian poetry. He then singles out the three most traditional themes - al-madiḥ, al-ratha* and shi‘ru ʿl-jihād - and sweeps the remainder, together with such verses as on al-fiqh, al-hadīth or al-nahw, under didactic theme. (al-shi‘r al-ta‘limī).

But another writer on Nigerian Arabic poetry, Dr. ‘Alī Abūbakar includes al-wasf, al-fukāha, al-wa‘z wa ’l-irshād, al-zuhd and al-hikam wa’l-amthāl under literary theme together with al-madiḥ and al-ratha*. He thus restricts the didactic theme to the versification of traditional subjects such as al-nahw, al-ṣarf and al-fiqh. Shaikh al-Ilūrī, however, does not attempt any separation of didactic from literary both of which, in deference to literary theory, he must have considered literary. Since Bivar and Hiskett's work is confined to the pre-jihad literature which is essentially its growing stage, no such distinction could yet be made in view of the didactic orientation of Arabic-Islamic literary tradition in Nigeria as above explained.

Influenced by modern Arabic literary theory, Professor Galadanci has also ignored the classical standard of belles-lettres and reduced all Nigerian prose works, including al-ta‘rīkh, al-wasf and al-murāsala, to didactic themes. According to him, there was no belles-lettres in Nigerian Arabic compositions for a number of reasons he has given. But Dr. ‘Alī Abūbakar, in contrast, has identified correspondence (al-murāsala) as a belle-lettre (al-nathr al-fannī) for which the letters between al-Kānimī and Muḥammad Bello are given as an example.
Although no comprehensive critical study of Nigerian literary composition has so far emerged, the absence of a practical objective standard of aesthetic criticism constitutes a potential problem. And, in a predominantly illiterate culture where the mere graphical representation of sounds and ideas consitutes some form of art if not sympathetic magic, the application of Ibn Qutayba's *Likulli maqām maqāl* is of little help. There is, above all, the inextricable emotional involvement of religion and ethnicity in Nigerian Arabic literature. In this respect, the only objective scholastic standard of criticism might also be tantamount to Islamic or ethnic criticism.

Taking all the above factors into consideration, this study has divided the whole Nigerian Arabic compositions into two: The first category is the didactic encyclopaedic works on the various Islamic traditional subjects. They include the bulk of Nigerian compositions mainly in free prose and rajaz metre, from which, the following are principal examples. The *Ihyā‘u ’l-sunna wa ikhlmādu ’l-bid‘a* by Ħūthmān b. Fūdī, the *Diya‘u ’l-hukkām* by ‘Abdullāh b. Fūdī, the Muḥammad Bello’s *Sabilu ’l-salām fī ’l-imāma* and a work on prosody in rajaz, *Fathu ’l-latīf al-wāfī lī Ĥilmī ’l-Carūd wa ’l-gawāfī*, composed by ‘Abdullāh b. Fūdī. Apart from the exordia and titles of most of these prose compositions which are often decked in rhymed prose, and the fulfilment in rajaz verses of rhyme and metre, this category has no pretension to literary aesthetics.

The second category consists of compositions in both prose and verse which, although steeped in religious tradition, are of considerable literary interest. In poetry, they include all the traditional Arabic poetic themes such as panegyric, elegy, satire,
boasting, gnomic and love verses. I have also included here, verses on such topical themes as correspondence, hymns and prayers, homiletics, riddles and jokes, asceticism and sufism. In ordinary prose writing, they include correspondence, description and history or biography. Written very rarely in verses, correspondence is the first form of belles-lettres in Nigerian literary history the earliest example of which dated back to the fourteenth century. The last three forms which have virtually merged into history have, however, constituted the main examples of Nigerian belles-lettres. Until recently by ‘Umar Ibrāhīm, religious tradition had not allowed any attempt to imitate the Maqāmāt. But rhymed prose still survives mainly in religious khutba and exordia of most scholastic works. Composed within the Islamic cultural context, this second category constitutes the creative writing and the main artistic venture the specific traditional traits of which we now proceed to examine.
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE
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110. A A al-Ilūrī, Miṣbāh, op cit, pp. 29-46 identifies nine themes.

111. S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp. 159-60.

112. A Abūbakar, op cit, pp. 324-5.

113. Written in flowery idiom with a rather prolix introduction, typical of the Age of Decadence style, the letter was sent from Mai 'Uthmān b. Idrīs (1392-1425 AD) of Bornu to the Mamlūk Sultān, Barqūq in 1391/2 AD. See al-Qalqashandī, VIII, op cit, pp. 116-118.
ADDITIONAL FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE

A The following review of the medieval Arabic literary theory, in the light of which the Nigerian Arabic literature is discussed, is intended to give it a purely literary, as opposed to its previous religious orientation.

B Despite its further development after al-Jāḥīz beyond this level, literary criticism in Nigeria had remained confined to grammar, prosody and rhetorics. (cf. A.N. Suwaid, 'Tazyīnu 'l-waraqāt li 'l-Shaikh 'Abdillāh', Dirasat 'Arabiyya, III (1977), pp. 41-54; S.A.S. Galadanci, op. cit., pp. 39-40) This is due, apparently, to its involvement with Islam in which case, literary criticism might be tantamount to religious criticism. But see pp. 49-50.

C as the result of which, for example, in Nigeria, it has become rather difficult to distinguish the purely literary, from didactic writings. See pp. 52-3.

D not necessarily as a literary art in Nigeria, for example, but as a means of improving the standard of Arabic language, for the purpose of understanding the Arabic Qur'ān, Arabic literature had thus remained in Nigeria, an integral part of Islamic religion. See pp. 65-6.

E Since the method of Arabic-Islamic learning in West Africa as a whole was based on Taqlīd, (cf. I. Wilks, 'The Transmission of Islamic Learning in the Western Sudan', in J. Goody, ed (1968), op. cit., pp. 162-97) accusation of plagiarism was unknown among the Nigerian Arabic writers. See pp. 49-52; 68-74.

F until recently in Nigeria, the use of rhyme prose was confined to religious sermons. See pp. 100-101.

G Consequently, most of these medieval literary fictions were not incorporated into the curriculum of the Arabic-Islamic scholarship tradition in Nigeria. See A. Abubakar, op. cit., pp. 147-200.

H as contained e.g. in the biographies of Shaikh 'Uthmān Dan Fodio, 'Abdullāh Dan Fodio and Muhammad Bello, written by the Waziris. See p. 104.
I. The Islamic Orientation of Arabic Literature

Introduced into Nigeria as an integral part of Islamic scholarship tradition, Arabic literature, throughout its development, had remained an exclusive function of Islamic culture. It had further been endowed with Islamic features by the religious status of the literary men who were also the fuqahā' (jurists), the wuzarā' (viziers) and the umarā' (emirs) - the spiritual and political leaders of the Muslim community. The sacred force of Arabic, the literary medium, had also gathered a new momentum in a non-Arabic speaking and illiterate culture to which both Arabic and Islam were the same. Whatever writing existed in Arabic was held and treated almost as sacred as the Arabic Qur'ān.

In these circumstances, the exhausted literary tradition transmitted to Nigeria from the Age of Decadence was further subjected to Islamic tradition of Taqlīd. It became more impoverished not only in themes but also in language and imagery having been filtered through a simple puritanical tradition which did not know a rival orthodox school let alone sectarianism. But viewed as an accomplished skill (ṣina'ā), Arabic poetry in Nigeria was to a large extent a model of the classical qasīda. Most of its prose composition too, the correspondences and literary history in particular, are not inferior to similar medieval works elsewhere.
Since literary Arabic did not rise to a spoken level until recently, oration was not known except in some form of a mechanical imitation of this pre-Islamic Arabian virtue: Religious sermons in rhymed prose were often and still delivered in public worships to the non-Arabic speaking Muslims. Not unexpectedly, such sermons were often appreciated not as an address or injunction but as a part and parcel of the ritual worship. It is remarkable, however, that in spite of the environmental and phonetic constraints, some of the leading scholars are reported to have spoken Arabic.\(^2\)

As a sacred language, Arabic could not have been used for purposes other than the propagation of Islam and the welfare of the Muslims themselves. In the course of composing poetry, therefore, the jurist-poets had always done their best to direct, not only the themes but also the language and imagery, towards achieving this goal. In fact, the study of poetry in the first instance, was aimed primarily at achieving competence in Arabic so that Islamic culture might be promoted. And even on such occasions as the Prophet's Birthday (Mawlidi 'l-nabī), the Night of Power in Ramadān (Laylatu 'l-qadr) or similar celebrations, the acts of chanting and listening to the Prophet's panegyrics (al-madīh) were not a mere entertainment. They have been raised to a meritorious service and 'one of the purest devotions' by a popular stanza in the Takhmīs of al-Fazāzī's (d. 1230 A.D.) al-Isbrīniyāt:\(^3\)

صومَهُ نَبِيِّ الْمُلْكَ أَوْزَى التَّحْبُبِ لِلَّهِ لَحَافِزَ مَنْ فَضْلٌ فَفَضَّلْنَاهُ.
The poets were made up of the intelligentsia class which, with a very few women, constituted the leadership of the community. In this group were the very few whose Arabic-Islamic knowledge was actually prodigious. They include some of the pioneers above mentioned, the three jihad Generals in Sokoto, al-Ḥājj al-Kānamī in Bornu, the viziers and a few other outstanding doctors of the faith. At the other extreme were those christened by al-Maghīlī as the ṣulamā'u 'l-sū' whose competence in Arabic was always wanting. Since they could not command the sacred tongue, most of them had eventually discovered a soft spot in a manageable alternative, the Ajāmi, the writing of the vernacular in Arabic script. Generally speaking, the members of the intelligentsia class were all trained poets and jurists. And with the Holy Qur'ān and Ḥadīth in their bosoms, the Mukhtasar of Khalīl in the right hand, the Ishrīniyat in the left, it was they who determined the poetic trend in Nigeria. It was their Islamic scholarship training that had fixed the Nigerian poetic conventions the brief survey of which we now undertake.

The Holy Qur'ān, it may be recalled, unequivocally frowns at poetic frivolities and idealism as opposed to Islamic piety and realism:

Poets are followed by none save erring men. Behold how aimlessly they rove in every valley, preaching what they never practise.
The attitude of the Hadith is, however, flexible depending on whether the poetry is for or against Islam. One tradition is reported to have seriously warned the believers that

it would be better for everyone of you to have his stomach filled with pus than having his mouth filled with poetry.

But another popular tradition has also commended poetry and stylistics:

Indeed, there is a charm in stylistics and a wisdom in poetry.6

II. The Traditional Methods of Composition

A. al-CQad and Hallu ’l-manzum

Composition in prose or verse had begun in the pre-jihād Nigerian Islam in form of commentaries, compilations and by other techniques of imitation (al-iḥtīdā‘), by which the art was normally taught as a craft.7 An example is al-CQad8 by which Shaikh Muḥammad b. ’Abd al-Rahmān al-Barnāwī has put the Mukhtasar of al-Akhḍārī into verses.9
A reverse method of this style, the example of which I have not stumbled upon so far in Nigeria, is Hallu \textit{'l-manzūm}. It is the prosification of an existing verse by which Ibnu \textit{'l-Athīr} has decomposed Abū Tammām's poetry into prose;\textsuperscript{10} In medieval Arabic literature, there are many examples of \textit{al-caqd} of which the versification of the famous prose work, the \textit{Kalīla wa Dimna} in \textit{al-rajazu 'l-muzdawij} (rhyming couplet) by Abān Lahīqī (d 815 AD), may be cited.

Originally evolved as a method of composing poetry, \textit{al-caqd} has since acquired a definite poetic function as a mnemonic device in Arabic-Islamic scholarship tradition. We are all familiar with the \textit{Alfiyya} of Ibn Mālik in which Grammar is versified in order to facilitate its memorisation. In a growing literary tradition of Nigeria, this art has particularly been encouraged by the desire to teach and memorise different subjects. It had indeed become relatively easier for most Nigerian malams to have their thoughts 'strung' (manzūm) rather than having them 'scattered' (mantūr) on papers. This phenomenon had partly contributed to the unusual proliferation of 'poets' in Arabic literature in general. In Nigeria the palm went to Shaikh 'Abdullāh dan Fodio who had hardly left any traditional subjects unstrung, in didactic verses.\textsuperscript{11}

B. \textit{Mu'āradatu 'l-kalām}

In Nigeria where poetry is cultivated as a craft, the \textit{mu'ārada} as a method of composition is a rule to which only a very few verses may be an exemption. Like pastiche in European literary tradition, it is a deliberate imitation in points of metre, rhyme and subject matter of a successful \textit{qaşīda} by another poet, after memorising it and being deeply influenced by it;\textsuperscript{12} Since no quotation marks are used, however, it is often difficult to differentiate the original sound from its echo. But
some of our predecessor-writers on Nigerian Arabic literature have identified what they often described simply as mere influences of one poetry on the other.\(^\text{13}\)

The elegy of Shaikh'\(^\text{13}\)Abdullāh, composed for Mustafā, his Bā'iyya ode inspired by the aberration of the jama'a and his famous jīmiyya may all be considered mu'āradāt of some early verses.\(^\text{14}\) Shaikh Uthmān dan Fodio, Muḥammad Bello, Shaikh Mustafā and many others have also composed mu'āradāt of different poems which they had memorised in the course of their training.\(^\text{15}\) Encouraged by the concepts of poetry as a craft and of ideas as a common property, the mu'āradā was a common practice throughout the medieval and even in the neo-classical poetry. As hinted above, this method encourages plagiarism towards which the attitudes of the poets and critics were at variance. But it is definite that no clear distinction can be made between it and plagiarism.

One of the original kalām (verses) the mu'āradā of which Shaikh 'Abdullāh had composed is the dāliyya poem of the North African poet, Abū Ī Ali al-Yūsī. Being a mādiḥ, this poetry had provided Shaikh with an incentive to compose a similar mādiḥ, which adopted from al-Yusi's poem, not only its themes imagery and vocabulary, but also its thought.\(^\text{16}\) Indeed, it is only Abdu 'l-ĆAzīz al-Jurjānī\(^\text{17}\) who could probably absolve the Shaikh from plagiarism in this composition. But al- Āmidī\(^\text{18}\) would not certainly spare him as he did not spare al-Mutanabbī. Commenting on this style, Professor Hiskett says that the echo of al-Yusi's thoughts in Shaikh 'Abdullāh's lines are incidents in a poem which is essentially his own creation.\(^\text{19}\) The following pairs of parallel lines, quoted from different kalām and its mu'āradā by different Nigerian poets, tell the rest of the story.

\begin{align*}
al-Yūsī: & \quad \text{كمسنة أحييت بعد إماتة} \quad \text{وضلالة أخذت بعد توقد} \\
'Adbullāh: & \quad \text{كمسنة أحييتها وضلالة} \quad \text{أخمدتها جراذكى يتأجج}
\end{align*}
C. The Iqtībās and Tadmīn

An offshoot of mu'ārada is the iqtībās to which the tadmīn is closely related. Separately defined, the iqtībās is the
incorporation of some phrases or verses of the Holy Qur'an or Hadîth into one's composition. The tadmin, hardly distinguishable from mîcarada, is the incorporation of another person's composition into one's own. Aside from being methods of composition, the function in both cases is like in modern quotation, to confirm one's own ideas by the incorporated phrases. But it is often difficult to know the extent of such quotations if identified at all since quotation marks are not used. In Nigeria, this style was encouraged by the status of the writers as muqallidûn (those imitating the predecessors) who would want their views sanctioned and popularised by an early juristic authority. More than half of Nigerian literary composition, not to mention didactic works, are therefore of this style. Here are some examples.

1. تعاونوا ببينكم بالبر والتقوى
   التعاون إلهي جميع إلاككركم
2. عندالله وندالناس أنتا كم
   وملككنا الدين تدخره فليه ومثبه ميزله اليوم راجع
3. وامتصصا وهمه لمنكر طريق من القرآن باد صلادح
4. يسير رياح النصرنها أمامهم
5. بجاه رسول الله عزبته الكهل

D. The Tashtîr and Takhmîs

The Tashtîr (tarbi'î) and Takhmîs styles, frequently cultivated in Nigeria, also exemplify the traditional method of imitation. The Tashtîr (lit. rendering a hemistich a line) is achieved by composing a new second (al-cajuz), to the first (al-sadr) hemistich of the line the tashtîr of which is intended. This first two hemistichs
are then rendered four (Tarbīc) when a new first (al-ṣadr), is composed to the second half (al-Cajuz) of the existing line. The original metre and qāfiya are maintained. A classical example of this style is contained in the poetry of ‘Abdu-ʾl-Ghanī al-Nāblusi.22 And in Nigeria, Shaikh ‘Umar b Abī Bakr has composed a Tarbīc of Kitābu Ḥazhd attributed to Imām Zainu ʾl-Ḥabīdīn, ʿAlī b. al-Ḥusain. Here are the opening lines of the original poem (A), and their tashtīr (B).23

A

i تبارک دوالعلا والكبيراء

ii وسوا الموت بين الليل والقمار

iii ودنيانا وان ملنا إلیها

B

i تبارک دوالعلا والكبيراء

ii وسوا الموت بين الليل والقمار

iii ودنيانا وان ملنا إلیها

Literally, the Takhmīs is the rendering of two hemistichs five. It is a method of composition by which an apprentice poet imitates an existing poem to compose an additional three to the two hemistichs of the poem the Takhmīs of which is intended. Such
original poems are usually a masterpiece which the student has adopted for memorisation in the course of his training. In the process, the Carūd of the original verse becomes the qāfiya of the first two lines of the Takhmīs. But its original qāfiya is maintained in the fifth hemistich of the Takhmīs, written separately below.

One of the earliest examples of the Takhmīs in Arabic literature dated back to the fourteenth century. It was composed by the Syrian poet, Safiyyu 'l-dīn al-Hilli (d 1350 AD) on the poem of Qaṭar b. al-Fuṣā' al-Māzinī. In Nigeria, the Kano based scholar, Shaikh 'Umar b. Muhammad of Kebbi is reported by Shaikh al-Ilūrī to have composed a Takhmīs on the Bānū Su'ūd of Ka'b b. Zuhair. As a poet in training, Shaikh 'Abdullāh had also composed a Takhmīs of Dan Fodio's Dāliyya from which the following lines have been quoted:

بسم الله بدأ تقول نافعا
بديع خير العالّميين وصادعا
مستنفاعين الوصول ودعا
هالع سير يطيبة مسعا
لأزور بقرالهاشمي محمد

قد تم ماقدرت من تفجيسها
يوم الشهير يوم هدم رقعتها
وسرو بالياليين نظمتها
وهدّر بالياليين أنيعتها
وجعلت عدتها كنس محمد
III. The Poetic Techniques

A. Traditional Rhyme and Metre Schemes.

Cultivated within the Islamic context, Arabic poetry in Nigeria has enjoyed the literary tradition of 'Taqlīd'; the imitation of most of its traditional features apparently raised to the legal status of 'the emphatic sunna'. In the use of Arabic, a remarkable degree of proficiency has been displayed. In poetic technique, an outstanding competence has also been demonstrated. The erotic prelude, the polytheme, the independent character of each line in sense and construction, and the intricate metre and rhyme schemes of a typical qaṣīda are all displayed. As much as possible, the traditional lyric form was maintained. But most of the descriptive jihād verses may be described as narrative which was not unknown in classical Arabic poetry.

Of the sixteen traditional metres, ten have been identified in Nigerian verses. These include the Basīṭ, Kāmil, Khafīf, Mutadārik, Mutaqārib, Rajaz, Ramal, Sarī, Tawīl and Wāfīr. The Tawīl is the most popular metre among not only the scholars but the Muslims in general. It was the metre in which al-Fāzāzī had composed his famous prophetic panegyric, al-Cīshrīniyāt, a number of whose verses have diffused into indigenous Islamic folksong chanted regularly by street beggars as supplication. Among the scholars, however, al-rajaz was most frequently employed in most if not all of their didactic verses.

The Basīṭ had also been popularised by al-Burda particularly among Yoruba Muslim women who often adapted its intonation to compose
religious songs (waka) in vernacular. The Wāfir and Kāmil were also fairly common in most of the jihad panegyric and elegy verses while the rest were only sparingly employed. The Nigerian poets had avoided using such non-traditional metres as al-muwashshahāt, al-zajal, etc, but invented a new one, known as al-karīm. Rather than through their foot components or scansion, these various metres were usually identified through the various local distinct intonations by which they were often chanted.

Conspicuous poetic faults such as the interchange of al-rawī and its vowel, al-majrā, known technically as ikfā' or ijāza, and the iqwā' or isrāf respectively, were generally avoided. In traditional verses, efforts must also have been made in vain to avoid committing enjambment (al-tatmīn). This fault was therefore fairly common, investing most Nigerian verses with a narrative outlook. Apart from the jihad verses which are essentially narrative, a number of lines in panegyric or elegy could not be transposed without distorting their meanings.

Such faults as the interchange of the vowel preceeding the rawī (al-sinād), and the various simple and violent poetic licences of which, even the classical Arab poets could not be absolved, were frequently committed. Grammatical errors, lack-lustre expressions, weak poetic diction, shallow poetic imagery and foreign style of expression have all been identified in Nigerian Arabic poetry. A frequently committed fault which seemed to have assumed a literary aesthetic sunna was al-ītā', probably introduced by Shaikh āUthmān. In his Ḍāliyya, the same word, Muḥammad, is virtually repeated throughout the ode as its gāfiya. In literary theory, a gāfiya may be repeated only after an interval of seven lines unless the word repeated conveys different significations. Consider the following lines from
This fault has also appeared in many other verses conspicuous among which is the ِتَأْرِيثِ (rendition into Arabic) by Shaikh ِسَعْدَى ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْنِ ِعَلِیٰ ِبْn
This peculiar style is no doubt due to the popular nature of this poem having been first composed in the vernacular. Dedicated to the founder of the Qadiriyya Brotherhood, the poem is equally reminiscent of a typical Sufi litany by means of which ecstasy is often induced. In addition to the condition above mentioned under which a qāfiya can be repeated, Arabic literary theory also recognises certain repetition provided it is confined to the first hemistich. Exemplified in the ode of Antara, such a repetition, known as al-bayan bi 'l-takrār, is also frequently seen in Nigerian poetry.

B. The Opening and Closing Doxology

A conspicuous Islamic traditional feature in Nigerian compositions is the opening and closing of poetry and even prose with doxology. Such pious phrases, the origin of which is traceable to the early influence of Islam on literature, include al-basmala, al-ḥamdala, al-salsala and similar forms of doxology. The Basmala has its root in the Holy Qur'ān the whole chapters of which, except chapter nine, are opened with it. The Qur'ān has also enjoined the believers to always bless and greet the prophet while al-ḥamdala is traditionally considered the best form of prayer.

These utterances along with many others have diffused into the registers of the various Muslim peoples all over the world. They have indeed become an aspect of Islamic social customs and habits each of which is uttered at various social circumstances. It is traditionally held that no major undertaking during which the names of God and His Prophet are not invoked may be successful. One of the
verses of anonymous writers in circulation among Nigerian scholars warns that: 42

In poetry, this feature is identified only with most of the verses on topical themes. But classical themes such as al-madīh or al-marthiya are often free from it. Here are some opening and closing lines from the verses of Shaikh Abdullān.

Some opening lines 43

بسم الله بدأت قول شافعا
بديع خير العالمين وصاعدًا

بحمد الله أبداً ما أقول
على تعليما لا تنزل

شفعه الخلقت إذ هالت حبول
على خير الورى صلوات رأى

بدأت بحمد الله والشكر يتبع
على قمع كف أعينا تجمع

ليست أصلوا الإسلام والمسلمين من

باللهم والله في الفضل أوفق
The Art of Playing upon Letters

1 Acrostic Verses:

Another traditional feature, bequeathed by the Age of Decadence to Nigerian poetry in which it had flourished, was the art of playing on letters. It was probably introduced into Nigeria by the Ishrīniyāt and many other books including the Maqāmat. In the pre-jihād era, the Katsina based scholar, Dan Masani (d. 1667) is reported to have composed verses in which dotted letters were avoided altogether. This work which has survived only in name is known as 'Juz' latīf manzūm wa laysa fīhi harf manqūṭ fawqāniya wa lā tahtaniya.⁴⁵ There is, however, a surviving example of this style, dated to the same period. The verse, according to al-Ilūrī, is composed in the non-traditional metre, al-karīm, by Sayyida
Ruqayya to whom the invention of the new metre is also attributed. It is contrived in such a way that every successive line of the verse from its maṣla\(^c\) begins with Arabic letters in their alphabetical order. Its opening lines read as follows:\(^{46}\)

Many Nigerian poets have tried their hands on this style in various forms. Among others, the following lines are extracted from the single acrostic composed by Ibn Ishaq in praise of the Caliph Ahmad Rifā\(^c\) (1867-73) whose first name, the letters beginning both the Sadr and Ġajuz, have spelt out.\(^{47}\)
ii  The Chronogram Tradition

In addition to entertaining its readers, the art of playing on letters has acquired a more important literary function - the chronogram tradition. It is a style of composition in which the abjadiyya numerical values are ingeniously exploited in dating events in verse compositions. In classical tradition, the use of the abjadiyya numerical values was confined to Astrology and similar esoteric sciences. It was extended, however, to poetry in medieval age probably by the Jordanian poet, 'Abdu 'l-Ghani al-Nablusi who uses it in his poem for chronogram, and describes its methodology.48

Adopted later by the Maghrib poets, this device had been diffused into Nigeria where it became very popular. Almost every poet, especially in the nineteenth century, employed it in dating their compositions. An example is contained in the last stanza of the Shaikh 'Abdullâh's Takhmis of Dan Fodio's ode above quoted.49 Based on the Maghrib abjadiyya numerical values which vary slightly from the classical Eastern example,50 the above quoted Takhmis have been rendered by Professor Hiskett, with certain insertions by this writer, as follows:

On the 23rd (كيب) of Shawwâl to him who has understood.

In the year 1198 (1100+98) therefore know!

May God bless the Prophet and give him peace

In the year 1188 (1100+88) therefore understand

From the hijra of him who leads aright, the Prophet Muḥammad.
IV Themes in Nigerian Poetry

In spite of its maturity which provoked that much altercations at the Mai's court in Ngazargam, and those famous polemics including anti-jihād critiques, it is striking that Nigerian Islam has successfully protected its internal religious unity against sectarianism. Such names as the Shi'ite, the Kharijite or the Mu'tazilite were known only in textbooks if they were ever known. Apart from in Shaikh ʿUthmān and probably some few others, simple asceticism hardly attained gnosticism let alone rationalism. Primitive piety was the general rule.

This situation is understandable since in that part of the world, there had never existed any such great civilizations as the Sasanian, the Indian, the Aryan or the Graeco-Roman legacies which would have challenged Islamic dogmas and compelled an evolution of complex theological or philosophical speculations. The cultural crises provoked by the existing pagan civilization could not attain intellectual level since Islam, in some respect, has proved superior to it. Admittedly, the second great world civilization to be known simultaneously in Islamic Nigeria with Islam, was the Judaeo-Christian culture. But this could not then precipitate any intellectual conflict. Apart from these two cultures being essentially Semitic, both have also been introduced by the Qur'ān and within Islamic cultural context. Above all, the terms, al-naṣārā, al-yahūdī or ahlū ʾl-kitāb by which Judaeo-Christian culture was introduced, made it to be only vaguely comprehended. And to many Nigerian malams before the contact with Western Culture, which reintroduced
Christianity, the Nasārā and Yahūdī were more of the Cād and Thamūd than the living Christians and Jews.

Neither could the nineteenth century Islamic Nigeria be influenced by the contemporary world Islamic civilization which was then being plunged into intellectual and cultural confusion by its contact with the West. Bornu was certainly in contact with Egypt and North Africa while the annual pilgrimage to Mecca was never interrupted. But apart from the Tijāniyya ṣūfī order and later, the Mahdist movement from the Sudān, no traces of contemporary Islamic world influence were visible.

Sufism provided not only the currents of thoughts but also the socio-political and human ideals to which an average Nigerian Muslim then aspired. Knowledge and piety (al-taqwā) were often crowned by the sighting in vision of the 'best of the mankind' (Khairu ʿl-warā). Upholding the sunna and turning away from the worldly gauds and vanities (ḥutāmu ʿl-dunyā) constituted the main virtues for which an individual might be praised. In this type of atmosphere, it would be difficult for the classical erotic prelude (al-nasīb) to rise to the level of love poetry. There could be no room for ʿUmar b. Abī Rabīʿ with his maṭnīyāt or al-Jārīr and Farazdaq with their scathing satire. Nor is it conceivable that Abū Nuwās with his Khamrīyāt or Abū ʿl-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarī with his religious scepticism and sacrilegious parody of the Holy Scripture would ever be patronized. Making this observation, Dr. Kamāl Badr says:
Viewed within the Islamic cultural context, the following themes have flourished to a certain extent. Panegyric and Elegy, both of which were often linked with Homiletic (al-waḍ‘) and Ascetic (al-zuhdiyat) verses, were the most popular. But the Zuhdiyat, Taṣawwuf, Amthāl wa ḥikam, which normally thrived independently with some philosophical touches could not properly thrive in Nigeria. They could not rise above traditional sermons or hymns. Other topical themes which have survived include Description, Correspondence (polemics), Congratulatory verses, Riddles and Jokes.

Since Boasting, Satire and Love verses are viewed by strict Islamic tradition with suspicion, these themes have survived only as sub-themes of a more orthodox theme. To boast is to lie or 'walk proudly on earth'; to compose a satire is to 'treat men with scorn'; and to compose a love poem is to commit obscenity (al-fahshā'). All these themes run counter to the ideal and social ethics of Islam. Consequently, the views of most of our predecessor-writers on these
themes have also remained at variance.

Both Dr. 'Alī Abūbakar and Shaikh al-Ilūrī did not acknowledge the existence of these three themes at all in Nigerian Arabic poetry. Professor Galadanci did not acknowledge the presence of boasting but he identified traces of satire and affected love poems. As hinted above, most of what this study has considered to be boasting and satire verses are also included in what the Professor had treated as shi'ra'1-jihād. The fate of such themes as al-khamriyat and al-majūniyat in this type of literary tradition is a forgone conclusion. But curiously enough, Shaikh 'Abdullāh has included boasting (al-iftikhār) as one of the themes in his Tazyīn.

A Panegyric

The panegyric poetry in Nigeria and that of Sokoto in particular has received a definite study. From this study, two major categories of those praised may be identified. The first category includes the Almighty God and 'His best friends', the Prophet and the şūfī saints (Awliyā' Allāh).

Panegyric was probably at its best when the Prophet, with his conventional honorific epithets, was being praised. The second category includes the Muslim intelligentsia and the ruling class (ahlu 'l-ḥall wa'l-qaḍ): Among them were the Commander of the faithful, the Emirs, the Viziers, the Qādīs, distinguished military personnel and jurists. They were usually praised for their justice, erudition, piety, generosity and bravery through which the sunna was always upheld and the bid'ā demolished.

Cultivated within the small circle of the jurist-poets, panegyric could not thrive very well; its social functions having
been disorientated, its unique aesthetic feature (hyperbole) having been destroyed. All the previous studies on Nigerian Arabic poetry are agreed that the art of panegyric did not flourish in Nigeria. This was because the poets, being the ruling class, could not engage in poetry as a lucrative venture.

In pre-Islamic Nigeria, the traditional court panegyric, the Kirari or Yabo (Hausa) was meant, not for the Patricians. It was the duty of the Plebeians who also performed as tribal chroniclers, royal jesters and boon companions. It was very difficult, therefore, for the Muslim community to confer on their leaders such social functions which tradition has assigned to the mendicants. The effects of the absence of exaggeration is discussed below but suffice it here to indicate that it has robbed panegyric of its most essential feature. Such traditionally inherent sensations in panegyric as are usually capable of firing the imagination of the praised, and moving him sometimes to tears and ecstasy, were generally unknown. Here is an extract from a panegyric modelled on qasīda by Muḥammad Bukhārī in praise of Shaikh ‘Abdullāḥ dan Fodio.61

1 أضحوُتُ أم هاجت هواك منازل
2 بثلاثُي أوين فيها بها
3 الإعظام أرتقي وفراعل
4 داربه بولاها الصولو وكل من
5 وفد وقفت تسجَّل
6 عن أهلها والدم مع نسائ
7 برسمها ماء للده مل الله
8 له درك هبل وقوفك نائف
9
B  Elegy

A typical elegy opens with an ascetic prelude in which the poet enjoins his brothers to abstain from this temporal life and its vanities. The deceased is then introduced, usually by his name, his virtues highlighted and praised. Considering death as a decree from God, the community is satisfied or expected to be so. But it could weep sore over the collapse of one of its axes. The poet then prays for the deceased to be drenched in a shower of forgiveness (ghuyūth cafw) and concludes the theme in ascetic verses.

The current of the ważz which runs through the elegy and even the panegyric in form of zuhdiyat is deeply rooted in Islamic
doctrines of life, contrasted with death. It consists mainly in
setting up the vanities of the fleeting life against heaven and its
eternity. The hereafter, which is to be craved through Islam,
learning, piety and asceticism, leads to eternal bliss; the present
life, to be shunned, through heathenism, ignorance, corruption and
lewdness leads to inferno. All these opposing forces have provided
sufficient emotional conflict which gave rise to the efflorescence
of elegiac verses. It may indeed be said that elegy, in this form,
has remained the most sensational theme in Nigerian Arabic poetry
from which Shaikh al-Ilūrī makes his sarcastic remark:62

Among their themes is elegy; and they
bewail their learned and emirs after
their death more than they were praised
while alive

Here is an extract from Shaikh ʿAbdullāh's elegy for Mustafā:63

1 آن أرجعوك إذ أراك الدار
2 بنحالها من أنها غدًا
3 داريموت بها حبيبك لا ترم
4 فراح بضوء صفوها أكرار
5 مرضينا وأميننا المختار
6 الذعاق من بيناهوكاسيه
7 لكن رضينا ترضي الببار
8 إن الززابا فقدنا أمناها
9 تقوى وخدق يرضيه الببار
10 سبعان من قصصه بالعلم وال
11 كم واجبان فالضياع أقامها
12 في الي تسخروبها الفجار
13 نبكي عليه ترخًا مع أننا
14 نرضى بما جاءت به الأقدار
The earliest surviving satire verses dated back to the pre-jihad Islamic Nigeria when Shaikh al-Tahir (d. 1776) had a genuine emotive occasion to deride the Kanuri people. Having once enjoyed the Bornu court patronage, he was soon turned out of it as a result of a calumny against him the source of which he traced to his subject of ridicule.

After the jihad, satire and boasting verses began to co-exist in most of the verses composed in celebrating or mourning the jihad.
encounters. A jihād poem opens with doxology or melancholy depending on whether the encounter in question was won or lost. After praising the heroes or mourning the martyrs, the poet proceeds to describe the march across thicket, river and many fortresses which took the Muslim army to the abode of war. In the ensuing clash between the Muslim army and the 'Pharaohs', the 'Qudārs' and the 'Shayātīn' of the pagan forces, the victory of the believers was often contrasted with the defeat of the pagans, a contrast which simultaneously produced boasting and satire.

In Islamic history, most of the decisive military successes recorded were often owed not so much to superior tactics or arms, as to the high morale imparted to the living war-machines. This morale consists in the traditional pride and spiritual ambition to die as a martyr and secure an automatic visa into the Kingdom of Heaven, with 'diplomatic immunity':

You must not think that those who were slain in the course of Allāh are dead. They are alive, and well provided for by their Lord; pleased with His gifts and rejoicing that those whom they left behind and who have not joined them have nothing to fear or to regret; rejoicing in Allāh's grace and bounty. Allāh will not deny the faithful their reward.

The more of the unbelievers a Muslim kills the higher is his heavenly rank (daraja); the more of the Muslims an unbeliever slays the lower is his infernal pit (daraka). Loading the scale further against the unbelievers was the fact that only the voices of the Muslims were ultimately heard even when they lost the battle. They were in most cases, once the jihād had taken off, on the offensive,
winning, killing and taking the unbelievers prisoners. This situation reduced the unbelievers to the objects of a caricature in the verses composed by the victorious, proud Muslims. The following extract from Shaikh ‘Abdullāh’s verses composed in celebration of the victory at Kwotto is a typical combination of boasting and satire.⁶⁶

D Amatory Verses

The peaceful and tolerant atmosphere which had dominated the growth of Islam in Bornu was reflected in its poetry. In a rather liberal attitude, Shaikh Amīn al-Kānāmī had composed a ghazal, Nasīmu ‘l-sabā, in celebration of his victory and the recovery of his
favourite wife. The original Arabic of this poem is not available to me but Major Denham's (c. 1828) description of the 'song' as containing 'some very beautiful and ossianic expression', has aptly described the verses. Apart from this, love poetry was unknown in Hausaland except in form of its mechanical imitation as attempted, for example, by Muḥammad Bello and Muḥammad al-Bukhārī.

V. Language and Imagery

The fortunes of language and imagery, like the theme from which they unfold, fluctuate in accordance with the literary taste of the jurist-poets. Considered within the medieval Islamic literary usage, the images, mainly in conventional forms, are quite enriched. Otherwise, they are generally sterile, trite and affected. In addition to being subjected to Islamic standard, most of them have been worn out by time. It should not be expected, after all, that the Waziri should be 'building his castles in the air' or 'wandering aimlessly in the valley saying that which he does not practise.'

The incorporation of foreign words (al-dakhīla) into Arabic composition is discouraged by literary theory. Such exotic words and usages together with achaic and colloquial Arabic are not eloquent and should, therefore, be avoided. Accordingly, only vernacular names, of persons and places are frequently incorporated into Nigerian Arabic verses. But indigenous phrases such as idioms, images, proverbs and maxims are rarely consciously employed. In many cases, however, the vernacular styles of expression are found to have superimposed themselves on Arabic. A good example of such verses, stuffed with names of local heroes and their conquered
localities is the poem of Shaikh Abdullah, composed on the victory of Kebbi.  

While this virtual absence of al-dakhila might have been encouraged by rhetorics, the Islamic status being enjoyed by the Holy Arabic might also have discouraged its indiscriminate mixing in usage with Fulfulde or Hausa. It may be recalled here that the identification of some words of non-Arabic origin in the Arabic Qur'an had generated wild reactions among some Muslim jurists. In a spontaneous reaction, Abu Ubayda, for example, had left the impression that God does not understand any other language.

Whoever pretends that there is in the Qur'an anything other than the Arabic tongue has made a serious charge against God.

However, the use of extremely strange words, probably inspired by poetic exigencies or the poets' inclination to impress his readers, is not uncommon. And it has become another literary tradition for the poets in Nigeria, like elsewhere, to append a glossary to their poem. On the other hand, there are simple words and clear usages. Contrast the following pair of extracts from Abdullah's verses composed on two different occasions:

A

\[
\text{Whoever pretends that there is in the Qur'an anything other than the Arabic tongue has made a serious charge against God.}
\]

B

\[
\text{Whoever pretends that there is in the Qur'an anything other than the Arabic tongue has made a serious charge against God.}
\]
In addition to the common attributes of God and the conventional praise epithets of the Chosen Prophet, every learned man is a sun, a full moon (al-badr), a heavy shower, a sea or a fruited tree. He is always among his students, the stars to whom he imparts his knowledge very generously like the sun the light; the sea or the shower the water; the full moon the brilliance and the trees the fruits. Every soldier or emir is a lion in the course of the jihad with the Qur'ān in his left hand, 'the sword in the right.' Both the Qur'ān and sunna are the daylight before which the darkness of paganism must flee.

The world is always the greens of the dunghill (Khadrā'u 'l-dimn), a snake in the grass, a mirage or a hag, decked in expensive make-ups to ensnare the inexperienced youngmen. A true believer, who is departing from it, is congratulated for escaping from the abode of delusion (dāru 'l-ghurūr) to the abode of felicity (dāru 'l-naṣīm). And with the hope that he would be soaked in a shower of forgiveness, the bereaved ones are consoled, tears of
blood flooding their eyes. Compare in the following extracts, the brilliant images contrived by Shaikh 'Abdullah in the first eight verses, with the hackneyed ones in the last verses from different Nigerian poets:73

1. WASOUD ROGEH KUDU BENDA INSHI
2. WAL D IN Fasad WUZONHEM MENDAJAM
3. WA L KUDU FASAD WUZONHEM MENDAJAM
4. WAL D IN Fasad GUSUWA MADAJAM
5. FASUWA NADIN KOKO BENDA MENDAJAM
6. WA L BAYAN Funda Osunacu Hul MENDAJAM
7. WA L ORO FUNSAN WUZONHEM MENDAJAM
8. WASOUD ROGEH KUDU BENDA INSHI
9. WASUWA NADIN KOKO BENDA MENDAJAM
10. WA L BAYAN Funda Osunacu Hul MENDAJAM
11. WASUWA NADIN KOKO BENDA MENDAJAM
12. WASUWA NADIN KOKO BENDA MENDAJAM
The absence or social malfunction of panegyric and boasting in particular has left only scanty metaphors. Practically, the choice of the Almighty God and 'His friends' for praising on the one hand has limited the use of images to pious horizons. Aesthetic imagination in this respect could not interplay since the images produced thereof might be too sacrilegious. On the other hand, the use of fantastic exaggerations (al-ighrāq, al-ghuluww, al-mubālagha) is discouraged by literary theory since such hyperboles might attribute to the creature, certain qualities exclusively reserved for the Creator.

Attentions may be drawn here to the customary appendage of the word, ābūd as idāfa (genitive construction) to the ninety-nine beautiful names of God (asmā’ Allāh al-husnā) before such names are lawfully addressed to man. A man cannot, by strict Islamic tradition, be called Allāh or Rahmān but ābūdullāh or ābūd ’l-Rahmān (the servant or slave of...). Professor Hiskett has also observed in Hausa poetry that the malams could not praise the Sarakuna (Sultans) because, those boastful epithets of the courts, the kirari, were tantamount to polytheism.
A fairly common literary style is the use of allegories, literary allusions and symbols (al-talmīḥ). They include references to historical or legendary personalities and events, maxims and principles, proverbs, parables and 'Islamic mythology'. Not unexpectedly, they were normally derived within Islamic cultural heritage. Employed mainly in form of antonomasia (al-kināya), the name of a distinguished person is often substituted for the class, age, character or ideology for which he or she was famous. We are all familiar with such Biblical names as Solomon, Thomas, Judas, Samson etc. as symbols of wisdom, scepticism, betrayal and gallantry respectively. In Arabic-Islamic literary tradition, names such as Shaitān, Namrūd, Ād, Thamūd, Firʿawn, Qudār, Ibn Muljam etc. have similarly become popular symbols of mischief. Here are some examples from the verses of ʿAbdullāḥ dan Fodio.⁷⁶

1. وهل لم ينف من بين البوارد سلواشيطان قربوهربينف
2. نكان قادره وهر كعاد تولى كربه بغضنا لأدين
3. وكلا فروع موسى سلطت قضية عاصت على تنفج
4. ولا نساً لعن أصحا بالضللال كصاحب نافعة أصل الفساد
5. فلم يأك إلا ارتب جهاه مهم قد انكشفت عن شمس الإسلام نلم
6. بنصر الذي نصرانبه على العدا ببدر يجمع مسلملا كيجمع
7. فاستنسرت بخانها وتمرت جزئها ترمي بنصل سلمج
In general, most of the traditional figures of speech, the tashbīh (simile), istiğāra (metaphor), tajnīs (pun), tarṣī' (internal rhyme), tībāq or muqābala (antithesis), talmīḥ or kināya (allusions or metonymy), tawriya (double entendre) etc. can all be identified in Nigerian poetry. Personification (al-tashkhis, al-istihdār, al-kināya), in form of poetic fallacy and apostrophe, are particularly common. But vision or mysticism as a figure of speech, not unexpectedly, is not known. On a few occasions, the poets were constrained to improvise images from grammar and prosody, a style which is very common in the Maqāmāt of al-Harīrī. Read the following lines:

وتجاه علامة يلب فرد هم
وهم كنكان ومبتأن جارتهم
عمل لغيرهم كنلم أرفي بج
ولريعا لهم كما من كف من
وعنكرهم كنهم بمقامنا
فخابجاني في لعل وفعا

In the context of Nigerian poetry, the figures of speech such as tashbīh (simile), istiğāra (metaphor), tajnīs (pun), tarṣī' (internal rhyme), tībāq or muqābala (antithesis), talmīḥ or kināya (allusions or metonymy), tawriya (double entendre) etc. can all be identified. Personification (al-tashkhis, al-istihdār, al-kināya), in form of poetic fallacy and apostrophe, are particularly common. But vision or mysticism as a figure of speech, not unexpectedly, is not known. On a few occasions, the poets were constrained to improvise images from grammar and prosody, a style which is very common in the Maqāmāt of al-Harīrī. Read the following lines:
VI. Literary Prose

Like poetry, prose composition in Nigeria has also followed Islamic scholarship tradition the impacts of which on belles-lettres have been discussed. As hinted above, most of the medieval Arabic historical romances, legends, fables, anecdotes or similar narratives were not incorporated into Islamic scholarship tradition. Accordingly, the Nigerian scholars were not influenced by such books as the Kalīla wa Dimna, Ḥayy būn Yaqẓān, Sīratu Ǧantara, Alī ḥaylah wa ḥaylah etc. which, if ever known at all, are not popular. Of the classical Arabic prose, only the Maqāmāt of al-Harīrī in particular were often cultivated and memorised for their elegant and bombastic cadences apparently to meet the rigid demands of the rhyme-scheme. But the Maqāmāt could not compete with al-Ǧīshrīniyāt and al-Burda for a place of honour, influence and piety. Apart from archaism and the attendant difficulty which some Nigerians actually overcome, the Qur’ānic prestige enjoyed by al-Ǧīshrīniyāt, for example, could not have been extended by strict Islamic tradition to such frivolities and hypocrisy as dramatised by Abū Zayd al-Sarūjī.78

At any rate, rhymed prose can hardly be eliminated in any Arabic-Islamic literary tradition where Arabic is actively studied and the Holy Qur’ān regularly chanted. In Nigeria it has found a
stronghold in religious sermons and similar 'Khutba' which was often read as an opening or closing ritual in most socio-religious occasions. In its characteristic pious phrases, this 'khutba' has acquired a literary force in the exordia of most scholastic writing which it often invested with Islamic outlook and orientation.

Apart from the literary tradition's discouragement of prose narratives, the socio-religious status of the jurist-writers could hardly have allowed the cultivation of the story of tortoise and spider which African tradition has reserved for children and their grandmothers. But in actual fact, the Waziri would have made no bones about singing the Nursery Rhyme if the attitude of the Holy Qur'ān to fiction had encouraged it. In apparent condemnation of folktales, the Qur'ān has charged that

some there are who would gladly pay for a frivolous tale so that in their ignorance they may mislead others from the path of Allāh and make fun of it79

In the absence of rhymed prose or imaginative writing in ordinary prose, the latter, at least in form, automatically merges into didactic theme. In Nigeria, therefore, ordinary prose writing was generally associated with scholastic composition while rhymed prose and versification was associated with literary composition. Demonstrating this fact, Shaikh 'Abdullāh, for instance, did not pretend to have his papers adorned in Tazyīnu 'l-waraqāt with ordinary prose which he normally employed in his scholastic writings.

This situation left us with the above identified four
literary prose genres which fluctuate, by modern literary standard, between didactic and literary themes. They include correspondence, Description, History and Biography. The earliest advantage to which literacy in Arabic had been put in Nigeria and in West Africa as a whole was communication and record keeping which has been raised by Islam to a religious obligation.\textsuperscript{80}

\textit{O you who believe, if you contract a debt for a fixed term, then record it and let a scribe write it down before you in equity.}

On the influence of Arabic in West Africa, Professor Hunwick makes a similar observation:\textsuperscript{81}

\begin{quote}
The spread of Islam is accompanied by a spread of literacy which, however humble, provides a means of opening up communications and expanding trade in a way not possible to illiterate people.
\end{quote}

This was soon developed into descriptive works which have continued to exist as a sub-theme in history. There are a few works which might also be described as biographical most of which, by medieval literary tradition, have equally merged into history.

\textit{ Epistology}

Taking off since the fourteenth century with the letter sent from Bornu to Egypt, epistology had continued to flourish until the nineteenth century. It then culminated in the correspondence between Sokoto and Bornu\textsuperscript{82} over the legality of the jihad against the latter. Composed in ordinary prose, interspersed with rhyming phrases, this correspondence alone seems to have fulfilled most of
the classical features of epistolary as an artwork. In addition to the general eloquence (al-faṣāha) which is fulfilled by Shaikh al-Kānānī in particular, such literary features as simplicity (al-sadhāja), clarity (al-jalā'), brevity (al-ījāz), elegance (al-ṭalāwa) and suitable levels of communication between the two ends (al-mulā'ama) are all demonstrated. The correspondence also fulfils the conditions of a polemic but not a literary debate (al-munāzara) for which it might also be mistaken. Apart from being precipitated by sword rather than pen, such an endless theological controversy unlike other literary debate can only be submitted to a divine verdict. There are now hundreds of letters which have been collected and translated except that most of them fall below literary standard.

A major literary contribution to the art of epistolary, however, has been made by a Kano based scholar, Shaikh ʿUmar bn Abī Bakr when in 1886 he wrote his Manual for Arabic letter-writing, al-sarḥatu ʾl-warīqa fī ʿilmī ʾl-wathīqa. Written in ordinary prose with occasional pretensions to rhymed prose, this work is modelled on classical style. In addition to the traditional opening doxology; pious phrases from the Qurʾān, Hadīth and Jurisprudence are its main feature. Due to the time in which it was written, this model of Arabic letter has not exerted much influence on Nigerian scholars. Apart from those written by leading scholars, most of Nigerian Arabic correspondences in general, as observed by Professor Galadanci, are of little literary interest.

ii. Literary History, Biography and Description

The earliest historical work in Nigerian prose writing is ʿ Ağmād ibn
Fartuwa's Ta'rīkh Mai Idrīs wa ghazawātih and Diwan Salātīn Barnū both of which dated to the sixteenth century. Published together in one volume, these historical works include both the description of Idrīs Alooma's various encounters. It also contains his biography as well as those of the various sultans. But their language and style, not unexpectedly, are more didactic than literary.

During the jihād, this trend became very popular and a number of historical works were written. Outstanding among such writings is the Infāqu '1-maysūr (c.1811) which has become the most authoritative historical source of the pre-colonial Nigeria. Some of these works which might be described as biographical include the Waziri Gidado's (d.1851) Rawdu '1-jīnān in which the biography of Shaikh ʿUthmān and his karāmah are celebrated. He also wrote al-kashf wa ʿl-bayān in which the biography of Muḥammad Bello equally features. A similar work, al-anīṣu ʿl-mufīd has also been written by Waziri ʿAbduʾl-Qādir in which he treats the biographies of the three Major Generals of the jihād with some elegies on the jihād martyrs.

It has indeed become a literary tradition for the respective Waziri, as observed by Professor Smith, to publish the annals of the ruling dynasty. And as late as 1951, the current Waziri also published his Dabtu ʿl-multagtātāt along the same tradition. Written in ordinary prose, the primary objective of these works is historical to which artistic motive if any, is only secondary. The following extract, a descriptive passage from the Infāqu ʿ1-maysūr, illustrates the extent to which similar works are a piece of literary art:
The above exposition represents the literary limit to which compositions in Qur'anic Arabic at the peak of its development could be stretched. Arabic language rose to become the bureaucratic medium of the Sokoto Caliphate but its literature could not rise.
above mediocrity. Composed only by the few jurists, Arabic literature was able to reflect only the religious life of this social class of the community. As for their secular life and those of the common Muslims who did not command the sacred Arabic, they were expressed in Fulani or Hausa, written in Arabic script. It is to this manageable alternative known as Ajami that popular literary interest was eventually transferred.

Evolved since the seventeenth century,89 this system had, by the outbreak of the jihad, outclassed Arabic in popularity. The most popular literature during the jihad was, by rule, that which was composed in Hausa or Fulani. As the nineteenth century wore on, Arabic was becoming increasingly secluded like some Muslim women from the public. And by the end of the century, it was clear that Arabic could not compete with the Ajami in which most of the contemporary secular and even religious themes have begun to be celebrated.90

With the emergence of this indigenous literature in Hausa, written first in Arabic script for which Latin script, under European influence was eventually substituted, literary attentions were directed from Arabic to Hausa. The abstinence of the malams from secular education and other socio-economic and political activities of the new 'Christian' oriented life, further kept Arabic in its sacred temple. But Arabic, after some time, is now being brought out into secular life paradoxically by the impacts of Western Education. This is the process to be examined as this study continues. Meanwhile, let us go to the Arab world and see what
Western Civilization has made of the medieval Arabic-Islamic cultural heritage including literature.
1. The leading scholars certainly knew scholastic theology from which, like Dan Fodio in his Hişnu 'l-afhâm (Cairo, 1959), they have sought to keep their students away for likely consequences. See The Tazyîn, p. 7 n.5 where Hiskett refutes Trimingham's assertion that scholastic theology was unknown in West African Islam; J S Trimingham, Islam, op cit, p. 49.


3. al-Fâzâţî, al-wasâqî 'l-mutaqabbala (Cairo, n.d.), p.16. This book is henceforth referred to, simply, as the Ishrîniyât.

4. One of the earliest and most popular textbooks on Mâlikî law in West Africa. It was written by Abû'î-Šafî' Khalîl b. Ishâq b. Mûsâ al-Jundî (d. 1365 AD).

5. The Qur'an, 26: 221.

6. al-Zayyât, op. cit, p. 119.

7. On poetry as a craft and the systematic training towards mastering it, see in particular Ibn Khaldûn, The Muqaddima, III, op. cit, pp. 369-71.

8. al-Çaqd is a method of composition by which an existing prose work is 'knitted' (Çaqada) into verses. Its reverse, known as Hallu 'l-naţm, is also practised.


10. L Cheikho, I, op cit, pp. 244-6.

11. See: A Abûbakar, op cit, pp. 264-84 for examples.


13. See for example, A Abûbakar, op cit, pp. 335-341; The Tazyîn, pp. 10-12.

14. The elegy (Tazyîn, pp. 46-9) is a muçâraţa of that of Abû 'l-Hasan with which it shares the same metre, al-kâmîl, the same rhyme, al-mu'assasa, the same râvî, al-râţû, and of course, the same theme, al-râthâ'. The Ba'îyya is also a muçâraţa of al-Nâbîgha's poem with which the above features are also common. See: A. Abubakar, op cit, pp. 335-41 for illustrations.
15. Shaikh Uthman has composed a muqarada on Ka'b b. Zuhayr's Banat Sūqad; Muhammad Bello on 'Antara, Ṭarafà and al-Buṣīrī; 'Abdū l-Qadir Muṣṭafā on Shaikh 'Abdullāh, etc see S W Junaid, 'Madhū 'l-'uẓāmā', op cit, pp 92-101; S A S Galadanci, op cit, P 138;


17. He had once defended al-Mutanabbī from the charges of plagiarism levelled against him by his adversary. See: Ali al-Jurjānī, al-wasāṭa bayna 'l-mutanabbī wa khushūmih (Cairo, 1340 AH), pp. 141-151.

18. See above p. 43


21. Lines 1 and 2 have incorporated ideas from The Qur'ān, 5:2 and 49:13 respectively. For more details on this, see S W Junaid, 'Madhū 'l-'uẓāmā', op cit, pp. 160ff. Lines 3 and 4 also incorporate ideas from The Qur'ān, 101:8 and 3:114 respectively. See The Tazyīn, p. 42. The šadr of line 5 is borrowed from al-Fāzāzī, who himself has derived the idea from a Tradition. See the Ishriniyāt, p. 20.


23. al-Fāzāzī, al-Qaṣā'idu 'l-Qashriyāt (Cairo, n.d.), pp. 158, 179.


26. al-Ilūrī, Miṣbāḥ, op cit, p. 44.

27. For more details and examples, see: The Tazyīn, passim; S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp. 128ff; S W Junaid, 'Madhū 'l-'uẓāmā', op cit; see below pp. 87-8 for a few extracts.


29. by Professor Hiskett in the Hausa Islamic verses which must have adopted them from Arabic verses. see: M Hiskett, A History of Hausa Islamic Verse (London, 1975), p 176.

30. According to al-Ilūrī, Miṣbāḥ, op cit, p. 24, this metre was introduced by Sayyida Rūqayyyā in her qāṣida, al-karīm for which see below, p. 81. The feet of this new metre is given as Fā'ilun fa'ālun fa'ālun fa'ālun for a hemistich.

32. In addition to most of the jihād verses, see Shaikh Abdullāh's elegy for Muḥammad Thamū in the Tazyīn, pp. 39-40.

33. On the various poetic licences, see: W Wright, II, op cit, pp. 403-22.

34. S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp. 240-41.

35. The repetition of a qāfiya in a single poem without fulfilling its conditions. see: W Wright, II, op cit, pp. 385-6.

36. quoted from A Abūbakar, op cit, p. 330.

37. The Tazyīn, pp. 51-4.

38. L Cheikho, I, op cit, p. 42:


40. According to Qudāma b. Ja'far, Naqdu ʿl-nathr, ed, Taha Hussain, op cit, pp. 95-6, any Khutba in which the name of God is not invoked is defective.

41. The Qur'ān, 33:56.


43. The Tazyīn, pp. 26, 30, 50.

44. Ibid, pp. 31, 49, 45.


49. see above p. 74.

50. The differences in numerical values are set out in this table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>900</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern letters</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$\hat{S}$</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$\hat{h}$</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>$\hat{Z}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maghrib letters</td>
<td>$\hat{S}$</td>
<td>$\hat{d}$</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$\hat{Z}$</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51. See above note 1.

52. The Tijâniyya order was first introduced into Nigeria by al-Ḥajj 'Umar al-Fūtî (d 1864) during the reign of Muḥammad Bello (1813-37). But the violent wave of Mahdism inspired by the European conquest in the Sudan, came around 1885 to reactivate its existing notion.


55. See their classification of the Nigerian poetic themes: al-ši'ârî, Miṣbah, op cit, pp. 29-46; A Abubakar, op cit, p. 327.

56. S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp. 127, 158.

57. Ibid, pp. 142-51.

58. The Tazyîn, p. 25.

59. S W Junaidu, 'Madhu 'l-Cuṣamâ', op cit, passim.

60. Some of the conventional praise epithets for the Prophet, the Master of the nation, include Shamsu'l-duḥâ, Nūru 'l-hudâ, Bahru 'l-nadâ, Tâju'l-Warâ, Khayru 'l-Warâ, Badru 'l-dujâ, Kahlûf 'l-barâyâ, Shafî'ū 'l-warâ etc.

61. quoted from S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp. 128-130; translated into English by Professor Hiskett, Tazyîn, pp. 23-4. Note the traditional qaṣîda features in these verses on which, for further analysis, see the above references.

62. al-ši'ârî, Miṣbah, op cit, p. 46.

63. The Tazyîn, pp. 46-9.

64. A D H Bivar and M Hiskett, op cit, pp. 137-9; see also M Bello, Infâq, op cit, pp. 36-8.

66. Line 4 of these verses has particularly been emphasised by Professor Hiskett as a satire. See The Tazyīn, pp. 56-9.

67. See: D. Denham et al., op cit, pp. 171-3 for the translation of this poem into English.

68. for which see: S A S Galadanci, op cit, p. 158; S W Junaid, 'The Sakkwato Legacy', op cit, p. 62.

69. L Cheikho, I, op cit, p. 4.

70. The Tazyīn, pp. 62-5.


72. Both are panegyrics in the same metre, al-Kāmil; the first is addressed to his teachers, Shaikh Jibril and Co; the second to the famous West African Sūfī leader, Mukhtar al-Kuntī. See the Tazyīn, pp. 32, 49-50.

73. Contrast the poetic fallacy-personification and apostrophe - in lines 2, 4, and 6; the antithesis set up in 4, and the metaphor in 5 with the trite and hackneyed figures in lines 9-15.


76. Shaitān, Qudār, Ǧād, Faraoh, Moses and ǦAlī are employed in the first three lines as definite symbols. The owner of the she-camel (line 4) is also the Qudār b. Sālīf who is believed to have slaughtered the 'Allāh's own camel': the Qur'ān, 91: 11-15. Line 6 refers to the battle of Badr (624 AD). The last four lines allude to an Arab proverb 'Innā 'l-bughātha bi ardīnā yastansir (7); the Islamic doctrine of predestination (8); and popular maxims and principles (9 and 10).

77. For more details on the first 3 lines, see: S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp. 133-4. The Ǧajūz of line 4 is al-īqṭībās from the Takhmīs of ǦIshriniyāt by Abubakar b. Muḥib. See the ǦIshriniyāt, p. 133. cf similar usage by al-Ḥarīrī, in F Steingass, op cit, p. 16.

78. It may be recalled that the morality of the Maqāmāt had been criticised by al-Fakhrī (d 1300 AD), a criticism which al-Ḥarīrī had anticipated in the introduction to his works. see F Steingass, op cit, pp. 6-7; R A Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs (London, 1907), pp. 30-31.
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CHAPTER THREE

MODERN LITERARY TRENDS IN THE ARAB WORLD

I. The Contact of Islam with Western Civilization

The Arab-Islamic world since the fall of Baghdad in AD 1258 had lost its traditional control of the Caliphate in succession, first to the Persians and later to the Ottoman Turks. It had since then waited impatiently for an opportunity which might restore the Islamic political hegemony to its traditional custodians. No wonder the famous Wahhabi (1703-89) revolt which broke out in Central Arabia has been interpreted as essentially Arab in consciousness, aimed at achieving this end. But Turkey, since 1538 had managed to hold together the various Islamic territories until the last century when they began to be wrested from her by Europe. Dazzled by the superior military tactics displayed by Europe and Russia in particular, in their systematic occupation of the various Muslim territories, Turkey had interpreted her military subjection as a red light to which she spontaneously reacted by cooperating with Europe with a view to modernizing her military force. This policy has brought the central Islamic world, since the last century, under the full impact of Western civilization.

The first phase of the process of modernization of the Arab-Islamic world with particular reference to Egypt was launched by the Napoleon expedition during its three year (1798-1801) occupation of the country. Lavishly sponsored by Muḥammad ʿAlī (d 1849) who came to power in 1805, the various processes of modernization had begun
to yield results by the time of Khedive Ismā'īl (1863–79), another active patron of Western Civilization. The Arabs, in less than one century of their contact with the West, learnt the bitter truth: that the Islamic world was backward. But they could not form a common political front against the non-Arab Ottoman Caliphate which they held to be partly responsible. The Egyptian or Arab nationalism which was advocated as the only solution, by some of the early Western educated Arabs such as Rifāʿa al-Ṭahṭāwī (d 1873) was not acceptable to many Arab Muslims who were still loyal to the Ottoman Caliphate. And for the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, the Arab world remained torn apart between Arab Nationalism and pan-Islamism for which al-Afghānī was famous.

The failure of al-Afghānī’s mission on the one hand, and that of the 1882 Curābī nationalist rebellion on the other, led to the British occupation and landed many Arabs in exile. These major events changed the course of modernization in Egypt in particular and the Arab-Islamic world in general. Shaikh Muḥammad ʿAbduh (d 1905), for example, after his return from the exile, made a U-turn to cooperate with the British regime which, in collaboration with al-Afghānī, he had once criticized. He had also begun to criticize Constantinople which he held responsible for the backward state of Islam.

This criticism of Turkey by such a religious celebrity as ʿAbduh with his full weight behind Lord Cromer, in the hope of reviving Islam as well as securing national Independence, flung open the gate into active Arab-Egyptian nationalist activities. Overcome by the spirit of secular nationalism, the division of loyalty
between Arabism and pan-Islamism was virtually removed, and to the latter, an end was put forever. But the Arabs had to wait until World War I had decided the fate of the Ottoman Empire and its territories before the idea of modern nationalism became firmly entrenched.

Sparked off in Egypt by the 1919 revolution, this period of active nationalist movement opened the second stage of modernization. It continued through the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian treaty, World War II and to the 1952 revolution. Iraq in 1922 was separated from geographical Syria which was divided into Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Transjordan. Syria and Lebanon were placed under French Mandate; Iraq, Palestine and Transjordan under the British while Saudi Arabia was left alone. The history of how each of these and similar Muslim countries had pursued her own nationalist struggle to Independence is beyond the scope of this study. Suffice it here to say that the remains of both the Caliphate and Sultanate were eliminated in 1924 in what is known as the Turkish revolution led by Muṣṭafā Kemāl. In 1935, Atāturk (Father of the Turks) was substituted for the Sultan while in the 1924 Constitution, Islam had finally been eliminated as the state religion. This revolution brought to an end, the Caliphate founded in 622 AD by Prophet Muḥammad, the leader of the nation.

Following a series of world Islamic conferences, there have emerged a number of world Islamic movements which have continued to promote the interest of Islam at international level. They include the Supreme Council of Muslim Welfare in Cairo, the Muslim World League in Mecca, the Organisation of Islamic Conference in Jedda,
the Islamic World Conference in Karachi, and the Conference of the Islamic Research Academy in the Azhar. It is to these movements that the various Muslim minorities in different countries have since transferred their pan-Islamic allegiances.

The third and contemporary trend of development was heralded by the impacts of World War II on the world political scene in general. Britain ceased to be a dominant World power, a situation which accelerated the loss of her overseas colonies and the subsequent polarisation of the world into two major opposing super powers. After obtaining their independence, most of the Asian and African former colonies disassociated themselves with either of the two blocs and constituted themselves into a non-alligned movement. This neutral policy gave them the opportunity to benefit from the two super powers as the result of which the Marxist-Communist and Socialist ideas have found their ways into most of the modern Arab states. Since the end of World War II, major political developments include the 1952 'Abdu'l-Nāsir revolution, the formation of the Arab League, the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO), the Arab-Israel sporadic warfare to which the Iraq-Iran war may also be added. This, in brief, is the political background of modern Arabic literature.

II. The Growth of Modern Arabic Literature

Inspired by Western secular thought and European literature in particular, modern Arabic literature is essentially not Islamic in spirit. Its outlook and orientation are therefore, not of Islam but of the Arab if not Egyptian nationalism. In addition to
its revolt against the Qur'anic oriented classical literary theory, the active involvement of the Arab Christians and the use of colloquial Arabic have all continued to emphasise its non-Islamic orientation. Modern Arabic literature, therefore, has been most successful only in the predominantly non-Muslim Syria, Iraq, the partially secularised Arab Muslim states such as Egypt, Tunisia and Sudan to some extent, or in Western countries such as Europe and America, thousands of miles away from Mecca. In other Arab, not to mention the non-Arab Muslim countries, it has remained unpopular especially among the fundamentalists to whom the whole Western civilisation is nothing but a cold crusade.

Like the socio-religious and political climate which has continued to breed it, modern Arabic literature has been revolutionary. It has passed very rapidly, in less than two centuries of its inception, through successive stages of development having broken loose from religious shackles to identify itself with those 'fluctuating tides in the affairs of man'. In its response to the changing events of life, Dr. Badawi observes how

the poet as a craftsman in the Arabic classics has given place to the spokesman of society in Neo-classicism, how in pre-Romanticism the spokesman has been replaced by the man of sensibility, who is above society, and in Romanticism he has become the seer, the prophet, but without losing his passivity, his talent for suffering. In the last phase of the development of Arabic poetry, the poet has become once again identified with his own people, but he is no longer the spokesman: he is the hero who in his personal salvation seeks the salvation of his people.
According to this view, modern Arabic literature, poetry being its standard, has so far passed through the stages of Neo-classicism, Pre-romanticism, Romanticism and the Socialist realism. In his own study, the famous Egyptian critic, Dr Muḥammad Mandūr has identified only three main literary currents in contemporary Egypt: Neo-classicism, Romanticism and Socialist realism. This division, which corresponds with the three major stages of political development above described, however, has been reduced here to the stages of the Growth and Maturity of Modern Arabic literature. The stage of Growth, which is now being discussed, coincides roughly with the first stage of the political development while the period of its Maturity extends from the 1920s up to the present time.

A The Pioneers

Characterised by the revival of the classical literary traditions upon which some modern elements were engrafted, the Neo-classical stage was able to lay the foundation upon which the subsequent developments were built. In Egypt, the pioneers include Mahmūd Sāmī al-Bārūdī (d 1904) whose concept of poetry is said to have anticipated the romantic views. Others include Ahmad Shawqī (d 1932) and Ḥāfīẓ Ibrāhīm (d 1932) both of who have remained the target of criticism for the romantic writers. In his assessment of these two poets, Taha Hussain has this to say:

We have writers among us who have made innovations in prose, and writers who have renovated the classical prose-style: these writers have two merits, the merit of innovating what never existed before, and the merit of renovating what time had put into oblivion. We also have
poets: but they have innovated nothing, they have invented nothing, they have produced nothing new. They have only acquired their personality from antiquity, and borrowed their literary glory from the ancients. They have only one merit — the merit of renovation: they continue to lack the complementary merit of innovation and creation.

But despite this and similar damaging criticism, both Shawqi and Ḥāfiẓ were not only poets but also pioneers of modern Arabic novel while the growth of drama, without Shawqi's contribution, would have taken a different course.

Other pioneers in Egypt include Ibrāhīm al-Muwaylihi, Ḥusayn Haykal and Muṣṭafā Lutfī al-Manfalūṭi who may be described as the founders of modern Arabic short stories and novels. About three decades after it had taken off in Syria, the Jewish Egyptian nationalist, Ya'qūb Ṣanūʾ, who was nicknamed the Molière of Egypt, emerged in 1876 as the pioneer of modern Arabic Drama. He was soon joined by Salīm Naqqāsh and Adīb Ishaq from Syria, and Muḥammad Cūthmān Jalāl (d 1898) who is described by al-Qāqād as the father of the Egyptian national theatre.

In Syria the poetic revivals of Jamīl Ṣidqī al-Zahawī (d 1936) and Maṣrūf al-Ruṣāfī (d 1945) were virtually overshadowed by the active involvement of the Christian Arabs in the process of modernization. Being in an earlier contact with Western civilization, they were always found to be the avant-garde of every modern literary innovation. Among them was Nāṣif al-Yāzījī (d 1871) who is more famous for his revival of the Maqāmāt literary style than he is for his poetic revival. Others include Buṭrūs and Salīm al-Bustānī.
who, among the first Arab journalists, produced their alfinān in 1870 and wrote the first modern Arabic Encyclopaedia, Dā'iratul-maṣarif. Mārūn al-Naqqāsh (d 1855) was the first to introduce Arabic drama in 1847 while (Aḥmad) Fāris al-Shidyāq (d 1887) was also the first to attempt poetry in blank verse. Salīm al-Bustānī is also known to have produced in 1870, the first Arabic novel, an example which was soon followed by Jurjī Zaydānī and Farah Anṭūn.

After taking off successfully in Syria, these Christians were soon impelled by economic and political pressures to migrate to Egypt and America where they had continued with their active secularisation of Arabic literature. Beside their early contact with Western thought, the Christian faith of these Arabs, compared to Islam, had constituted no serious obstacle to secularisation. They had, therefore, made no scruple in pulling down the medieval Arabic literary edifice on the ruins of which new secular oriented literary theories were often set up. Above all, they had constituted the minority in the moribund regime and so had nothing to lose but everything to gain in the success of the Arab nationalism which they actively propagated and urged the Muslims to support. Their participation, therefore, has remained a basic characteristic of modern Arabic literature which has continued to emphasise its secular and Arab nationalist orientation. It is indeed very difficult to imagine the success of the modernization of Arabic literature without these Arab Christians.
Among other currents of modernization, the contributions of the printing press and translations to the growth of modern Arabic literature are too crucial to be omitted in this study. Following the introduction of the first Arabic printing press by the Christians at Aleppo in 1706, and that of the Napoleon in Egypt, the number of the printing press in Egypt alone had risen steadily to 217 by 1927. Books in due course were soon made available throughout the Arab-Islamic world the revolutionary effects of which were comparable to those of the printing press in Europe during the Renaissance. But the unique contribution of the printing press is not in the publication of the classical and the modern works, but in the introduction of journalism.

In his survey of the growth of modern Arabic literature, 'Umar al-Dasuqi commends the absolute freedom enjoyed by the press under Lord Cromer. According to him, the number of journals and newspapers had risen from about 20 in 1883 through 176 in 1903, to reach the maximum of 326 by 1950. While their establishments were often motivated by politics until later, these journals have remained the sole media in which most of the literary innovations, in essay form, were often first published. It is through journalism above all, that the new modern prose diction, which is capable of expressing modern literary thoughts and political concepts, has gradually evolved. It is not surprising, therefore, that most of the pioneer Arab novelists, Ḥusayn Haykal, al-Aqqād, al-Māzinī, Taha Hussain etc., like Daniel Defoe, Jonathan Swift, Steele and Addison in English
novel, were all successful journalists.

Assisted by the language academies, it was through translation that the complete adaptation of the classical Arabic to the various modern linguistic demands have been accomplished. In addition to modern concepts and ideas, phraseology, style, idiom, punctuation and foreign letters of the alphabet, especially from Italian, French and English, are all transferred into Arabic. But no attempt, so far, has been made, of introducing capital letters into Arabic or writing it from left to right! With no exception, all the literary innovations introduced into Arabic literature have also proceeded from either the translation or adaptation of particular Western literary masterpieces which are later imitated in writing original works. Today no clear demarcation can be made between translations, adaptations and original compositions in modern short stories, novels and plays the growth of which it would have been difficult to conceive without these translations.

But despite these tremendous efforts aimed at modernizing the classical Arabic, some of the linguistic demands of modern Arabic literature cannot be met. The colloquial Arabic, therefore, has continued to be used side by side with literary Arabic especially in drama. And in recent publications, the use of the colloquial Arabic in 'modern poetry' has also been advocated. This usage of colloquial language in modern Arabic literature should also be seen as another feature which emphasises its Arab nationalist outlook. The non-Arab Muslims, who are not expected to understand colloquial Arabic, have automatically been cut off from the readership of such works. How, then, could they have imitated such works in the name of Islam?
III. Some Fundamental Differences between European and Arabic Literary Tradition

It is generally agreed upon that the oldest form of literary art is poetry for which, unlike in Arabic, no practical definition in modern European literature has successfully been evolved. Its origin in religion and mythology, however, is incontestable. Thus the origins of the earliest forms of Western classical literature, the Homeric epics, the tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, the Comedies of Aristophanes and other lyrical forms, are all steeped in Greek mythology. To this general rule, Arabic poetry is no exception. Hence its origin in pagan soothsayers who were believed to be in league with spirits, jinn and Satan. The (Arabian) pagan Shāʿir, says Professor Nicholson, is the oracle of his tribe, their guide in peace and their champion in war.

This involvement of the classical literature in religion had eventually driven it into a head-on collision with Judaeo-Christian and Islamic religious tradition which had subjected it to a parallel development in both European and Arabic traditions throughout the middle ages. But while the pagan oriented Western literature had matured before its eventual contact with Christianity, the pagan Arabic literature was subjected, right from the beginning, to the Islamic influences under the intellectual atmosphere of which its poetry and prose were in fact compiled. This explains why no such things as hymns to idols which, according to Professor Nicholson, must have existed besides fountain-songs and war-songs in the earliest times, could not survive along with al-muʿallaqaṭ. Indeed, some of the surviving utterances attributed to the pagan soothsayers
are not of pagan but Judaeo-Christian origin. Environmental factors aside, the survival in Western classical literature of pagan tradition, which was later revived at the Renaissance, and the impacts on it of the Enlightenment, contrasted with the predominant influence of Islam throughout the ages on Arabic literature, can be held basically responsible for most of the ideological differences in these two literary traditions.

In Western classical literature, the Alexandrian age marked the beginning of what is equivalent, in Arabic, to the Age of Decadence, the spirit of which was here sustained by Christianity throughout the middle ages. Most of the Latin Fathers, Tertullian and Jerome for example, are reported to have condemned literature: To the former, literature is 'foolishness in the eyes of God' and to the latter, 'poetry is the food of devils'. Under this religious climate which the attitude of the Qur'ān to poetry recalls, literature was reduced to mere rhetorics and incorporated, like in Arabic, into the syllabus of the medieval Roman School.

It was this literary thought in Aristotelian Rhetorics that had in fact assisted the Arabs to evolve their own literary theory. By raising the literary style of the Qur'ān above the attainment of the mortal, the concept of literary aesthetics in Arabic is equally reduced to rhetorics or verbal subtleties (al-badīqiyāt) as described in the first chapter of this study. From that time until the Renaissance both literary traditions had continued to share the same features as can be seen in the following description of the medieval Western literature in which,
....sound subject matter and orderly arrangement of thought were ignored; and demands were made for mere ingenuity of expression, for the use of fixed patterns and for structural purposes. In this way, the value of coherent structure, that organic quality inherent in all good prose, or the importance of psychological factors in all matters of expression were neglected.

Another spectacular similarity beside concept and style has been the absence of drama which, according to Atkins, was often viewed by the Latin Fathers with special abhorrence. After Lucius Seneca (d AD 65) whose work was revived at the Renaissance as the classical model of the Latin tragedy, no similar writer of tragedy was again known from the time of Emperor Constantine (d AD 337) until the Renaissance. Practically nothing was therefore preserved of the classical dramatic legacy apart from the Comedies of Plautus and Terence which are said to be only imperfectly understood.

This was the situation when Arabic literature came in contact with the Greek classics in Syriac translation. But even if the Aristotle's Poetics, like his Logic and Rhetorics, had been made available to the Arabs at that time, it might not have been translated for its pagan orientation. This is how the whole episode is laconically presented by a contemporary Arab writer:

The Arab nation did not know drama for the simple reason that they were not Greeks. Those ancient pagan cults and beliefs which often compelled idol worshipping, among the Greeks, were also not found among the Arabs. The Arab nation did not translate the Greek drama for the simple reason that it was buried in monasteries, churches and books at the time when they were translating other Greek works....The
Arab nation, furthermore, did not know the Iliad and the Odyssey for the simple reason that these works were not publicised. They were considered among the works of paganism which Christianity forbade. It was unlawful for anyone to read them.

When Christianity at the Renaissance was eventually overthrown, drama was revived in Europe but some of the scholastic literary traditions in poetry and prose had persisted until the birth, in the nineteenth century, of the romantic movement. In his study of comparative literature, Professor von Grunebaum observes that studied literature had reigned in Europe with the Alexandrians, the humanists of the Renaissance, and their heirs, the classicists of the 16th and 17th centuries. However,

it is extremely significant that learned literature declines in Europe, and even comes to be considered pedantic, in proportion as the role of imagination in literary production is realised, faith in human creativeness grows, and writing is valued for its psychological expressiveness.

This modern psychological literary concept identifies two major poetic imaginations: the absolute and the relative dramatic visions. According to Theodore Watts-Dunton, the absolute dramatic vision, seen at its highest in the tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Shakespeare and to some extent in Homeric epics, is characterised by being unconditioned by the poet's lyrical emotions. On the other hand, the relative dramatic vision, seen at its highest in Pinder, Dante, Milton, Sappho and Shelley, is often more or less conditioned by the poet's lyrical impulses. Ruled by 'the law of conflict' or 'destiny' in Mahmūd Taymūr's word, the absolute
dramatic vision, being a common heritage of man, could not have been unknown to the Arabs. But the poetic imagination in Arabic literature, for some of the reasons above explained, had remained lyrical throughout the middle ages and up to the last century. The destruction of this medieval literary concept and the introduction of the absolute dramatic vision into Arabic literature have, therefore, constituted the corner stone of the processes of its modernization.

Major structural differences include the role of rhythm, rhyme and metre, in both prose and poetry and the relationship between them. Rhythm in Western literature is a basic characteristic in both prose and poetry but in classical Arabic tradition, it is present but not important except in music. Metre in both traditions, is the main poetic feature which distinguishes poetry from prose. But Arabic poetry is further distinguished by a complex rhyme-scheme (al-qāfiya) which, in Western poetry, is purely ornamental and non-essential. According to Henderson, rhyme was employed as poetic ornament by the rymours of Normandy, the troubandours of Provence, the minnesingers of Germany and the monks of the medieval church.

Most of the Western classical narrative, epic and dramatic poetry, above all, were also composed in blank verses. The use of rhyme is, therefore, generally considered post classical.

Apart from the extension of its usage to prose in Arabic, no metric composition without rhyme is considered poetry. In its classical definition, poetry is 'metered and rhymed speech' (kalām mawzūn wa muqaffā). Moreover, a poem is traditionally named, not by
its metre as in Western tradition, but by the rawī,52 the most essential part of the rhyme, if not by its subject matter. Indeed, rhyme and metre are considered the only link between individual lines of a poem which must be independent of one and another in sense and in construction.

In Western poetry, both the metric and emotional rhythms are expected to be inherently united in the subject matter, themes, ideas, thoughts and emotions believed to be inspired in a poet. Thus in classical poetry, hexameter, in its usual dactyl feet, was associated with epic and drama, while pentameter in dactylic or spondaic feet was often used for elegiac couplet, lyrical poetry and choral hymns. And in modern poetic metre, the iambic pentameter is employed mainly for epic, dramatic and sonnet verses.53 This feature is in contrast with the ḥasīda in which its multiple themes and different subject matters (al-ʿaghrād) may be composed in any metre other than al-rajaz, which is mainly but not exclusively used in didactic verses.

The history of literary prose has been parallel in both traditions except that Arabic had evolved rhymed prose which is unknown at any time in Western literature. There is also an emphasis on emotional rhythm in Western prose which, as hinted above, is virtually unknown in Arabic classical prosody. Apart from these structural differences, if literary history and travel account in Western prose can boast of Herodotus and Thucydides, classical Arabic prose has also produced Ibn Ishāq, al-Ṭabarī, and Ibn Baṭūṭa to mention but few. The greatest Athenian orator, Demosthenes, was not
probably more eloquent than the semi-legendary pre-Islamic Sahbān ibn Wā'il. And the name of Ābuʾl-Ḥamīd al-Kātib is always reminiscent of Cicero's contribution to epistolary in Western classical literature.

This similarity had continued until after the Renaissance when in 1678 John Bunyan (d 1688) published his 'Christian oriented allegorical narrative', The Pilgrim's Progress. Particularly encouraged by translations especially of some popular Italian and Spanish imaginative works into English, a new phase of development in this history of the Western prose narrative was opened. This new trend had continued to develop until the birth, in the eighteenth century, of journalism under the impact of which, in forms of fiction and romance, it attained maturity. In 1719, Daniel Defoe (d 1731) published his immortal novel, the Robinson Crusoe,55 followed in 1726 by a similar novel of international repute, the Gulliver's Travels, written by Jonathan Swift (d 1745). By the nineteenth century when it came in contact with Arabic literature, the Western novel had perfected its various themes in the hands of a legion of modern writers. Jane Austen, Sir Walter Scott, Charles Dickens, Sir Rider Haggard, Thomas Hardy, George Orwell etc etc to mention but few, are some of the English novelists whose novels have contributed to the growth of modern Arabic novel.

Considered as a conscious imitation of Western literature, modern Arabic literature cannot be fully understood without this basic differences from which the modern Arab writers have taken their cue. Armed with modern Western literary theory, these Arab writers have sought to transform the existing lyrical poetry, to
which new forms—narrative, epic and dramatic—are also introduced. The medieval standard of literary prose was also overturned, most of the divine narratives, legends, romances and myths having lost their traditional sanctity to modern secular thought. These changes in subject matter have wrought corresponding changes in form, language and style, the processes of which we now highlight.

IV. The Maturity of Modern Arabic Literature

A. Romanticism

The Romantic movement was born and bred by the volatile political and intellectual atmosphere which was sparked off in Egypt by the 1919 militant nationalist protest, the raging storm of which never temporarily abated until the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian treaty. Among its immediate impact was the British concession to a partial independence and the 1923 Constitution out of which Sa'ād Zaghlūl (d 1927) had emerged as the first Prime Minister. But the struggle for a total independence had just begun. Under this climate, the various cultural tensions which had continued to build up since the time of Muḥammad ʿAbduh became subjected to a deeper appreciation of Western secular thoughts. The result was a violent explosion of a number of iconoclastic literary outbursts most of which were precipitated by the currents of European romantic movement.

In 1921 al-ʿAqqād (d 1964) and al-Ḡāzī (d 1949) jointly published al-Dīwān, a critique of Shawqi, Ḥāfiz and Manfalūṭī, as well as an exposition of a romantic literary theory. In 1923, M. Nuʿaima produced his critical Ghirbāl which he applied to sieve every traditional literary concept. Two years later, ʿAlī
'Abd al-Rāziq published his attack on the Shari'a which cost him his job. The leading 'ulama' of al-Azhar pronounced him unfit to hold any public function. In 1926, Taha Hussain exploded a bombshell on al-mu'allaqāt with an immediate explosion the spirit of which never ceased to haunt him until he passed away. He also published a series of critical essays on contemporary Arabic literature, which he later compiled into books. To these revolutionary works must be added the Qāsim Amin's two early publications on women emancipation, the implementation of which was actively promoted by this turbulent atmosphere. Led by Huda Sha'rawi (d 1947), the Egyptian women took part in the 1919 open demonstration and constituted themselves into the Feminist Union in 1923. On their return, the same year, from the International Feminist Conference held in Rome, they removed their veils for the first time.

This was the intellectual crossroad from which Khalīl Mutrān (d 1949) had emerged as the precursor of the romantic movement which became crystallised in the succeeding generation. The two authors of al-Dīwān, together with 'Abdu l-Rahmān Shukrī (d 1958) subsequently became identified with the early romantic school, whose literary thoughts were spontaneously nursed to maturity by two other romantic schools. These include the Arabs in America, al-mahjar, and the Apollo to which most of the Arab romantic writers belonged.

Since the Arabs came in contact with the West through the impact of the 18th Century Enlightenment and the subsequent 19th century political revolution, it is logical that they were influenced by the literary spirit of the age. Characterised by naturalism,
individualism, humanism and a revolt against the existing scholastic literary tradition, the heroes of this new trend include the great French writers among them, Montesquieu, Molière, Corneille, Racine, La Fontaine, Voltaire, Rousseau etc, all of who are often considered the forerunners of modern literary thought. These pioneers were later succeeded by Victor Hugo, Mathew Arnold, the German romantic writer, J W Goethe, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Lord Byron and Percy Shelley. Others include Thomas Carlyle, Lord Tennyson, Hazlitt, Robert Browning, G B Shaw, the English-American Wilt Whitman, T S Eliot and many others to whom references are made as this chapter progresses.

These are some of the great Western poets and critics whose views are of immediate effects on the growth of Modern Arabic romantic thoughts. But the shadows of most of the great classical minds including Homer, Sophocles, Terence, the Italian Dante Alighieri, Shakespeare, John Milton, Alexander Pope etc, whose masterpieces have been translated into Arabic, can also be seen everywhere. On the leaders of the romantic schools, the influences of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Hazlitt through The Golden Treasury, a text book in Daru '1-Culûm, are particularly overwhelming. Here is al-Cakkad acknowledging the indebtedness of the modern Arab writers to Western literature and to some of these literary men:

As for the spirit and generation which grew up after Shawqî, they were a product of a school which bore no resemblance to other previous schools in the history of modern Arabic literature. It was a school which had penetrated deep into the reading of English literature. Its reading of French literature at the same time, was not confined to some parts alone as characterised by those literary men who
grew up in the East at the end of the last century....Towards the end of the eighteenth, and the early nineteenth centuries, the dominant school in the English-American literary idea was that school of which included Carlyle (d 1881), John Stuart Mill (d 1873), Shelley (d 1822), Byron (d 1824), Wordsworth (d 1850).... It was later succeeded by another school....that of Browning (d 1889), Tennyson (d 1892), Emerson, Longfellow, Poe, Whitman (American writers), Hardy (d 1928) and others.... A wealth of ideas from these literary men have passed to those Egyptian poets who rose up after Shawqi and his contemporaries...

B. Modern Lyrical Poetry

In their new concept of poetry, all the three romantic schools acknowledge the involvement of poetry with religion, mysticism and psychology. Nu’aima defines a poet as a prophet, a philosopher, a painter, a musician and a priest. Hear from the 'Juhaina' himself:

A member of the Apollo School, 'Ali Mahmūd Ṭahā (d 1949) also describes a poet as one who
descended on earth like a ray of celestial light bearing the wand of a magician and the heart of a prophet.

Another romantic critic from Tunisia, Abū 'l-Qāsim al-Shābbī considers a poet as

a prophet and messenger who brings life to the children of the world lost in the paths of time.

With the Holy Qur'ān in this context, apparently reduced to poetry and the Prophet to a poet, the religious foundation of the classical literary theory was destroyed. The restrictions which had hitherto been placed on emotions and creative imaginations, so as to prevent them from overflowing into what might be considered heresy, were also removed. Modern poets are thus able to emphasise the involvement of psychology and creative imagination in the concept of literary aesthetics in contrast with the classical bādi‘īyyāt. They are also able to advocate the spirit of humanism and individuality, faithfulness to nature, truth and simplicity against the predominant artificialities and gaudiness.

Criticising the prosodic definition of poetry which had reduced it to a craft and the poets to craftsmen, the romantic writers disparage the traditional school of poetry and most of its poets who, according to Nu‘ayma, would have been more skillful as tailors and clerks. He also attacks the traditional concept of literary aesthetics which he scornfully reduces to an acrobatic feat.
According to al-\'Aqqād, the traditional poets (al-\'arūdiyyūn), who often waded into composing odes simply because they considered versification a right or duty on whoever learnt prosody, rhetorics, badīr and similar principles of the craft. With these criticisms, the classical prosodic definition of poetry has been destroyed but no simple modern standard definition has, so far, been set up on its rubble. For modern Arabic poetry, like in Western literature, can no longer be defined in just a few words. It has, therefore, continued to be characterised by different currents of thought. These include romanticism, realism, symbolism, and surrealism each of which has produced its own definition of poetry.

The conventional themes and the time-honoured socio-political function of poetry as the register (Diwan) of the Arabs are also ridiculed. Criticising Shawqi, Hāfiz, al-Jārim and ʿAbduʾl-Muṭṭalib for turning poetry to journalism, Taha Hussain laments the absence in Arabic, of what he considers 'the true poetry which are often composed for their own sake.' ʿAbduʾl-Rahmān Shukrī also observes that...
the poet yesterday was the kings' boon companion and an embellishment of the courts. But he is today, the messenger of nature, who has been equipped with sweet melodies to polish and move the souls and thereby increase their light and fire.

Consequently, the traditional poetic themes, al-madh, al-ritchā, al-fakhr, al-hijār al-ghazal etc have gradually been replaced in modern lyrical verses by miscellaneous themes the scope of which, in Nu'aima's word, is as infinite as life itself.

Most significant of all has been the modern disparagement of the conventional poetic diction, method of composition by playing the sedulous ape, style, phraseology, imagery and achaism. Taha Hussain criticizes al-mu'arada and accuses Shawqī of comparing Muṣṭafā Kāmil to Khālid b. al-Walīd when the World War has produced hundreds of modern commanders.77 In the same vein, Ḥāfiẓ is criticized, of translating Victor Hugo's Les Misérables into achaic Arabic, and of employing images and metaphors, the glamours of which time has worn away.78 While 'Abdu 'l-Rahmān Shukrī contends that 'poetry is not hunting for words in dictionaries', Mīkhā'il also derides the idea of dedicating a space for 'translating Arabic to the Arabs':79

There is no merit for any writer or poet in searching for dead languages or abandoned phraseology from linguistic tombs unless he wants to surprise us with his command of the language.

C. Narrative and Epic Verses

In their onslaught on the conventional mono-rhyme and the rigid monometric scheme, the romantic writers deplore those features as
fetters, which have always prevented the poets from giving free reins to their emotions. Rhyme in particular is generally held responsible for padding, verbiage, monotony, repetitiveness and restriction of thought, which characterise most of the medieval Arabic poetry.\(^8^0\) The independent tradition of each line of a poem, which has encouraged the absence of, or failure to recognise narrative verses in Arabic poetry, is also attributed to the rule of rhyme which forbids an enjambment (al-tatmīn). Added to this has been the persistence of the polythematic convention, which has always been associated with the erotic prelude, despite the classical revolt by Abu Nuwās, Bashshār and al-Buhtūrī.\(^8^1\)

Criticising these conventions, the Dīwān school, under the influences of Carlyle, Coleridge and Goethe, introduced the concept of the organic unity of theme and form.\(^8^2\) This structural innovation, which was perfected by the Apollo and the Mahjar schools, introduced narrative, epic, and even dramatic verses into Arabic poetry. But both narrative and epic in modern Western poetry have fallen out of favour\(^8^3\) since the growth of modern novel and drama, which are considered better forms for literary narratives and romances. In Arabic literature, therefore, little attention has also been paid to these forms but their potentialities have been directed to the growth of dramatic verses.

As early as 1887, Sulaimān al-Bustānī (d 1925) had embarked on the translation into Arabic, of the Iliad in strophic verses, which was published in 1904.\(^8^4\) Other classical Western epics such as the Virgil's Aenied, and Dante's Divine Comedy are not unknown, while a part of John Milton's Paradise Lost has been translated by
Apart from these translations, most of the modern Arabic poetry including lyrics have generally been invested with a narrative outlook since the introduction of the run-on lines. And, in addition to some individual narratives, the most outstanding epic is perhaps Ahmad Muharram's versification of all the prophet's raids and battles (al-maghāzī), which popular taste has labelled the Islamic Iliad.

D. Realism and Commitment

Since the end of World War II, Marxist-socialist thought, which had earlier been advocated by Salāma Muṣā (d 1958), began to reflect in literature. Reinforced by the influences of the twentieth century European anti-romantic writers such as Ezra Pound, Abercrombie, Jean-Paul, Sartre and Keats, this socialist realism or committed literature soon developed into symbolist and surrealist expressed by the new concept of modern poetry (al-shīrū'l-hādīth). In his essay on 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', T S Eliot attacks the romantic idea of emphasising individual personality in poetry as advocated for example, by Taha Hussain and al-Aqqād. Arguing that 'the poet has, not a personality to express but a particular medium', he concludes that:

poetry is not a turning loose of emotions but, an escape from emotion; it is not the expression of personality but an escape from personality.

Influenced by this and similar thoughts, the Arab writers criticize their own romantic school for being escapist and unrealistic. They then call for what they describe as 'committed
literature' (al-'adab al-multazim) which addresses itself to the political and socio-economic realities of the people. This literary spirit has continued to be expressed in modern novels, drama and in new modern poetry, signified in 1947 by the emergence of Louis C'Awad's Plutoland.

This 'modern poetry' shares the elements of the realist poetry on the one hand and the romantic elements on the other, both of which it also criticises. Like the romantic school, it upholds the concept of poetry as 'vision' (al-ru'yā) as well as its traditional 'spontaneous overflow of powerful (but not subjective) feelings'. It is also against everything traditional in Arabic poetry arguing that the romantic school has never constituted a radical departure from classicism. In addition to condemning the idea of introspection or subjectivity in romanticism, this modern poetry also considers the absolute commitment in poetry 'harmful to art and distorts its nature'. Turned between romanticism and realism, this new poetry has been able to evolve a definite poetic form, to be presently discussed, which one of its exponents Nāzik al-Malā'ika has continued to impose unsuccessfully on contemporary Arab poets.

E. Drama

The early growth of modern Arabic theatre is directly or indirectly indebted to French and Italian influences. The first comedy to be staged by Marūn, al-Bakhīl, was an adaptation of Molière's L'Avare. Most of the series of comedies produced by Ya'qūb Ṣanū, according to ʿUmar al-Dāsuqī, were also adapted from Italian plays. This
trend had continued until the emergence of the Uthman Jalal's al-Shaykh Matluf, a popular comedy which he adapted from Molière's Tartuffe. He also adapted four other plays from the same French playwright and three others from Racine in colloquial verse, al-zajal. 100

The change in political situation after World War I, the deeper appreciation by the Arabs of Western drama, the increasing level of women participation in public life, the introduction of cinema and television, and above all, the active patronage of the theatre by the government have all contributed to the maturity of modern Arabic drama. 101 Since the new intellectual atmosphere was stimulated by the British occupation, the source of inspiration automatically shifted from Italian and French playwrights to Sophocles, Christopher Marlowe, Shakespeare, Bernard Shaw and other English dramatic celebrities.

By the end of the first decade of this century, most of the early translations and adaptations of Shakespeare had crystallised in Muhammad Ciffat's translation of Macbeth (1911), Muhammad al-Sibâ'i's translation of Coriolanus and Khalîl Muťrân's translation of Othello (1912), The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth and Hamlet. These works are said by Dr Abdul-Hai 102 to have marked 'the beginning of a new phase in the reception of Shakespeare in Arabic'. Other Shakespeare's plays which have been translated or adapted include The Tempest by Abu Shadî, 103 a scene from Julius Caesar by Muhammad Ḥamdî, 104 Antony and Cleopatra by Ahmad Shawqi 105 and Romeo and Juliet by Ali Ahmad Bakathîr. 106 As for the playwrights who have contributed
to this development, they are legion. But Muḥammad Taymūr, Faraḥ Anṭūn, ČAzīz Abāza, ČAli Āḥmād Bākathīr and Tawfīq al-Ḥakīm may be mentioned among the next generation after the pioneers. Others include Farīd Abū Ḥadīd, Ṣalāḥ Abduʾl-Ṣabūr and Saʿdallāh Wannūs in Syria among contemporary playwrights.

In composing their own original comedies and tragedies, the Arab playwrights have drawn inspiration from both European and Arab-Islamic classical history and literature. They have also continued to draw inspiration from the various contemporary events: the impact of Western civilization on traditional socio-economic, religious and political institutions. In addition to the French and Italian sources above identified, Shawqī's Masrāʿ Kilyubāṭra and Tawfīq's Malik Ūdīb are echoes of Shakespeare, Bernard Shaw and the Sophocles's classical tragedy, Oedipus the King. The Marūn's comedy, Abūʾl-Ḥasan al-Mughaffal or Ḥarūn al-Rashīd is derived from the Alf Layla, Shawqī's Majnūn Laylā from Kītāb ʿl-Aghānī while Tawfīq's Ahluʿl-Kahf is adapted from Sūratu ʿl-Kahf (chapter eighteen) of the Holy Qur'ān. Some of the plays which derive their themes from Islamic history also include Muḥammad by Tawfīq al-Ḥakīm, Maqtāl Sayyidīna ʿUṭmān by Farīd Ḥadīd and Maʾṣūṭu ʿl-Ḥallāj by Ṣalāḥ Abduʾl-Ṣabūr to mention but a few.

Apart from these familiar Islamic themes, the very law of conflict, the universal law of cause and effect, the inevitable intervention of the gods in human destinies, which rule most of the Western great tragedies are also derived from Islamic theological teachings. The Islamic doctrine of creation, the concepts of
free-will and predestination, the relationship between God and Satan on the one hand, and between Satan and man on the other, are all full of conflicts. Satan is portrayed by the Qur'an as the arch-enemy of God whose plans, including the destinies of man, the former is always out to frustrate or destroy. Through woman, wealth, wine, power and even knowledge, Satan is always capable of seducing man including the prophets of God. 113

Thriving within this Islamic cultural context, modern Arabic drama has met with very little religious opposition. The earliest criticism was, perhaps, what the conservatives have considered to be sexual immorality arising from the women's involvement, either in acting on the stage or among the mixed audience. In 1918 Shaikhu '1-Islām is, therefore, reported to have issued a decree to forbid women from performing on the stage. 114 On the other hand, a Shaikh from al-Azhar, Muḥammad ʿAbdu ʿl-Fattāḥ is known to have written a tragedy, Laylā, for ʿAqūb Ṣanūʿ's theatre. 115 It is interesting indeed that despite its puritanical orientation, the Ikhwānu ʿl-muslimīn has employed modern Arabic drama in its religious propaganda not only against Western civilization but also to promote the course of traditional Islam. 116

A major obstacle which has constituted dilemma in the growth of Arabic theatre, however, has been the problem of diglossia. 117 Considered a literary art, drama ought to be written and read in literary language since colloquial Arabic has never been traditionally used for literature. But when it is considered a play meant to be performed before an audience, colloquial Arabic ought to be employed since literary Arabic is not spoken by the Arabs except on formal
occasions. In this situation, however, both reading and speaking are involved and so, the Arab playwrights could not agree on a choice.

In the ensuing debates\textsuperscript{118} which were probably sparked off by Farah Anti\textsuperscript{119} in the introduction to his play, \textit{Mi\textsuperscript{3}r al-jad\textsuperscript{3}da}, the scale became obviously loaded against the colloquial Arabic. Apart from other distinguishing features being enjoyed by literary Arabic, it is the only unifying cultural force among the various Arabs whose colloquial Arabic are not mutually intelligible. Above all, the Holy Qur\textsuperscript{3}an, for the sake of which Arabic has been standardized, must be protected, at all cost, from sharing the experience of the Vulgate in modern Christianity. The outcome of this is that some of the plays are in literary Arabic, some in colloquial while others have mixed the two varieties. How, then, can non-Arabs like the Nigerian Muslims understand such plays let alone imitating them in the name of Islam?\textsuperscript{H}

F. The Transformation of the Qa\textsuperscript{3}da

The most revolutionary aspect of modern Arabic literature has remained the systematic attempts made by the poets to transform the classical poetry.\textsuperscript{1} In addition to the general encouragement generated by the rhymless European poems being translated into Arabic, John Milton had particularly attacked rhyme in English poetry.\textsuperscript{120} The influences of the French writers of vers libre such as Gustave Kahn, and of such English writers as Wordsworth and Robert Browning have also been demonstrated by Mu\textsuperscript{3}r\textsuperscript{3}an and the members of the Di\textsuperscript{3}w\textsuperscript{3}an in their various attempts to evolve a new poetic form. After his return from England in 1922, Ab\textsuperscript{3} Sh\textsuperscript{3}d\textsuperscript{3} also demonstrated the
influences of the English American verslibristes, Ezra Pound, Richard Aldington and Hilda Doolittle.\textsuperscript{121}

But the particular method of mixing different metres within a single poem which Abū Shādī eventually popularised has been traced to the more immediate influence on him of the A C Swinburne's literary thoughts.\textsuperscript{122} Since the end of World War II, the protracted experiment on modern poetic form has begun to crystallise into a definite form under the new 'modern poetry'. As hinted above, this eventual accomplishment has been due largely to the influence of T S Eliot on such contemporary poets as Lewis C'Awad, Ghāli Shukrī, Ḍalī Ahmād Sa'īd (Adonis) Mūhammād Nuwayhī,\textsuperscript{123} Muṣṭafā Badawi,\textsuperscript{124} Badr Shākir Shāyāb\textsuperscript{125} and Nāzik al-Malā'i.\textsuperscript{126}

Since rhyme is not essential in Western verses, it can also be eliminated in Arabic. In Western poetry, metre is indispensable; it cannot, therefore, be eliminated but can be transformed in Arabic. In European verses, lines are neither divided into two hemistichs, nor are they independent of one another in sense and construction. Accordingly, the division of lines into two hemistichs, in Arabic can be eliminated and the enjambment introduced. Monostrophic verses are not unknown in European poetry while other forms such as the sonnet, and stanza can always be met by the muwashshahāt. And, in imitation of the Western heroic couplet, al-rajaz al-muzdawij can always be employed.

Thus the modern Arab poets knew exactly what to do but knew not how to do it. While parallel analogy was successfully drawn from Western rhyme and the arrangement of lines, no such one-to-one
mapping can be drawn in the metre-scheme. The transformation of the classical metre and its harmonization with other structural changes have therefore remained subjected to the process of trial and error until recently, when a definite form began to emerge.

The first stage of structural innovation in modern poetry began in Syria from the revival of the strophic forms which had been introduced in Andalusia in an earlier protest against the classical monorhyme. But these forms have existed unrecognised by the classical theory. Encouraged by the translation of the Christian hymns and Psalter most of which were in quatrain, this method soon became popular in Syria from where it spread to Egypt and America. It distinguishes itself from the classical form by varying its rhyme, and metre in rare cases, from one stanza to another. In Egypt, it was employed by some of the prominent neoclassicists, the members of the Diwan and Apollo schools while a good number of the Mahjar poems are in this form.

The second attempt at evolving a new poetic form was probably first made in 1905 by the Mahjar poet, Amin al-Rihani (d 1940). This method, accordingly, had become very popular among the mahjar poets, the members of al-Râbiya al-qalamiyya, from whom it spread to Egypt and Syria. Based on the use of prose rhythm of no specific rule, and with neither rhyme nor metre, this form known as al-shicru 'l-manthûr (poetry in prose) was virtually doomed, ab initio, to failure. In their protest against its usage, many Arabs including some members of the Diwan and Apollo Schools argued that metre is an indispensable poetic feature. It cannot, therefore, be eliminated.
Convinced that rhyme has been the greatest impediment on the poets' thoughts, the modernists' next attempt was to compose rhymeless verses (al-shi’r mutlaq) using the old metre-scheme. Al-Qaqād attributes the introduction of this form to three Egyptian poets: al-Zahawi, Abdu ’l-Rahman Shukri and Tawfīq al-Bakri. But Dr Mureh has indicated an earlier experiment by a Christian Arab, who later embraced Islam, Ahmad Faris al-Shidyāq (d 1887). In his book, al-saq al-saq described by Hourani as part autobiography, part socio-political criticism, al-Shidyāqī was the first to attempt blank verse in Arabic. It was then employed by Rizqu ’Ilāh Hassūn (d 1880) in his versified translation of the eighteenth chapter of the Book of Job. Under the influence of English blank verse, this form was propagated, defended and popularised by the Apollo School through whose founder, Abū Shādī, it gradually developed into free verse (al-shi’r mutlaq or al-shi’r hurr).

In his various experiments, Abū Shādī had attempted mixing different metres in a single poem with or without rhyme and the traditional division of lines into two halves. Written in single lines, this form soon became popular as the most suitable poetic form for epic, dramatic and narrative verses. It also became known as free verse (al-shi’r mutlaq) on account of its being free from rhyme and the rigid traditional metre-scheme. Among those who had popularised it beside Abū Shādī may be mentioned Ahmad Shawqī who had inevitably been led into it by dialogue in his play, Riwayāt Qambiz. Free verse has also been employed by Farīd Abū Hadīd in his play, Maqtal Sayyidnā Cuthmān; Cāli Ahmad Bākathīr in his translation of the Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet; and Muṣṭafā Badawī in his Rasā’il min...
Landau. The forms of these early free verses, five different types of which have been identified, \(^{134}\) had been left, like the contemporary English free verse uncodified, to the genius of individual poet until the emergence by 1947 of a codified form.

This new form, which is yet to be generally accepted by every poet, is based on the use of those traditional metres whose hemistich is made up of repetition of a single foot (taf\(\text{\c{c}ila}\)). On this basis, Nazik al-Mala'ika, who has remained one of its active exponents, has identified six of the traditional metres:\(^{135}\)

To this six, according to Dr Moreh,\(^ {136}\) are sometimes added other two metres, whose hemistich has only its last foot different from the rest of it. This brings the number of the traditional metres involved in...
this modern Arabic verses to the following eight of the classical sixteen: al-kāmil, al-ramal, al-hazaj, al-rajaz, al-mutaqārib, al-mutadārik to which al-sarī'c and al-wāfir have been added.

Unlike the early forms of the free verse some of which, like in Shawqī's play, still retain two hemistichs, the line of this new form must be written in single. And, the length or the number of feet in each of such lines is to be determined not by any fixed metre formular but the unit of proposition. In this way, the classical prosodic taboo of enjambment is automatically broken by run on lines, which are necessarily introduced by the overflowing emotions and ideas from the previous to the succeeding lines. Similarly, the choice of any of these eight metres is also left to be determined by the rhythm of the poet's emotions and inspiration inherent in his subject matter. But such lines must be arranged in monostrophic verse of a definite rhyme-scheme which is also left to be determined by the poet. 

إن إصطلاحنا "الشعر العربي" يتناول الشكل الموسيقي للقصيدة ويتعلق بعدد النفعيات في البيت ويعني ترتيب الأشطر والقوافي وأسلوب استعمال التدوير والرحايا وغير ذلك ماهو ضبايبا وروضية بخصلة.

Based apparently on the English monostrophic form, the Cowleyan irregular ode (verses irreguliers) employed by some nineteenth century English romantic poets, or the 18th century Arabic al-band form, this style can be said to have restored rhyme to the
Arabic verse. It has consequently been employed with little regards to its various prosodic restrictions very much to the disappointment of one of its exponents, al-Malā'ika.\textsuperscript{139} Worse still, it is criticised and abandoned for manageable alternatives which are provided by the early romantic experiments: 'It is strange,' protested Jabra' Ibrāhīm Jabra' criticising al-Malā'ika's \textit{Qarāratul-mawja};\textsuperscript{140}

that the poem of Nāzik al-Malā'ika should be called free verse while it is actually chained by many structural rules which the poetess seeks to impose on her verses in pursuit of form.

G. Some General Characteristics of Modern Verses

Apart from its exotic metre and rhyme-scheme, the secular and Christian orientation of modern Arabic poetry have continued to alienate it from the Arab Muslims. Under its temporal climate, every sacred belief and sentiment is violated; every traditionally respectable institution is profaned; every consecrated object is desecrated. The sanctified stories in the two Holy books concerned, having been reviled as the ancient Jewish or Arabian mythology, are adapted into verses side by side with Greek mythology. In his introduction to \textit{Ahlu 'l-Kahf}, Tawfiq al-Hakim states that\textsuperscript{141}

My purpose was not to take a story from the Glorious Book and to cast it in dramatic form (but) rather to look at our Islamic Mythology with the eyes of Greek tragedy (hence) bringing about a fusion of the two mentalities and literatures

The use of mythology, the traces of which can be seen even in some of the neoclassical poetry has thus become a main feature of
modern Arabic verses. Venus and his lover, Adonis, together with Cupid have virtually become conventional symbols of love. The resurrection of Jesus Christ is identified with that of Tammūz, both of which are invoked as symbols for the Arab revival. In a similar vein may be mentioned the invocation of the ancient Egyptian gods and goddesses, historical and cultural heroes, natural climatic features and different mythical objects of antiquity. The Nile, Tigris, Pyramids, Sphinx, Phoenix, and the Lebanese Cedar are all introduced as symbols, in modern Arabic verses.

Another outstanding feature, the beginning of which has been traced to Khalīl Mutrān, is the use of dramatic elements, including soliloquy or interior monologue, slogans and ejaculations. Most of the traditional figures such as personification, quotations, and parallelism which survive in modern verses have also been given secular outlooks. Beside being trite, most of the traditional metaphors and similes are considered manifestation of external description and shallow appreciation of life. But modern poetry has sought to penetrate the core of life which it now expresses in a more complex metaphor. Some of the new figures introduced include different forms of repetitions which are facilitated by the abolition of al-ītā', the use of parenthesis and other punctuation marks, onomatopoeic and what T S Eliot describes as 'objective correlative'.

Along with divine utterances from the Bible and Qur'ān are often quoted similar human utterances from Plato, Terence, Shakespeare, Alexander Pope, Thomas Carlyle and other world great minds. Despite the persistent objection and criticism from the conservatives, the
use of colloquial Arabic in writing verses is being actively sponsored by the modern poetry. And even in most of the verses in literary Arabic, popular sayings, slangs and slogans in colloquial dialects are not uncommon. But in spite of the iconoclastic tendencies of this new poetic experiment, it is closest in structure to the classical prosody. This is a significant feature which, in accordance with optimism already expressed by some Arab poets, might ensure its ultimate success.

H. Short Story and Novel

The style, diction and content of the early modern Arabic prose narratives betrayed, not unexpectedly, the literary spirit of neoclassical period: the grafting of some Western elements on the classical Arabic literary tradition. Apart from the predominant use of rhymed prose, the traditional attitude which had frowned at story writing as either a challenge to similar divine stories or a frivolous exercise had persisted. Thanks to the influences exerted in Syria by Jurjī Zaydān and in Egypt, by Muṣṭafā Luṭfī al-Manfalūṭī. His series of Western oriented short and tragic stories, al- Cabarāt are composed in such a language and style 'that the ignorant should learn of them than that pedants should approve of them.' The efforts of the early romantic writers such as Ḥusayn Haykal, Taha Hussain, al- QAqqād al-Māzīnī, Muhammad Taymūr and Tawfīq al-Hakīm have also been commended by Maḥmūd Taymūr. For it was largely through their various translations, adaptations and original compositions that the traditional prejudice against prose narratives was removed and the short story and novel raised to a modern literary standard.
Like in drama, the inspiration came from Western novels and short stories most of which were often translated directly or modified and later imitated or even appropriated in some cases. Of the nine short stories of al-Manfalūtī's ʿal-ʿaṭārūt, for example, only three are said to be original; one is an adaptation while the remaining five are translations with or without modifications, from French works. Other early examples include al-Ṭahṭāwī's translation of Fenelon's Les Adventures de Télémaque, ʿAlī ʿAbd al-Razzāq's translation of Victor Hugo's Les Misérables and the translations by both Farah Antūn and ʿUthmān Jalāl of the Saint-Pierre's Paul et Virginie. Both Taha Husain and ʿAlī al-ʿAqqād are known to have also translated a number of Western novels into Arabic.

Meanwhile the maturity of Arabic journalism had proclaimed the end of neoclassical prose writings with the emergence in 1914 of Zaynāb. It is the first real Egyptian novel which, according to Professor Gibb,

broke away decisively in language, style, subject, and treatment from anything that had gone before in Arabic literature....Zaynāb, however, is not only the first effort of a young man, but the first effort of a young literature, and must be judged accordingly.

Written in modern viable prose diction, not surprisingly, by a veteran journalist, Dr Ḥusayn Haykal, this style can be said to have eradicated, in modern prose, the use of the time honoured rhymed prose. But the problem of diglossia, especially in dialogue, like in
drama, has continued to linger along.\textsuperscript{154}

In its subsequent development, modern Arabic short story and novel have continued to be fed by contemporary socio-economic, religious and political consequences of the impacts of the West on the Arab-Islamic traditions.\textsuperscript{155} Biographical works, description and historical novels of both contemporary and ancient Egyptian or classical Islam, are also cultivated. In most cases, the Holy Qur'ān and the Arabian Nights constitute the main traditional sources. But some of the medieval Islamic romances such as the 'Antara\textsuperscript{156} and Jamīl Buthaina\textsuperscript{157} are also being revived. Such revivals have, in fact, been extended to the compilation of the Arab folk narratives,\textsuperscript{158} encouraged by Folklore\textsuperscript{159} the study of cultural revival which took off in Europe in the last century.

Examples of the modern Arabic novel on some of the major themes include Taha Hussain's \textit{al-Ayyām},\textsuperscript{160} al-Aqqād's \textit{Anā}\textsuperscript{161} and his series of biographies of the Prophet and the Righteous Caliphs.\textsuperscript{162} These and some others\textsuperscript{163} may be included in modern biographical novels. Historical novels include Taha Hussain's \textit{al-wa'ad du 'l-hagg},\textsuperscript{164} al-Fitnatsu 'l-kubrā,\textsuperscript{165} and a hundred of similar works. On contemporary events, Tawfīq al-Ḥākim's \textit{al-Cūṣfūr mina 'l-Sharg} or \textit{Cawdatu 'l-rūh},\textsuperscript{166} ʿAlī ʿAbd al-Rahmān al-Thā'irī's \textit{al-Thā'iru 'l-ahmar}\textsuperscript{167} and Najīb Mahfūz's \textit{Aawlād Ḥarātina}\textsuperscript{168} are representative.

It can be seen from the above brief survey that the medieval literary standard and themes in Arabic prose have all given way to prose narratives, which exist mainly in forms of fiction, romantic or realistic. Themes such as epistolary, debate, address or oration,
etc. still exist today but nobody, outside colleges, accords them any literary recognition. Literary history on the other hand, in forms of description, biography and travel account, has survived in modern novel, along with literary essay, to which the classical religious treatises have been transformed. Translation as a literary art is also a modern development to which journalism may be added. Like in modern European literature which it has sought to imitate, modern Arabic prose in novels and plays can be said to have now overshadowed poetry as a literary art in modern Arabic literature.
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ADDITIONAL FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE

A Islamic Nigeria e.g., was represented by the late Sir Ahmadu Bello Sardauna of Sokoto, who became the Vice President of the World Islamic League in 1965. See J.N. Paden, Ahmadu Bello Sardauna of Sokoto (London, 1986), pp. 529-78; and below pp. 184-6.


C Encouraged by the Nationalist spirit, most of those Western educated Nigerian Malams who could be held equivalent of these Arab pioneers had turned their literary attentions not to the modernization of the medieval Arabic but to the growth of modern Hausa literature. See pp. 206-8.

D The secular education imposed by the modern political order, has also produced in Nigeria, some Christian Arabists one of whom, at least, has launched the process of secularising Arabic in Nigeria. See pp. 219-223.

E In Islamic Nigeria, printing press, translation and journalism were directed mainly towards the development of Hausa, instead of Arabic literature (see p.207 ) which was virtually left within the medieval Islamic context and usages.

F Whereas the cultivation of the classical Arabic literature was motivated in Nigeria by Islam, modern Arabic literature lacks such a religious motive. It could not, therefore, be similarly cultivated.

G Studied within the Islamic cultural context, Arabic literature in Nigeria is generally cut off from these modern European secular and literary thoughts except among some few individuals ( see pp. 208-9, 216-19 ) who have been encouraged by the works of some modern Arab writers to cultivate them. The literary innovations of those Nigerians, however, have not matured into romanticism or realism. But some elements of the modern lyrical and narrative verses, translation and literary essays, have all been introduced. See pp. 219, 259, 278-282.

H Arabic drama, therefore, cannot develop in Nigerian modern Arabic literature.

I Apart from al-shi’ru ’l-manthūr and al-auwashshahāt discussed on pp. 215-17 and pp.283-4 respectively, none of the following prosodic experiments has emerged in Nigeria. See p. 259.


K This fact, among others, has contributed to the absence of modern Arabic short story and novel in Nigeria. See pp.217-19, 290-91.
I. Modern Arabic Literature in the Contemporary Muslim World

Dominated by Western secular thoughts, the European literary tradition and the spirit of modern Arab nationalism, modern Arabic literature is not simply a revolt against traditional literary convention. It is a complete rebellion against the whole medieval Islamic heritage upon which the classical literary theory was founded. Its development, therefore, has continued to be resisted, criticised and condemned as a threat to Islam and Arab civilization. The whole Western civilization is indeed, nothing but 'imperialist plot' which is often sardonically referred to as the twentieth century jāhiliyya. In his studies in Contemporary Arabic Literature, Professor Gibb has identified what he describes as the psychological factor behind this Muslim resistance to modern Arabic literature.

The Canons of Arabic literary style were laid down by Muslims on Islamic literary models, above all on the Koran and the Traditions. It was neither possible, nor was it desirable, that modern Arabic literature should completely sever itself from the Islamic past, however far it might proceed on the path of adaptation to new conditions.

In poetry in particular, the traditional Qur'ānic oriented concept of literary theory and the Qaṣīda form, style and diction, have all refused to give in. And they are not likely to do so as long as
the Arabic Qur'ān exists. This is not to overlook the various literary innovations and indeed, the achievements above described especially since 1947, of the modern poets and critics. They have struggled tooth and nail to turn upside down, in less than one century, the thirteen-century old Arabic-Islamic literary heritage. They have successfully changed the traditional concept of poet and poetry, literary aesthetics and criticism, poetic themes, style, diction and form. Thanks to the leading roles of the Christian Arabs both at home and abroad, who have less been impeded by religious scruples in their secularist movement. But the various poetic innovations evolved have not simply been able to eliminate traditionalism in all its ramifications.

Apart from the die-hard traditional poetic forms, the romantic concept of poetry popularised by Mīkhā'īl Nu'aima, in which a poet is paraded as a prophet, constitutes an outrage upon the traditional Islamic concept of revelation. It is reminiscent of the early Meccan attack on the Qur'ān as poetry, an idea which no traditional Muslim would have blessed. There is, moreover, the involvement of the Christians in particular, which has continued to be suspected, by some Muslims, in modern literature. As late as 1964, a manifesto was published in Egypt against contemporary literature by the Committee for Poetry of the Supreme Council for Literature and Art. According to this manifesto, the contemporary poetry was said to be contrary to the Arabic culture and language and to the Arab national spirit.

In these circumstances, there is in modern Arabic literature, very little that can be borrowed by other Muslim nations in the name
of Islam. The survival of Islamic theme and the continuous use of literary Arabic have both retained some link with the traditional past. But these surviving features are no longer within the context of the medieval Islam. They have been modified in tune with modern thoughts. Their cultivation by contemporary Muslim nations would, therefore, depend very strictly on the extent to which Islam has been modernised in those nations.

Beyond Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt, which constitute its melting-pot, the current of modern literary trend is also known in Palestine, Tunisia and Sudan to certain extent. But it is less popular in the rest of the Arab world let alone the non-Arab Muslim nations. In fact, the modernization of Islam from which such literature ought to proceed, having largely been left to individual Muslim nations, is virtually unknown in many Muslim countries. Cut adrift from the universal Islamic fountain, most of these Muslim nations have been left to die or survive under the pressure of colonialism and the nationalist struggle to which they had all been subjected. Those nations with sufficient Western education have successfully transferred their political and literary allegiance to their own territorial nationalism. But others have continued to look towards Istanbul, Cairo and Mecca for spiritual if not political leadership even after it was clear that these medieval Islamic centres could not ransom them from imperial captivity.

Consequently, the general rule is that both the old and the new literary trends, where the latter is known at all, have continued to co-exist side by side throughout the Muslim world. Sustained by the spirit of pan-Islamism, the old literary trend has continued with certain superficial modernization of themes. But its
literary inspiration has continued to be drawn from the medieval Islamic spirit. Modern literature on the other hand, has continued to draw its inspiration from modern secular and nationalist spirit, both the Arab and non-Arab Muslims borrowing from modern European literary tradition. While the Arabs have their modern literature written in Arabic, the non-Arabs have their own in different national languages if not in French or English.

In Turkey, the emergence of modern literature took off in 1859 with translations into Turkish of some French literary masterpieces. This trend has continued in other non-Arab Muslim nations including Iran, Pakistan and the Muslim population of Transcaucasia. In North and West Africa, the same trend is observed in Algeria and Senegal where their modern literatures are written neither in Arabic nor vernacular but in French. This same trend had also emerged in Nigeria since the 1930s when modern Hausa literature dramatically appeared to displace the existing medieval Arabic literature.

The survival, on the other hand, of the traditional trend with some modern elements engrafted on it, are found all over the Islamic world even in Egypt and Syria. In Mauritania, for example, in such modern verses, like in neo-classical Egyptian poetry, modern inventions such as the train, aircraft, radio and motor car are described. This attempt to modernize traditional Arabic literary trend by imitating the neo-classical Arab writers without necessarily departing from the medieval spirit, constitutes the main modern trend in most non-Arab Muslim countries such as Nigeria. Meanwhile, we now examine the modernization of Islam in Nigeria in the light of which its modern Arabic literature can best be discussed.
II. The Impact of Western Culture on Islamic Nigeria

A. The General Response to Western Culture

The response of Islamic culture to Western civilization as demonstrated in different Muslim countries varies in theory from complete secularisation to a total abstinence. The first reaction is exemplified by Turkey, the second by Saudi Arabia or Afghanistan. But in practice, no Muslim nation has successfully resisted the material and technological advantages of the West. The Egyptian based monthly Islamic magazine, *al-dawla*, is always full of echoes of characteristic Islamic retort against Western civilization.

There is among the Muslims no one who prefers a stick to the gun or camel to the aircraft. But it is necessary for every progress to operate in accordance with faith.

Apart from the general spontaneous reaction against imperialism, the specific Islamic resistance to Western culture can always be traced to the mutual rivalry and perpetual hostility between Islam and Christianity which became identified with Western culture. It was simply difficult for the Muslims to believe that Christianity was the first victim of modern secular thought since it was introduced in many Muslim colonies by the Church Missionaries. But when eventually confronted by the choice between riding a 'Muslim' camel and a 'Christian' motor car, the Muslims were able to distinguish between the secular and Christian thoughts in Western culture. This distinction, however, could not detach modern secular thought from its Western cultural orientation since secular thought constitutes a challenge to some Islamic teachings. The fundamentalists
have, therefore, remained hostile to Western civilization despite the efforts being made by the Muslim modernists to dissociate Christianity from modern secular thought.

In Muslim countries, the rate at which Islam absorbs Western culture has always depended on the strength of Islam and the degree of its exposure to Western civilization. In Syria, for example, where the literary reform had largely been championed by the Arab Christians, the pace of modernization was fast. But in Egypt, where al-Azhar had remained the bastion of medieval Islam, the phase of modernization was delayed. This pattern also emerged in Nigeria where in contrast to the Islamic northern resistance, western education was cultivated by the Islamic South where the medieval Islamic culture was essentially immature.

Long before it eventually became colonized in 1903, Islamic Nigeria was well aware of the Ahlu 'l-kitāb, the Naṣārā and the Yahūd - the Banū Isrā’īl, whom God Himself has exalted above the (rest of the) nations. It was also aware of the crusade and the contemporary European bombardment of the Ottoman Caliphate as well as the neighbouring Muslim African states: The Mahdi regime was subjugated in the Sudan in 1898; the Sanūsiyya brotherhood in Libya was crushed in 1898; the militant eastward exodus towards a Mahdi, from the French invasion of the Segu-Tukulor Empire (1890-91) had also reached Sokoto since 1894.

So even if secular education had not been introduced to Islamic Nigeria in the form of Christianity, no Saint could have successfully persuaded the malams that the Europeans are not
Banū Isrā‘īl; or that Lord Lugard in particular, was not a Christian. On their arrival into Islamic Nigeria, the British were at first addressed as *Naṣārā* before *Turawa* (Europeans) was later adopted on the insistence of the colonial officers that they were not all Christians.16 Indeed, when Clapperton visited Sultan Bello in 1824, he probably read the handwriting on the wall. The Sultan, among other theological questions, is reported to have asked him whether any Christian power apart from Britain was helping the Greek in their revolt against Turkey.17

In Islamic Northern Nigeria where Islam had inextricably mixed with the native traditions since about the fifteenth century, the reactions to Western culture have been motivated by defending both Islamic and cultural invasions. But in southern Nigeria among the Yoruba where Islam had not yet interwoven with the native customs, the reaction was simply in defence of Islam. It is possible, for example, for the Islamic South to absorb Western culture at the expense of Islam and still retain its traditional customs. But the Islamic North, by so doing, would have destroyed its own cultural identity which is essentially that of the medieval Islamic outlook. This intrinsic fact explains the unusual degree of tenacity with which Islamic Northern Nigeria has continued to resist Western culture.

After the systematic military bombardments of the Sokoto Caliphate which, between 1897 and 1906, crystallised in the British occupation, most of the subsequent political developments were not in the interest of Islam. As a religion, however, Islam has witnessed a tremendous development as the result of this occupation.
The proscription of the jihad halted the southward expansion of Islam. The institution of slavery with its economic and social advantages to Islamic Nigeria was also abolished. The fundamental human rights of the non-Muslim minority within the Caliphate were upheld while a large population of non-Muslims were brought into the Caliphate. Non-Muslim native law and customs as well as common law were accordingly introduced while some aspects of the shari'a were also modified.

But the greatest political development of a lasting consequence on Islamic Nigeria was the eventual amalgamation in 1914 of the northern Dāru‘l- Islām with the southern Dāru ‘l-harb. This was followed by the southern Christian-led nationalist agitation for a decolonization and the subsequent imposition of the 'Christian' oriented political system after the gaining of national independence. Islamic Nigeria was dragged into not only participating but also cooperating on equal footing, with the Kūffār and the ahlu ‘l-kitāb, in operating a political system for which it had not psychologically prepared.

By the 1840s when Christian missionary activities began in Yorubaland, Islam had penetrated most of its northwestern towns as far south as Lagos and Badagry. Ilorin had been transformed since the 1830s into an Islamic centre of learning from which Arabic-Islamic literary tradition had continued to radiate to the rest of Yorubaland. Some literary works mainly of religious interests had also been produced but Islam remained essentially immature. Unlike the situation in the Islamic North, most of the Obas (kings) who embraced Islam could not, for political security, withdraw their allegiance from animism. It was still the faith of a large
proportion of their subjects including some of the Chiefs and traditional kingmakers. Islam had therefore remained a creed of an individual who, in a popular Yoruba adage, 'practises it as he wishes' but not necessarily as it should be. Apart from the overwhelming degree of syncretism, the failure of a standard Yoruba Ajami writing to emerge before the advent of the British may be taken as an index for the immaturity of Arabic-Islamic literary tradition.\textsuperscript{20}

At this individual level, Islam could offer no concerted resistance to the eventual British occupation between 1860 and 1895. It was in fact subjected to compete with the well organised and British backed-up Christianity to which it succumbed helplessly after a gallant struggle. But under the impacts of Western culture to which it became indiscriminately subjected, the Yoruba Islam had developed very rapidly. In 1894, it demanded unsuccessfully from the colonial government to be governed by the Shari\textsuperscript{a}. But seven years later, the Native Council Ordinance of 1901 (Indirect Rule) finally nipped its political development in the bud.\textsuperscript{21}

It has, however, continued to develop as a religion, not along medieval tradition but in the light of Western civilization encouraged by a number of modernizing currents. The most important of these currents, no doubt, was the Christian dominated economic and political development which had forced the Muslims to demand for an Islamic oriented Western education as early as 1896.\textsuperscript{22} The arrival into Yorubaland, of some Western educated Muslim ex-slaves from Sierra Leone and Brazil,\textsuperscript{23} and the Christian oriented Ahmadiyya modern Islamic sect\textsuperscript{24} were also crucial. As early as the 1870s,
some Yoruba Muslims had already learnt that it was possible to acquire Western education and still remained Muslim. Finally, the introduction of Western education including the universities where Christians, not to mention Muslims are allowed to study Islam, has virtually desecrated Islam and all its sacred institutions. Today, the Yoruba Islam has virtually been secularised to the point of being suspected by Islamic North. How about the following view of the Yoruba Islam expressed by a Hausa poet?  

B. Indirect Rule

During the systematic occupation of Islamic North, the surviving religio-political order, unlike in the south, broke the unsteady alliance between the three arms of the colonial power. The Exeter Hall realised the mistake it was committing by allowing its educational programmes to be sponsored by the Church Missionaries. The Liverpool business syndicate had also suddenly remembered that economic enterprises were the major British interests in Nigeria. Lord Lugard above all had, therefore, learnt to promise not to interfere with Islamic religion. During the installation of the Emir of Adamawa in 1901, the following declaration, which subsequently became the basis of the British Imperial policy in Islamic Nigeria, was made on behalf of Her Majesty:

As long as you (emir) in this wise conform, I do hereby in the name of Her Majesty promise you protection and I do guarantee that NO INTERFERENCE (emphasis, mine) by Government shall
be made in your chosen religion, so long as the same does not involve acts contrary to laws of humanity and oppression to your people.28

In 1907, the Colonial Government introduced Indirect Rule to the chagrin of Dr Miller (1872-1952)29 who had hoped to exploit political and educational opportunities to proselytize among the Muslims. Based primarily on non-interference of the colonial power in Islamic religion, including Native Administration, this policy was of considerable advantage to the British Government. It was, therefore, implemented to the letter in all subsequent developments as the result of which Islamic Nigeria was successfully insulated from Western civilization. Apart from the initial encouragement given to Christianity by Lord Lugard between 1899 and 1906, the two successor governors who came after him between 1907 and 1912 did their best to isolate Islamic Nigeria from the various encroaching Western cultural influences.

Concentrating the local political powers in the hands of the Emirs who were of course responsible to them, both Sir Percy Girouard (1907-1910) and Sir H. Bell (1910-1912) ruled Islamic Nigeria as indirectly as possible. These two governors were particularly encouraged by Lord Cromer's example, who did not allow the Christian missionaries into the Eastern Sudan after the subjugation of the Mahdist regime in 1889.30 While Governor Girouard personally "... would like to see the Missions withdrawn ... entirely from the Islamic North",31 his successor, Governor Bell considered all symbols of European civilization detrimental to the sacred institutions of the indigenous society.32
He would, therefore, want

no violent changes, no transmogrification
of the dignified and courteous Muslims
into a trousered burlesque with a veneer
of European civilization.33

Pursuing this policy further, the Colonial Administration in deference to the Emirs' wishes,34 did not allow the various non-Muslim Western educated immigrants to 'infect' the holy indigenous Muslim population. The former were, therefore, often settled in a separate quarter outside the ancient cities, a policy which later developed into the contemporary Sabon Gari (new town) settlement pattern characterised of the major Islamic northern cities. While the human rights of the non-Muslim indigenous minority within the Caliphate were upheld by this administration, it would not want them converted to Christians lest they revolted against the existing Islamic political order.

But the same colonial regime made no bones about amalgamating the non-Islamic South with the Islamic North and prevented the latter from participating in the first Nigerian Legislative Council (1922-1947)35 pretending not to appear interfering with its religion. And when towards Independence, a radical group of the Muslims eventually responded positively to the nationalist movement, the colonial regime did its best to preserve the status quo. It considered such a response as a revolt against the established order, the Emirate system.

Finally, the 1959 Shari'a reform was another major political impact on Islamic Nigeria. It was precipitated first, by the influx
of the non-Muslims whose socio-economic and political interactions with the native Muslims were inevitable. Secondly, the British Government in not only Nigeria but all over its Muslim colonies had considered inhuman, certain aspects of the shari'ah such as lapidation and mutilation. Following a delegation to Libya, Pakistan and the Sudan, this reform was carried out under the joint supervision of three Nigerian Qadis, the Chief Justice of the Sudan, a judge of the supreme court of Pakistan and a British expert in the Shari'ah.37

The reform consisted in the introduction of the non-Islamic native customary laws and the English Common law into which certain aspects of the Shari'ah were transferred. It is significant to note that rather than resisting or criticizing this major anti-Islamic reform, the late Premier had hailed it on behalf of the Muslims. According to him,

There is nothing in the central recommendation of the panel that a new penal code of criminal law should be introduced into the region that is in anyway contrary to the tenets of our religion. The new code will be almost identical with those which have been in force for years in the Sudan and Pakistan and which have been proved perfectly acceptable to the millions of Moslems among the populations of those countries. 38

The colonial government could not help introducing Western education instead of maintaining the existing medieval Arabic-Islamic scholarship tradition in accordance with Indirect rule. But it did its best to ensure that such education was offered within Islamic traditional context. Its main goal was to produce malams who
could only write Hausa in Roman script and speak some English. According to the 'Suggested Policy in Primary and Elementary Education in Kano Province in 1928', the standard of such education was to be deliberately made so low that the boys would not be alienated from their friends and parents by too great a sense of superiority.

In order to meet this goal, an educational policy, based not on that of Southern Nigeria but on the Islamic Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, was adopted from 1909 until 1929. But even after this policy had been unified with that of the South, the policy of non-interference in religion remained an obstacle in the curricula of the secular schools.

By the 1930s, this setting-up of Western secular education beside the existing religious system had become a serious threat to the survival of the latter. In addition to the challenges posed by methodology and curriculum, Hausa language instead of Arabic was encouraged to be spoken and written in Roman (boko) script instead of the Arabic characters. Above all, the burgeoning socio-economic and political order was increasingly superimposing English on both Arabic and Hausa especially in Sabon Gari quarters. But from all these challenges, the traditional malams were completely precluded.

C. The Political and Educational Awakening: The Nationalist Current

After World War II, the gradual encroachment of socio-economic and political impacts of Western occupation upon Islamic Nigeria assumed a wild dimension. A number of developments including the militant
nationalist struggle, the rising cost of living, the growth of urbanisation and the social disintegration of traditional customs, had all combined to transform Nigeria. The presence of the white troops en route, during the war and the return after it of about 100,000 Nigerian troops from East Africa, the Middle East, Burma and India were particularly influential. In their Sabon Gari quarters, the Western educated Christians from the south, following the 1945 national strike in particular, had also become increasingly militant and critical of the attitude of Islamic North to national politics. It was this criticism and the involvement of Islamic North in the implementation of the 1946 Richard's Constitution that eventually kindled the political awareness of the few Western educated Muslims.

Following the dragging of Islamic North into national political union and competition with the Western educated southern Christians in 1947, it realised for the first time that it was behind the southern provinces in Western education by about seven decades. The late Premier and other northern Representatives were to compete with the likes of Dr Nnamdi Azikiwe and Chief Awolowo, the former, an American trained journalist and political scientist; the latter, a British trained lawyer. In the subsequent political developments among which the 1953 Independence controversy was most crucial, Islamic North also learnt that the cultivation of Western education, English language in particular, was a sine qua non if it must exist as a political entity in the then proposed independent Nigeria.

Meanwhile, some of the Western educated youth of the reformed Tijāniyya including Malam Aminu Kano (d.1983) Sa'd Zungur (d.1958),
Isa Wali (d.1967) Tafawa Balewa (d. 1966) and a few others had begun to perceive by the 1940s the dangers inherent in Indirect Rule. Reacting against the Emirate system, they criticised the Indirect Rule policy for maintaining the traditional status quo. They also blamed the Emirs for their conservative attitude to Western education.

If you become obstinate and cling to the ways of yesterday, you will sing the song of if I only knew .... May God protect you from having to say so.

In 1950, they constituted themselves into the Northern Muslim Congress with the purpose of modernizing the existing Qur'ānic schools. But this goal had not materialised before the Congress turned into a political party, the Northern Elements Progressive Union (NEPU) led by Malam Aminu Kano.

A similar group of the Western educated malams including some non-Muslims, led by Sir Ahmadu Bello and Dr. Barau Dikko, had also constituted themselves into another political party, the Northern Peoples Congress (NPC). But unlike the NEPU, the NPC proved conservative. Throwing its full weight behind the Emirate system, it did not see anything wrong with Indirect Rule which the NEPU had violently criticized. In the ensuing political propaganda against each other, it was clear that both parties are essentially traditional in their religious views, from which their motives gradually diverged away to national politics. While the NPC, for instance, criticized the NEPU of an anti-Islamic policy by allying, somehow, with Dr. Azikiwe's 'Christian' party, the NEPU also criticized the NPC for tolerating the 'Christian' imperialism. Condemning the Emirs as imperial stooges, Aminu Kano argued that
accepting medals from the Queen was unislamic. He then challenged Sir Ahmadu Bello to separate religion from politics.  

Not unexpectedly, the conservative NPC won the 1959 regional election. This victory intrigued many Nigerian Muslims who now believed that Islamic Nigeria had regained its political independence. In addition to Ahmadu Bello, a direct descendant of Uthman Dan Fodio, who assumed the northern Premiership, this impression was further enhanced by the emergence in 1960 of another Muslim, Alhaji Abubakar Tafawa Balewa as the first Prime Minister of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. And when in a military coup, the two leaders were assassinated in 1966, the subsequent counter coup and the ensuing civil war received both national and international religious interpretations. Since 1966, Islamic Nigeria, like the early Shi'ite, has continued to search pathetically for a charismatic leader who would revive the Shari'a and found a modern Caliphate.

Before his assassination, the late Premier had virtually, from 1954, held the political if not religious reins of Islamic Nigeria to which he did very little to modernize. A member of the conservative World Islamic Conference (Mu'tamaru 'l-Cālami 'l-Islāmī) where, in 1965, he succeeded Ibrāhīm Niass as the Vice President, no modernization could have come from him. He was aware of the Turkish revolution and similar reforms in India and North Africa. He was also cognizant of Muḥammad Abduh's efforts to rid Islam of its medieval accretions and reformulate its doctrines in the light of modern thoughts. But his own regime was

focusing attention, not quite on the reformation of Islam but on maintaining
the Islamic traditions as practised by our forefathers. 48

A close friend of Jamāl ʿAbduʿl-Nāṣir, the Premier pretended not to know that two women in 1956 were elected to the Egyptian parliament, seven months after Al-Azhar had declared that "the Shari'ah forbids women to exercise legislative functions". He was, therefore, of the view that women franchise was so contrary to the customs and feelings of this region that I would be very loath to introduce it myself. 49

The late Premier also held that modern progress could be achieved only through the Emirate institution, the medieval Islamic aristocracy which the NEPU was out to destroy. We could go on citing similar examples which have led Thomas Hodgkin and many others to conclude that Northern Nigeria was until recently more or less isolated from the political reform movements found elsewhere in the Muslim world. 50

Not unaware of his own policy, the Premier charges his critics:

I have been accused of conservatism because I believe in retaining all that is good in our old traditions and customs and refusing to copy all aspects of other alien civilization... I have always based my actions on my inward convictions, on my conscience and on the dictates of my religion. 51

In 1955, the Premier made an intensive tour of the Middle East, during which he attempted to improve the condition of the
As a part of his political campaign prior to the 1965 elections, the Premier also undertook a successful proselytizing tour of the Islamic North during which about 100,000 pagans were converted. And finally, we may include the establishment in 1961 of the Jamaatu Naṣri 'l-Islām in his contribution to modern Islam. Born out of the Premiers bid to harmonize the existing doctrinal differences between the various brotherhoods, this Jama'a, like its founder, had remained conservative over the years until recently.

The political awakening, however, has improved the general response to secular education. The number of secondary schools had risen from one in 1949 to twenty-one in 1961. By 1967, the number had become one hundred and three. Accelerated by a number of political policies adopted to 'bridge the gap', the number of higher institutions of learning has also correspondingly increased. In addition to colleges of Education, Arts and Science colleges, School of Basic or Preliminary studies and polytechnics, the university had also increased from one in 1962 to five in 1977.

III. The Modernization of Traditional Arabic-Islamic Scholarship

A. The Modern Arabic Schools

The first successful attempt to modernize Islamic education in the North was prompted by the need to improve the sharī'a under the Native Administration. After some early attempts at Maiduguri, Sokoto and Kano, between 1927 and 1930, the Northern Provinces Law School, based on Western style, was founded in Kano in 1934. In 1947, the Law School was taken over by the government for the
training of teachers, after which it became known as the School for Arabic Studies.

Along with this and similar schools in the Islamic North may be considered the various private and community efforts being made by the Yoruba Muslims to modernize traditional Arabic-Islamic education. According to Ādam al-Ilūrī, the earliest of such attempt took place in Lagos in 1904 through an Arab immigrant, Shaikh Muḥammad Muṣṭafā Afandī. He is also said to have written Miftāhu 'l-lughati 'l-Carabiyya, the foremost elementary modern grammar textbook in Yorubaland. In 1922, Shaikh Muḥammad al-Labīb known as Tāju 'l-adab established a similar modern school at Ilorin. This school, by 1964, under one of his pupils, Shaikh Kamālu 'l-dīn, had become affiliated to Al-Azhar which now conducts its examinations and awards certificate to its students.

The third and most successful effort was the establishment since 1952 of Markazu 'l-‘Ilāmi 'l-Carabī by Shaikh Ādam al-Ilūrī following his tour of modern Arab countries. Located in a Lagos suburb, this school has remained the citadel of modern Arabic-Islamic education since its inception. In addition to the numerous branches to which it has given rise in the Islamic South, the impact of this school has also transcended Nigeria to the neighbouring west African states.

Apart from operating at private levels under a Christian dominated political set-up, these schools are essentially the same as their counterparts in the North. The methodology and physical organisation are completely modernized but their curricula remain
essentially traditional. In most cases, a veneer of secular subjects, introduced by the elementary Arabic textbooks from Egypt and Syria, with English language, are included. Both classical and modern textbooks are used while Arabic is often adopted as the medium of instruction.

This adoption of Arabic and the employment of Arab teachers in course of time, was able to correct traditional phonetic errors and raised the language to a spoken level hitherto unknown in Nigeria. The existing Maghribi writing also began to give way to the eastern Naskh introduced by the Arab teachers in these modern schools. Along reading, it is important to note that writing of composition in modern style was also introduced. While most of these schools operate at primary levels (al-’ibtidā’ī), some have recently expanded their curricula to include all the pre-degree stages of learning in Arab countries. It is not surprising, therefore, that most of Nigerian students in Arab universities are always from these schools.

By their application of the 'Christian' educational techniques, these schools have considerably improved the quality of the existing medieval scholarship tradition to which some elements of modern thoughts have also been added. But the adoption of Arabic as the official language and the use of Arabic textbook have not allowed the students any direct contact with Western literary ideas. In addition to those imported from the Arab countries, most of the textbooks compiled by Shaikh Ādam al-Ilūrī for his school also reveal a wealth of modern secular thoughts. But such ideas can only be superficially understood since they are presented to the students within Islamic cultural context. In all these circumstances, no
substantial impacts of Western secular and literary ideas have so far been demonstrated by these modernized traditional schools.

B. Arabic Studies in Secular Schools and Universities

The study of Arabic and Islamic religion in secular institutions would have been the most successful attempt at modernizing these subjects. But this purpose has continued to be thwarted by the inherent relationship between Arabic and Islam. Arabic has lost its linguistic status to Islam and so no substantial distinction is made in secular schools, between Arabic as a language and Islam as a religion. Indeed, the idea of studying Arabic and Islamic religion in 'Christian' oriented schools, let alone separating them, is traditionally considered sacrilegious. Worse still is the 'exotic' idea of studying them in a Christian language, English, instead of Arabic.

Subjected to medieval religious treatment, these two sacred subjects have always failed to compete for attention with other secular subjects. In his article on Government and Islamic Education in Northern Nigeria, J P Hubbard gives a vivid account of how Arabic and Islamic Studies, in the Katsina College in the 1930s, had lost gallantly in competition with secular subjects. This situation has improved considerably over the years with Islamic religion. But Arabic is yet to regain its full language status even at university level.

Between primary and university levels, the only standard Arabic syllabuses are those of the '0' and 'A' levels of the School
Certificate and the GCE examinations. Faced with the above ideological conflict, the acute shortage of qualified teachers, suitable textbooks, competition for time and attention with other subjects, most of the secular institutions are often handicapped to adequately prepare their students for these examinations. Invariably, only those candidates who have attended private modern Arabic schools, especially in the south, are known to have successfully passed these examinations.

Other pre-degree special syllabuses operating in the North include the Interim Joint Matriculation Board, the Teachers' College and the Higher Islamic Studies examinations. To these may also be added the National Certificate of Education (NCE) syllabus being organised, until recently, by the Ahmadu Bello University. By virtue of the strength of Islamic tradition in the North, however, the studies of Arabic and Islamic religion in these institutions can hardly be said to be under secular influences. For as much as possible, Arabic, wherever it is offered, is usually in Hausa if not in Arabic.

At the degree level, the study of Arabic and Islamic religion was first introduced in 1961 by University of Ibadan with Dr B G Martins, Mr J O Hunwick and Mr M H El-Masri as lecturers. It was soon joined in 1963 by Ahmadu Bello University at its Abdullahi Bayero College, Kano. And from 1976/77, there are thirteen Nigerian universities, six of which offer Arabic along with Islamic studies. In compliance with the universities' secular orientation, the curricula of these subjects are extended to include most of the aspects hitherto discouraged by traditional Islamic education. Different Islamic schools of law and thought, dialectics, philosophy
and sectarianism, became popular for the first time in Islamic studies. In Arabic literature, works of ٣٣٢ Abī Rabīʿa, Jarīr, Farazdaq, Akhṭal, Abū Nuwās, Jāḥiz, Mutanabbī, Abū‘l-ʿAlāʾ, Ibn Muqaffa ١ etc were also introduced. With this secular approach, like in the Egyptian University, one could be led to expect a Muhammad ʿAbduh or Qāsim Amin if not Taha Hussain, al-ʿAqqād or Mīkhāʾīl Nuʿaima. But this, so far, has not happened because of the implicit conflict in the government’s attempt to impose secular universities on a medieval Islamic umma which aspired to a model of the fourteenth-century Sankore or al-Azhar Mosque-universities.

Invariably, these universities have been plunged into a confusion in their bid to harmonize the intellectual gulf between their modern secular orientation and the medieval Muslim communities which they are to serve. In a paper presented at the University of Ibadan Arabic seminar in 1965, the former Provost of Abdullahi Bayero College, Professor ʿAbdullāh Ṭayyib identified a host of problems most of which are rooted in this fundamental conflict. All the pre-degree syllabuses above identified are never coordinated with that of the university. Consequently, there is no uniform standard of Arabic—the GCE ‘A’ level being virtually ignored throughout the country—by which candidates are admitted into universities. Added to this is the acute shortage of qualified teachers in both Arabic and English, suitable textbooks and the problem of the language of instruction to adopt. Arabic, above all, has continued to be identified with, and studied as an auxiliary to Islam.
In its efforts to meet the traditional demands, Bayero University, for example, has adopted Arabic against the university's English as the medium of instruction. Both classical and modern textbooks are also used but the oriental textbooks are generally discouraged especially in Islamic studies. The university has also drawn up an Arabic syllabus which is not very inferior to that of any Arab university and hopes to apply it successfully in a Nigerian Western oriented university. The department soon learnt its mistake in order to correct which it has adopted a number of measures aimed at correcting the situation. With Arabic as the medium of instruction, the use of Arabic textbooks and the prevalent medieval Islamic atmosphere, neither secular thoughts nor Western literary influences may be expected from a curriculum whose Western literary inspiration are drawn only indirectly from Arabic sources and within Islamic context.

At the other extreme has been the University of Ibadan whose secular policy has long been exposed to wild criticism. Modelled on London University, Ibadan University has adopted English as the medium of instruction for teaching Arabic and Islamic religion. The university atmosphere is secular but the department, like Bayero, revolves around tradition and modernism. In compliance with the university regulation, however, oriental textbooks are freely used. Faced with no qualified Muslims for admission, the university had also been impelled to admit Christians, in line with its secular policy, to study Arabic and the Holy Qur'an 'for the sake of criticising it' according to its critics.
The abnormal situation in which a student picks up a language at a degree level for the first time in his or her life, aggravated by the existing problems, had resulted in a ridiculously low standard of Arabic of most of these Christian pioneers. Like Bayero University, a number of measures have since been employed by Ibadan University to improve the situation. But despite its secular approaches to Arabic, neither the University Senate, the national policy on education, nor the Muslim community, including most of the lecturers, are ready to conceive of any independent existence for Arabic outside Islamic religion. Arabic has, therefore, continued to be studied not in the Language Arts' Department but in the Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies.

C. Nigerian Students in Arab Universities

During the colonial era, the diplomatic and cultural relationships of Islamic Nigeria with the Arab world and Egypt in particular were carefully controlled. And on few occasions, scholarship awards to study in Arab universities were allegedly rejected. But this policy had changed considerably since the inception of regional government in 1953. After independence, most Arab countries established Embassies and Cultural Centres in Nigeria. In addition to annual scholarship awards and textbook donations, Arab teachers are also sent to Nigeria on secondment to teach in most of the modern Arabic schools above discussed. Moreover, the North had also become fully awoken to the problems of Arabic-Islamic education for which solution has continued to be sought in vain in Arab countries.67

Under this cordial relationship, the number of Nigerian students
in Arab universities has continued to be on the increase. Encouraged by the Islamic commonwealth spirit, most of the scholarship awards are directed at studying Traditional Arabic-Islamic sciences to which most of the Arabs themselves are increasingly preferring Western education. But Islamic Nigeria could not distinguish between Islam and modern Arab nationalism. It has, therefore, continued in the name of Islam, to look towards the Arab world for leadership even when the Arabs appeared to be in a confusion. So far, only Shaikh Adam Al-Iṣārā has been able to call a spade a spade. In his survey of Western cultural invasion of the Arab-Islamic world, he observes that the Arabs have neglected their traditional leadership role in Islam. They despise their own Arabic and glorify English or French. He continues:

And what shall we tell the children of Arabs who have continued to praise those who learn English or French in West Africa? They shun Arabic and those who study it under the pretext that they are concerned with their livelihood in the future which Arabic cannot ensure. Arabic alone above all, cannot impart to them sufficient civilization in their country. Have we seen an Englishman, or Frenchman who is not an enthusiastic advocate of the teaching of his own language? What then shall we tell the non-Arab children who have abandoned English and French civilizations in their countries, and who went to the Arab world for Arabic culture about which they have become enthusiastic? They then found Arab children, glorifying that which they had abandoned in their own countries, displeased with that which they had come to cultivate. In this situation, there lies a serious misfortune for Arabic.
In these circumstances, no modern literary impacts on the existing medieval thoughts beyond a superficial level may be expected from those Nigerians who study in the Arab world. For they would lack the psychological courage to learn in Egypt, Syria or Arabia, what they had condemned in Nigeria. Since the last few years, however, some of those Nigerians after obtaining their first degrees, have resorted to going to the Western universities for their post-graduate studies. One is apt to think that the Islamic orientation they already acquired is likely to constitute a major obstacle to their absorption of Western secular or literary thoughts. But a post-graduate study in any Western university must leave a definite impact on such traditional minds.
IV. Traditional Resistance and Criticism of Secular Education

By virtue of Indirect Rule, the traditional scholars were successfully precluded from any immediate contact with most of the modern socio-economic and educational challenges. They were equally unaware of the political challenges which had prompted other few malams to cultivate secular education. For no learned traditional scholar of the Waziri Junaid's rank would ever dabble in modern politics which they always view with misgivings. The whole concept of Western political theory: the nationalist decolonization struggle, constitutional government, democracy, partisan politics, women enfranchisement, parliamentary procedure etc., are all foreign to the theory of the Caliphate.

Moreover, the traditional schools have continued to produce Maiamai (malams) from whose ranks, the officers of the Native Administration, the judges of the Native Courts and the exponents of the creed of Islam were drawn.69

Consequently, no needs whatsoever were felt for secular education at the local political level where most of the traditional scholars were involved. The Qur'anic schools in their medieval forms, therefore, rose from 25,000 in 1919 to 27,600 in 1964 while the Ilm schools numbered up to 2,777 within the emirate of Kano alone.70 But in contrast, there was only one European oriented secondary school in the whole Islamic North up to 1949.

The traditional scholars were further encouraged by the hypocrisy of their political and mystical leaders who, although fluent
in English or French, have always advocated literacy in Arabic. During one of his visits to Kano, the contemporary west African Tijaniyya saint, Shaikh Ibrahīm Niass urged the Muslims to stick to traditional Islamic education:71

\[
\text{We must stick to knowledge concerning Islam. We strengthen our knowledge concerning Islam for all civilization can be found in the knowledge of Islam. Western civilization is doing more harm than good and might destroy our spiritual beliefs in the very near future. We must not follow (the west) for if we do, we shall be led astray and found ourselves among the insignificant people.}
\]

The late Premier of the former Northern Nigeria, Sir Ahmadu Bello, who may be considered the last political leader of Islamic Nigeria preferred teaching English to Arabic about which he expressed his dismay: 'I was well grounded but worried about the difficulties lying in teaching it'.72 But the Premier, until his death in 1966, had done nothing to improve the situation. As the Vice Chairman of the World Islamic Conference, he was in a position to establish a Muslim University like Aligarh College, founded by Sayyid Ahmād Khan in India. This, he could not do. On the other hand, he had welcomed the 'Christian' oriented university in Zaria and allowed it to immortalize his name. His ghost, if present at the 1971 convocation, must have been humiliated when Waziri Junaid 'resisted shyness' to condemn this university as a 'cultural transplant' with its roots in Western civilization.

Apart from the Premier, some other prominent Western educated malams including late Abubakar Imam, also discouraged Western education. They were of the view 'that modern education, being
They also held that the greater material incentives and rewards offered by modern training, positively hindered and discouraged Arabic and Islamic education; and the social vices of Europe had spread to northern Nigeria in its wake.

A popular Hausa adage, *Ilmin boko yana hana ibada* (Western learning hinders devotions) sums up the traditional attitude towards secular education. When Waziri Junaid of Sokoto was asked whether he agreed with this proverb, he replied that:

> it was not the knowledge which was disruptive but the attitudes and individual competitiveness which went with it.

Those Muslims who had for political or economic pressures, cultivated it are technically ostracised from the 'charismatic community'. They have forfeited their membership by imitating the Ahlu 'l-kitāb.

By 1937, only one northern Muslim, Sa'd Zungur had gained admission into the Yaba Higher College. The Zaria Fulani Christian convert, Dr A E Barau Dikko was also by 1951 the only graduate in Western education. After the introduction of the Richard's Constitution in 1946, only 2.5 percent of the total Secondary School enrolment in Nigeria came from Islamic North. At the time of Independence in 1960, English and secular education in general were still being successfully resisted: The literacy rate in Roman script was only 2 percent against 16 percent in the East and 18 percent in the West. And as late as 1976, the Federal Government's Universal Primary Education (UPE) was frustrated by some fundamentalists who considered non-religious, was an enemy of religion.'
it a massive Christian propaganda.

The University of Ibadan was criticised for teaching Arabic in English and for allowing 'the enemies of God' to study Arabic and the Holy Qur'ān. It was disparaged for producing Arabic and Islamic graduates some of who could not read unvocalised Arabic passage let alone speak the language. In his address to Ibadan University, Shaikh Adām al-Ilūrī challenged Arabic and Islamic studies:

If the university was really serious, it should be able to ensure the study of Arabic at the various pre-degree stages from which it could always draw candidates.78

The alternative to this, he proposed, was for the university to be satisfied with offering Arabic at a subsidiary level. Otherwise, he warned,

the teaching of Arabic in our universities will become a laughing-stock before the learned men both within and outside the country.

In addition to most of the modern Arabic-Islamic institutions being suspected as a bida, the Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) was also criticized. In his speech in 1971 on the acceptance of the honorary Doctorate degree awarded him by the ABU, Alhaj Waziri Junaid attacked its Western orientation. Its root is steeped in a culture which is totally different from that of the society in which it is located. According to him, the ABU was expected to be a continuation of the scholarship tradition nurtured at the fifteenth century Sankore mosque in Timbuktu from where it was transplanted to
Ladies and gentlemen, I shall be frank with you. In matters such as this, one must resist shyness; I must state that your university, like all others in Nigeria is a cultural transplant whose roots lie in another tradition. Like other institutions to which we have been struggling to adjust, it is part of the cultural baggage bequeathed to us through our association with those traditions. Wise men know that change is part of the necessary processes through which all societies must pass if they are to grow and to survive in an improved state. Wiser men know that change can have other faces whose influence might well lead to the impoverishment of the very society we wish to nourish.

He criticised the university curriculum for giving little place to 'the study of African ideas and moral systems' in Humanities and Social Sciences. The Waziri wondered how Arts and Social Sciences could be taught without a single mention of Ibn Khaldūn, Ibn Rushd or al-Ghazālī. He could not imagine anybody presuming to have understood the events which have shaped this community without a serious study and discussion of the works of Shehu Usman dan Fodio, Abdullahi Gwandu, Sultan Bello and a host of Sudanese scholars before them. Their ideas certainly govern the behaviour of this society.

He concluded his address by commending the efforts of the Institute of African Studies of Ibadan University and the ABU's Northern History Research Scheme for Africanising their curricula. But the most decisive step towards regaining 'what we appear to be losing'
remains, according to him, the establishment of the Abdullahi Bayero College about which a few things have been said.

V. Literary Production

In as much as Islamic Nigeria is still largely medieval in both thought and outlook, the currents of modern Arabic literature are still virtually unknown. Both Dr. Alī Abūbakar and Professor Shehu Galadanci admit that the twentieth century Nigerian Arabic poetry is not significantly different from that of the last century.81

Cut off from every current of modernization all of which have proceeded from Western education, Arabic literature is practically left to die or survive with Islam in their medieval sanctuary. If Islamic Nigeria had been able to draw its modern literary inspiration from Egypt in the name of Islam, this would have stimulated
its interest in Western education. It would also have been urged to cultivate Western classics and modern literature from which modern Arabic literature has directly borrowed. From the study of these two literary traditions, modern Arabic and Western literatures, Islamic Nigeria would also have learnt to transfer its political and literary, if not religious allegiance, from pan-Islamism to territorial nationalism. This has been the modern literary trend in Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Tunisia, Iran and Turkey. Arabic language, like Islam in this process, would have been secularised and employed like English, French, Hausa or Yoruba in secular national literature.

This is the only course through which Arabic language and literature could have been modernized in Nigeria. But the secular orientation of even the modern Arabic literature and its critical involvement with Western literary tradition have made its cultivation prohibitive to Islamic Nigeria. In these circumstances, the existing pious literary tradition has consciously been protected from being 'corrupted' by Western education which ironically would have injected a new life into it as it was the case in Egypt and Syria.

The socio-economic and political changes, the establishment of modern Arabic schools, the study of Arabic in secular institutions including universities, the increasing diplomatic and cultural relationship, with the Arab world, the remote effects of the Arab printing press and Arab journalism, and above all, the emergence of Western educated Muslims, have all combined to effect some changes. But the inspirations for such changes have continued to be drawn from medieval Islamic spirit which modern Arabic literary currents have sought to destroy. In these circumstances, most of these changes
even in 'Umar Ibrāhīm, have remained neo-classical in form and content. Unlike the pre-colonial period, three categories of literary men in Arabic have emerged. The first group are the traditional scholars who have decided what-soever, never to gamble with their heavens by having something to do with secular education. Their literary production is still essentially Islamic. But they are important to this study for their radical opposition to all modernizing currents.

In 1954, for example, the reading of the Qur'ān on the radio was suspended by the Islamic North following a letter of protest written by the Emir of Zaria, Alhaj Ja'faru (d. 1959). He had challenged the Emir of Kano, Alhaj Sanūsī for allowing such a bidā' and demanded for a juristic authority either from the Qur'ān or legal texts.82

We are asking you to give references from the legal texts which contain proof that reading the Qur'ān on the radio is legal. Or can you offer proofs from the Qur'ān itself, or from the Hadith or from the consensus of scholars? We cannot find proof from any of these. Our 'ulama' have discouraged people from reading the Qur'ān over the radio because it will breed a lack of respect for the Qur'ān ... For the Prophet has said: every innovation will lead people astray and this will lead people to hell-fire...

This type of conservative opposition from traditional scholars has continued and may remain for the next two or more generations. In a similar reaction, a Katsina based malam is recently reported to have denied 'that claim made by the Naṣārā to have travelled to the Moon.' Such a venture, according to him, constitutes a denial of
scriptural verses:  

As for the journey to the moon which the Christians and those who believe them are saying, the Muslim scholars have disagreed on the issue. Among them are those who hold that it is possible and those who hold a contrary view. But if most of what are said about it are correct, then, this event constitutes a falsification of the Prophet's Ascension (al-isrā' wa 'l-mi'raj). It has rendered it non-supernatural in the eyes of whoever contemplates it. It has also falsified the Qur'ānic verses as well as other canonical texts of the religious teachers. It is not proper (lā yānbağhi), on this account, for the Muslims to believe it.

The second group is made up of those who have gingerly cultivated secular education in such a way that its impact did not penetrate beyond their skins. In few cases, the degree of such education, as demonstrated by Shaikh Ādām, for example, is prodigious. But such secular knowledge has not in anyway affected their medieval Islamic thought. Most of the contemporary Qādīs in Nigeria and some individual eminent scholars belong to this group. Their literary contribution is essentially neo-classical.

Shaikh Ādām al-Ilūrī, for example, has contributed in various capacities to the modernization of Arabic-Islamic education especially among the Yorubas and some neighbouring Muslim peoples. He is one of the few Nigerian Muslim scholars who have seriously advocated the cultivation of secular education, the elements of which he always include in the various textbooks he writes for his Arabic school. A desciple of Ḥasan al-Bannā' (d.1949) and a prominent member of the
major world Islamic movements, Shaikh Ādam is never influenced by Western secular thought despite the depth in it of his knowledge. He has remained a fundamentalist in most of his views on the various controversial themes in modern Islam. He is, above all, the only Nigerian scholar who has so far raised his voice against the theory of evolution. In this respect, Shaikh Ādam could not have contributed to modern Arabic literature over which he has openly condemned the Arabs for their reckless imitation of Western culture. On Darwin's theory he has this to say:

In the Islamic North, the leading contemporary traditional scholar is Alhaj Wazir Junaid of Sokoto whose views and objection to secular education have been discussed. His modern poetic contributions, which include a description of a journey in an aircraft to Khartoum, the World War, and a series of lamentations over the vicissitudes of time, have remained essentially neo-classical.
Indeed, the extent to which he has taken Western education seriously may be illustrated by the following short extract in which some English words are used to contrive qāfiya.⁸⁸

وأما الذين لا يتعلمون بعد بدلاً من تعلم بلغتهم وصراحةً، فهي محكمة.
ولولا أن عبد الله ماطباً住在s
وليس من تعودت سويةً.
ولست للاختيار لقلم بها ولست

A. Displacement of Arabic by Modern Hausa Literature

The third group of literary men are those with remarkable degree of Western education which has considerably affected their medieval Islamic views. Apart from ʿUmar Ibrāhīm who, incidentally, has made the greatest contributions, most of the members of this group hold modern diplomas and university degrees. As hinted above, the pioneers of this group had been forced by political pressure to cultivate Western education. Consequently, they were all sufficiently influenced by the spirit of nationalism. Led by Sir Ahmadu Bello, Tafawa Balewa, Aminu Kano, SaC’d Zungur and Aliyu Akilu, this group were the equivalents of al-Ẓahārī, Ḥusayn Haykal, SaC’d Zuglūl, Muḥammad ʿAbduh, Muṣṭafā Kāmil, Qāsim Amin and al-Manfalūṭī, who were expected to modernize Islam if not Arabic literature. Professor Galadanci was probably disappointed because that has not happened.⁸⁹

Influenced by the nationalist spirit, these pioneers had turned
their literary attention to Hausa, instead of Arabic literature. Written in Roman script instead of Ajami, this modern Hausa literature had taken off by the collection of Hausa/Fulani oral tradition, folk narratives, songs and poetry. Its development was soon encouraged by the establishment in the early 1930s of the Translation Bureau, which was turned into Literature Bureau and later still, into the Gaskiya Corporation (NNPC) by 1954. In addition to its main objective of providing Hausa textbooks by translations from classical Arabic and modern English literature, modern Hausa novel, drama, poetry and even journalism were also encouraged to develop. Since 1954, the North Regional Literature Agency (NORLA) has also been established along with the Gaskiya Corporation both of which have continued to encourage and publish creative writing, not in Arabic but in Hausa.

Examples of literary works translated into Hausa include Alf Layla, Shakespeare's Twelfth Night and George Orwell's Animal Farm. Most of the first Hausa novels of the 1930s such as Gandoki, Shaihu Umar and Ruwan Bagaja were written respectively by Ahmadu Bello, Tafawa Belewa and Abūbakar Imām, all of who were competent Arabists. Both Abūbakar Imām and Aminu Kano were competent Qur'ānic exegetes, but they had also written their travel accounts of Europe, not in Arabic but in Hausa. Abūbakar Imām has also been credited with the introduction in the 1930s of not modern Arabic, but Hausa drama which, by the 1950s, has become very popular.

Having been much involved with the classical Arabic literary tradition, modern Hausa poetry is still medieval in form. But the
secular status of Hausa in contrast to Arabic has facilitated its adaptation to modern secular life. Apart from the various socio-political developments in Islamic Nigeria which have found their medium of expression in this poetry, most of the Western literary spirit have been directed towards its development. Sa'd Zungur is very famous for his nationalist poetry by which he had successfully aroused the political awareness of Islamic Nigeria. Both Mu'azu Hadejia (d.1958) and Aliyu Akilu have also composed poems on contemporary politics, modern education and moral decadence. On a purely secular theme, Naibi Wāh's (b.1929) description of rainy season, Wakar Damina, may also be singled out as an example. To all these examples, there is no equivalent in Arabic compositions which have been devoted only to religion.

The above brief review is the main current of modern national literature in Islamic Nigeria the trend of which is comparable to modern Arabic literature in Egypt. Inspired by Western secular thought and nationalist spirit, it has borrowed from both classical Arabic and Western literary traditions. Its champions were and are still loyal to medieval Islam and Arabic from which they had quietly transferred their literary allegiance. But those who happen to remain in the study of Arabic have become entangled in the web of traditionalism: They could not launch any bold modernization of Arabic literature. But they are well acquainted with modern literary trends in the Arab world and would have no objection to its gradual extension to Nigeria.

Among this group are most of the contemporary Nigerian
university lecturers including a Christian from the Islamic South where the phase of secularisation had been more rapid. In addition to the overwhelming influences of Western civilization on the Muslim, the secular impact of the University of Ibadan is particularly significant. Apart from allowing Christians to study Arabic and Islamic religion, most of its Muslim graduates have always stood the chance of becoming potential heretics before leaving the lyceum. For they are indiscriminately exposed to scholastic theology, comparative religion, modern secular and political thoughts, and above all, the orientalists' views of Islam.

This is the role expected of most of Nigerian secular universities but in most cases, these two subjects and their students are often isolated and subjected to sacred treatments. The study of Arabic literature, for example, within the medieval Islamic cultural context, has constituted the greatest impediment to its modernization. Studied as an auxiliary to Islam, it has not taken the study of any contemporary modern literature into account. Unlike Dānuʿl-Cūūm, for instance, where The Golden Treasury, an anthology of English poems, is a textbook, Arabic literature in Nigerian universities is cut off from modern English literature. It is hardly necessary to repeat that this has remained the main source of literary inspiration in the growth of not only modern Arabic literature but also contemporary Nigerian literature.

In most cases, a Nigerian student of Arabic literature graduates without having ever heard of such names as Shakespeare, Bernard Shaw, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Daniel Dafoe, Jonathan Swift
etc. let alone reading their works. It is true that Bayero, Ibadan, Ilorin, Jos and other Nigerian universities have included the study of modern trends in Islam and Arabic literature. But no deep insight into modern Arabic literature, by my personal experience, is usually imparted to students for obvious reasons: Modern Arabic literature cannot be fully understood without some basic knowledge of modern secular thought, European classics and modern literature. These are nowhere included in the Arabic syllabus of any Nigerian university. Added to this has also been the Islamic attitude towards indigenous Oral Tradition and folk-literature from which such students could have drawn material to indigenise or enrich their Arabic.

It is not surprising, therefore, that no translation into Arabic of any modern European or indigenous Nigerian literature has so far been undertaken. Nor has any modern Arabic literary work been translated into any Nigerian language. How then can we expect modern Arabic literature, in forms of modern lyrical poetry, narrative verses, short story, novel and drama, to evolve in Nigeria? Since the 1970s some Nigerians, led by a Christian Arabist have begun to translate into Arabic, some of the indigenous folk narratives and poetry from oral and recorded tradition in English or vernacular. This is, no doubt, a significant development in Nigerian modern Arabic literature. Its secular orientation aside, the involvement of a Christian in such a literary innovation which we shall presently discuss in brief, should be seen as a turning point in the history of Nigerian Arabic-Islamic literature.
B. The Nationalist Spirit in Modern Nigerian Arabic Poetry

Apart from 'Umar Ibrahim, Dr Muhammad Tahir Abubakar's poem on the last Nigerian civil war, the inspiration for which is derived not from Islam but from national patriotism deserves attention.101

Composed in 1970 in Cairo and by a graduate of Dāru 'l-Cuilm, the very college which had produced such modern Arab poets as 'Abdu 'l-Raḥmān Shukri, Ibrahim al-Māzinī and many others, this poem may be considered a model of neoclassicism. It is written in the traditional metre, al-ṭawīl, with all sorts of deviations (al-zihāfāt wa'l-cīlāl) which are either familiar or foreign to the Arabs, according to Dr Muhammad himself, despite the various modern poetic forms. In addition to all the traditional attributes of the qaṣīda except the erotic prelude, the poetic diction, style and metaphor of this poem, are essentially traditional. Above all, the poem is generally ruled by Islamic ethos as indicated by frequent use of pious phraseologies, and the traditional closing doxology.

The Nigerian army are soldiers fighting on behalf of God. They are all lions led by the fiercest of lions, among them Brigadier Shuwa, Benjamin Adekunle and Murtala Muḥammad. The latter is compared to Khālid ibn 'l-Walīd, the very simile on which Taha Hussain had criticised Shawqī. Indeed, the eventual victory of Nigeria over Biafra had been ensured 'in the honour of our prophet Muḥammad'. These, no doubt, are some of the traditional features criticized by the romantic writers in Egypt where Dr Muḥammad was composing his poem. His failure to be radically influenced by modern poetic currents even when he was right in its laboratory should, therefore, be interpreted as the culmination of the conservative attitude of Islamic Nigeria.
At any rate, Dr Muhammad could not have remained absolutely unaffected by the whole currents of contemporary world politics. They have engendered in him the spirit of territorial nationalism which, like Rifā‘ al-Ṭaḥṭāwī, he has sought to reconcile with pan-Islamism. 'Patriotism' he says, 'is a part of devotional duty of my people, and whoever is devoted to a mother (country-Nigeria) has obeyed our book'. Under the impact of secular humanism he has also defined religion 'in its simplest form, as the recognition of the humanity of man' (al-‘ītirāf bi ‘insāniyyati ‘l-insān). Consequently, man, according to him, 'has been made to govern the earth as vicegerent of God'.

To Dr Muhammad, Nigeria is the mother of all, the beloved of all, and the hope of today and tomorrow. This nationalist spirit must have inspired him to compose his ode of 140 lines on a major national and international crisis. Discussing the international dimension of the civil war, Dr Muhammad points to the religious interpretation given to it along which foreign aids seemed to have run. Apart from religious sympathy, foreign aids and supports were also inspired by what he calls 'new imperialism' in Black Africa from Western power against which stands the Soviet Union in support of the third world. He also praises the Nigerian Army, the Muslims, Christians, pagans, of different ethnic groups altogether, and calls for a more viable constitution which is capable of protecting the integrity of our national sovereignty. I do not hesitate to think that Dr Muhammad might be awarded a National Honour if the poem had been composed in English.

The unique contribution of Dr Muhammad Ṭāhir lies in his
attempt to involve Nigerian Arabic literature in the national political current from which it has hitherto remained isolated. He has also raised, perhaps for the first time in Nigerian Arabic literature, the question of employing Arabic purely as a language, the use of which he compares, in Nigerian literature, with the use of English or French. He wonders the extent to which such Nigerian literatures in foreign languages are truly Nigerian. In the same spirit, Dr Muḥammad would want the style and poetic diction of his ode to remain in as much 'Nigerian Arabic' as possible. He had, therefore, gratefully rejected an attempt by an Arab Professor to interfere with the ode. He would prefer a Nigerian to criticise or praise his poem, a task which is beyond the scope of this study.

Like ʿUmar Ibrāḥīm, Dr Muḥammad has, therefore, succeeded in introducing a secular dimension into Nigerian Arabic literature. It is the nationalist spirit which, as we know, is opposed to pan-Islamism. It also includes the idea of Nigerianization of Arabic language and literature, a phenomenon which tradition might consider a ṣīdīfaq. Consequently, he has made no bones about invoking the names of the semi-legendary ancestors of the various Nigerian peoples all of who are 'brothers from Ādam and Hawwā'. In contemporary Nigerian politics where national unity has continued to be threatened by ethnic chauvinism and religious loyalty, Dr Muḥammad is favourably compared to Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāḥīm, the Egyptian nationalist poet. His poetic vision of a united Nigerian advocated in Arabic should be interpreted as the transfer of political allegiance from pan-Islamism to territorial nationalism. It is, therefore, a new chapter, not only in Nigerian Arabic literature but also in contemporary
Nigerian politics. Here are some very few lines of the ode, transposed, to illustrate most of its features we have indentified. 105

1. سلاماً إلى الأبطال من جيش أرضنا
2. جهادهم قد قصان توحيداً، أرضنا
3. فلاشامت الأحزان من بعيدتنا
4. على قومه إلا اهتزازاً لأرضنا
5. فولواً ب удар أمام أرضنا
6. ولكن جنودنا صوا للكيد حم
7. قيا صررة لا يرهب الموت عنهم
8. وأجذبهم عن أكتي وقبله
9. وأبناؤهم قد نشأوا في نضالنا
10. وقد وتوتنت في كاري أكويثا
11. ولن تأتنا ذوة دف ضمهم
12. بل إدما لهم يساه ناري شعبنا
13. وأبناؤهم قد نشروا خط سبيا
14. إلى كسب نصرنا صيت بلادنا
15. ينورون كأن ينعيهما بآمرنا
16. وان شوا أسداً أسود جميعها
17. وذئب محمد مرتضى من رجالنا
18. وفنزاب نصره في روامون بها
Another poetic innovation introduced by this writer has been the translation into Arabic of some Yoruba folksong and poetry, including proverbs, myths, legends and tales, in prose form, which are included in an MA thesis. My secular secondary school experiences in English, and contemporary Nigerian literatures in English and vernacular had enabled me to compare them with Arabic literature which I had earlier studied in one of the modern Arabic schools. In addition to being apparently confined to religious poems there had
been no single Nigerian oriented prose fiction or a novel comparable to Achebe's or D. O. Fagunwa's works to which we were then familiar. At the university level, the situation remained the same as the result of which I had decided to write my long essay on the development of prose writing in Arabic literature.107

With the emergence in 1975 of Professor Ogunbiyi's translation of some Yoruba folktales into Arabic, I was encouraged to translate these pagan aspects of Yoruba folklore into Arabic with a view to secularise the sacred language. But I could not embark on it until Shaikh 'Alī Nā'ībi Suwaid had agreed to supervise the work. The secular nature of this work considered, this consent, from a graduate of Al-Azhar and a respectable scholar, is significant for the growth of modern literature in Nigeria. In a similar spirit, this Shaikh has also contributed to the growth of modern Arabic language by his famous critique on the traditional grammarians,108 a theme, which is beyond the scope of this study.

With my poor command of the sacred language and the absence of any similar prose or poetic diction to follow, this translation has little literary merit. Thanks to the efforts of Shaikh 'Alī who was able to make some of the translations more intelligible. Translated line by line as in its Yoruba form, this work is able to introduce, unconsciously, a new form into Nigerian Arabic literature. It is what may be called 'poetry in prose' (al-shicru 'l-manthur) which makes use of neither rhyme nor metre. The following lines is an extract from Ijala, the praise epithet of the Yoruba god of war, the Greek equivalent of Ares.109
The impact of the early growth of modern prose diction in Arab countries, through journalism and the printing of modern and classical textbooks was felt in Nigeria. Such books, through the various Arab
Embassies, in addition to individual or group purchases, have been pouring into most Nigerian Arabic schools where they were taught, in most cases, by the Arab teachers. Under these circumstances, modern literary Arabic soon became the medium of instruction. Modern short stories, novels and plays, in form of readers, were also introduced along with historical, and other secular subjects, while magazines and newspapers also found their ways into the country. The outcome was the increasing number of those Nigerians who speak literary Arabic, but the prose diction, despite the introduction of the classroom essay (al-inshā'), remains essentially traditional in style and vocabulary.

This contact with modern prose diction is expected to have developed, through translation into Arabic, and the eventual growth of short stories, novels and plays, as it was the case in the Arab world. But the existing medieval tradition, which frowns at imaginative story writing as a frivolous exercise, was still in vogue. In these circumstances, only the medieval prose standard, in forms of epistolary, addresses, essays, description and literary history, has continued to breathe in some new life. In two separate works in free prose, the Waziri of Sokoto gives an account of his travels to North Africa and the Middle East. Other prominent Arabic literary historians include Shaikh Ādam al-Ilũrũ, Dr 'Alũ Abũbakar and Professor Galadanci, the echoes of whose voices can be heard everywhere in this study. To the major works of these writers may also be added a few works on biography and history, especially on contemporary Nigerian Islam, either in manuscript or in local publication.

Modern literary essays have also emerged with the establishment
of some Arabic-Islamic oriented journals in some Nigerian universities. Not unexpectedly, most of the essays written so far are of linguistic, rather than literary interest. Prominent among those who have written a few literary essays include Dr Harūn Rashīd Yūsuf.\textsuperscript{112} His comparison of \textit{Hayy ibn Yaqẓān} with \textit{Robinson Crusoe}, a popular theme in modern Arabic literature,\textsuperscript{113} is a unique contribution. Others include Shaikh ‘Alī Nā‘ībī Suwaid,\textsuperscript{114} Dr Muḥammad Ṭāhir A Liman, Dr Abūbakar Balarabe,\textsuperscript{115} Dr R D Abubakre\textsuperscript{116} and Professor Isaac Ogunbiyi. The latter's contributions include a translation from English to Arabic of a modern Nigerian short story which, incidentally, was published not in Nigeria but in Tunisia.\textsuperscript{117}

The emergence since the 1970s of the translation into Arabic of some Nigerian folk narratives is significant from the point of view of modern Arabic literature. A departure from the medieval prose standard, this literary innovation came from Professor Isaac Adejoju Ogunbiyi (b.1941), one of the Christian graduates of Ibadan University. Having attained a first class honours degree in 1968, he had proceeded, on a Commonwealth scholarship award in 1969, to London University where he obtained his Ph.D. in 1972. He wrote his thesis on North African creative Arabic writing with particular reference to Tunisia.\textsuperscript{118}

Before he went for his post-graduate studies, he had been employed by the University of Ife as a Junior Research Fellow at the Institute of African Studies. On his return from London, he was promoted Research Fellow in 1972 in the same institute from which, since 1973, he had joined the teaching staff of his Alma Mater. He
was there until the end of 1983/84 session when the newly established Lagos State University offered him the chair of Arabic in a Department of Languages and Linguistics, the post he currently holds.

...In addition to his thesis and a number of similar works on modern Arabic short story, Professor Ogunbiyi also chanced to come upon some African tales in Arabic manuscripts, anonymous in their authorship, at the University of Ibadan library. It is probable that he has also come in contact with Shaikh Ādam al-Illūřī's reference to Yoruba folktale in his work on Nigerian history in which he gives an example of a tortoise tale. Above all these influences, however, must be placed his inclination to free himself from a predominantly Islamic literary tradition in which his contributions as a Christian, are always suspected. Indeed, he probably could have embarked on a bolder literary secularisation were his thoughts and emotions not held captives by the existing tradition.

The immediate inspiration for his literary innovation, however, seems to have come not from the Tunisian modern short story but from the *Kalīla wa Dimna* of Ābd Allāh b. Al-Muqaffa. This classical Arabic prose work had, since 1972, been selected by the West African Examinations Council (WAEC) as a textbook for the 'O' level paper in Arabic, in the conduct of which he happened to be involved. It was in the course of his translation into English of a portion of this book, according to Dr Abubakre, that he was probably reminded of similar fables in his own culture to which he eventually turned his attention. And so in 1975, he published a milestone work, a collection
of ten Yoruba trickster tales in Arabic translation. A Christian writing mainly for Muslim readership, Professor Ogunbiyi must consciously demonstrate his sympathy for Islam by cultivating the existing Islamic literary convention if he does not want to be the sole reader of his own book. This appears to be the reason why he is obliged to open with al-basmala such a work of non-Islamic orientation. He has, similarly, been motivated to narrate some of the tales in the register of not the pagan but the Muslim Yorubas. Beside his compliance with the religious literary tradition, these tales are equally popular among Yoruba Muslims. The Professor may, therefore, be excused for his exotic usage, in indigenous Yoruba tales of al-salām ʿalaykum, wa’llāhi taʿlīlāh, al-qādi, al-ṭabīb etc. Like Husayn Hykal who was impelled by the existing literary standard to conceal his identity in his first edition of Zaynab, the Professor has also successfully disguised his Christianity which his name, Isaac, written as Ishaq in fact presents as Islam.

In contrast to the eloquent style of his translation of a modern short story, Mashī'atu'llāh, the literary style and diction of this work do not sound familiar. One is apt to attribute this deficiency to the circumstances in which the writer has studied Arabic. But this attribution can hardly be sustained by his other translations and writings the eloquence of most of which is comparable to that of any modern Arab writers. Apart from the pioneer status of this Yoruba tale in Arabic, the writer appears to have consciously adopted the Nigerian Islamic literary style along which his training has not proceeded. This traditional style has, therefore, appeared inferior to similar styles of Ādam al-Ilūrī or ʿUmar Ibrāhīm who is to
be presently discussed. But scrupulous efforts were made by the writer to rid the work of all semantic ambiguities. Whatever might be its literary defects, this work in Nigerian Arabic literature has already been acclaimed a new trend: Two years after its publication, the WAEC recommended it in place of *Kalīla wa Dimna*, the relevance of which to Nigeria had earlier been criticized.  

This trend of translating indigenous Oral Tradition is, in the meanwhile, gaining currency among Yoruba Arabists. But it has not been cultivated in the Islamic North with its stronger medieval religious tradition. Its adoption, however, in due course is very likely with the acceptance of Ogunbiyi's work as the School Certificate Arabic textbook.  

The following extract from the tale of the Tortoise and the Pig illustrates the literary style of this work:

الغيلب والغيلبر

فبعد بعيد استلاغ الغيلب من الغيلبر بلغة كبيراً كأنها صيدريقين متقابلين. وبعد وقت طويل بلغ الغيلبر دينه وآن الغيلب أخذ يعتذرها سائحة لأنها أنها لا. وذات يوم دهبت الغيلبر من الغيلب طلبه فقل له: (أبّيها الكافر بالإحسان، ألا ترى مااستدنت من المال؟ واسمه نالهه إلى آخر إلكغبا وما أن تعطيء ما، وما أن أشكوء، إلى الناضق). لما سمعت الساحرة تهدبات الغيلبر أخذت تبكي لأنهاوعت أنّها عتخيراً ولا يستطعهما إرجاع المبلغ إلى صاحبه فاليوم التالي، أما الغيلبر ضررها إليه كما قالوا: (لا تبكي يا بنت
Finally, the emergence in Nigeria since the 1930s of the substance of Shuwa Arab oral folktales collected and published, is a lesser though interesting example of the impact of Western culture on Arabic-Islamic literature in Nigeria. It also deserves a little attention. Written in Shuwa colloquial Arabic, such narratives in prose and verses might strictly be considered to be outside the scope of this study. Indeed, they are confined to the Bornu state of Nigeria where Shuwa Arabic has become one of the indigenous languages. This language, according to J R Patterson, the colonial District Officer who collected the stories, 'is one of the languages recognised by the Nigerian Government for certain qualifying examinations which officers of some Departments are required to pass'. The stories had, therefore, been 'collected primarily with the intention of compiling from them a Reader for use in schools where Shuwa Arabic is one of the languages spoken'.

From the Nile valley and parts of North Africa, the Arabs and Berbers had begun to penetrate the Chad basin areas of Nigeria from about AD 800. Writing in the eleventh century AD, al-Bakrî reported the presence in Bornu of some Umayyad descendants who, as discussed in chapter one, must have introduced Islam to the area. Between 1360 and 1391 AD, the invasion of Bornu by the Judham Arabs, apparently in alliance with the Bulala forces, was also reported by Mai Othman (Biri) Ibn Idris in his letter to the Mamlûk Sultân, Ṣaifu 'l-dîn...
Barqūq in 1392 AD. This wave of Arab immigration into Waday, Bagirmi, Darfur, Kanem and Bornu had continued until the end of the last century, and on a small scale up to date.

Some of the earliest immigrant parties must have included those Arabs and Berbers who identified themselves with the descendants of Sayf b. Dhī Yazan who eventually became the legendary ancestor of the first Kanem Empire, the Saifawa Dynasty. Other later immigrants to the areas were either camel (‘abbāla) or cattle (baqqāra) nomads who, accordingly, were addressed in Kanuri language as the Shuwā (pastoral nomads) Arabs. They include the Awlād Sulaimān from Fezzan, the Ja‘liyyīn who formed a merchant class and the Tunjur, both from the Nile region. Others include the Iesiye group among whom are the Banī Hilāl who are now found chiefly in the Yabiri and Gulumba districts of Dikwa Emirate. It is this last group that has handed down the story of Abū-Zaid al-Hilālī which has now been recorded in Shuwā Arabic as a part of their own genealogical folk narrative.

Unlike Hausaland, it has not been possible for the historians to trace in details, the historical development of the early Kanem empire before it was plunged into the dynastic warfare. The extent to which these immigrant Arabs and Berbers, like al-Maghibī in Bornu has, therefore, been very difficult to determine. It can be said, however, that since the emergence in the seventeenth century of Idrīs Aloma (d.1619) up to the outbreak of the jihād, no Shuwā Arab is reported to have substantially contributed to classical Arabic literature (al-‘adab) in Nigeria. It might be interesting, therefore, to know why these Arabs have made no significant contribution to the
The most fundamental reason is certain to be the almost routine and depressingly notorious identification, in Nigeria, of Arabic literature with Islam per se. In this context, none of these Arabs like the Hassânis of the Western Sahara, except in some religious capacity, could have made any contributions whatsoever. Secondly, most of these Arab immigrants were pastoralists whose way of life, unlike in Mauritania or Mali amongst Berber nomads, did not encourage the pursuit of religious scholarship. This is the way through which they could have acquired any literary Arabic. It is most likely, as exemplified by the Imâm Ibn Fartuwa, that some of these Arab immigrants intermarried with the Kanuri and other natives in which capacity they might have made some contribution. Such a contribution, at any rate, could not have extended beyond the existing religious literary tradition.

Considered against this background, the emergence of Shuwa Arab folk literature is quite significant. Its theme, the Sîra of the Banû Hilâl, which had earlier been written in some literary Arabic, is not the point of our interest. Neither are we interested in its 'curious staccato style with numerous pun', nor in some of its poetic aspects which, surprisingly, are said to have attained a high literary standard. It is written in colloquial Arabic which is complete. And there is no attempt to be 'folkish' in a classical or semi-classical idiom as Ogunbiyi attempts in his work.

A popular story, said to have first been reduced to writing by a Shuwa Arab Malâm, the narrative, an extract of which follows, constitutes a departure from the existing Arabic literature in Nigeria.
Its theme, like that of Professor Ogunbiyi's folktale, is what the existing medieval tradition might have considered vulgar. Above all, the colloquial Arabic in which it is written, apart from being unknown before in Nigerian Arabic literature, constitutes an individual aspect of modern Arabic literary revolt against traditionalism even in the Arab world itself. Thus composed outside any religious context, this Arabic narrative should be considered as a harbinger or as a contribution - however small - to the wider process of the secularisation of Arabic literature in Nigeria. Here is an extract in Shuwa Arabic followed by its English translation.

When Abū Zaid was a week old his father came and touched him. He wanted to look at him. He caught his father by the hand, and his father was unable to withdraw his hand, because he was stronger than his father; he had indeed...
greater strength. The mother said to the father, "wait, if he falls asleep he will let your hand go". So he waited until Abū Zaid went to sleep and let go his father's hand. Then his father withdrew his hand and went away. When he had gone he called his people together and said to them: "A son has been born to me, and, moreover, he will become a cannibal; he will eat me and eat you, 0 my children, the Beni Hilāl. Arise, and let us run away to another place." They started off and ran away leaving him with his mother and a slave-girl, named Sa'idi Jugongot, and a slave, son of the slave-girl, named Sa'idi Zerbul.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CUMAR IBRAHIM’S DIWAN: A LITERARY RESPONSE OF ISLAMIC NIGERIA
TO MODERN SECULAR THOUGHT

I. Family Background

‘Umar was born around 1922 in Zaria of Fulani parents with a long Arabic-Islamic scholarship tradition. His greatest ancestor, identified by oral tradition as Muḥammadu Fatih was the Qādī of Kukawa in Bornu from where his great grandson, Ḍāhiḥ Ahmad had come to Zaria during the reign of Mamman Sani (1847-54). Arriving in Zaria after sojourning for a while en route at Misau, Bauchi state, Ḍāhiḥ Ahmad was also made the Galadima in recognition of his scholarship. He was later killed in Hadeja during the famous Bukharī revolt (1848–50) against the Sokoto Caliphate. A martyr fighting on behalf of God, his corpse which could not be traced in the wilderness was believed by popular tradition to have been taken straight to heaven by the angels.

His son, ‘Umar Wālī (d.1897), who had accompanied him to Zaria grew up to become one of the greatest scholars and saints in Nigeria on the eve of the British occupation. Apart from his Arabic-Islamic institution which flourished very well in the last quarter of the last century, ‘Umar Wālī had also made a unique contribution to Nigerian Arabic literature. He had composed in rajaz, very curiously, on Arithmetic, Astronomy, Anthropology and primitive Psychology in addition to the various traditional themes. It is not, therefore, mere rhetoric to conclude that his soul has reincarnated in his great grandson, ‘Umar Ibrāhīm.
One of the Wālī's sons, Aḥmad, who became ʿUmar's grandfather was also appointed the secretary (magatakarda) to Emir Kwasau whose reign witnessed the advent of the colonial regime. After the British occupation, the Emir Kwasau was deposed and Aḥmad, after an appointment as a district head (Turaki), became the Waziri to the new Emir, ʿAlī Dan Sidi (1903-1920). A member of the ruling council which was expected to be loyal to the 'Christian' regime, Aḥmad was soon persuaded by his younger brother, Amin to relinquish the vizierate and resume his post as Turaki.

This involvement of Aḥmad in politics diverted his attention from learning which was eventually taken up by his son, Ibrāhīm, who became ʿUmar's father. Dr Ali Abubakar reports that most of Wālī's works were infact bequeathed to Ibrāhīm who also took over as a teacher in his grandfather's institute. He also held the public posts of Magatakarda at Lere and Sarkin Ruwa in Zaria. But this involvement in politics did not prevent him, like his father, from academic pursuit. He was a man of considerable learning, who is said to have also written a few verses before he passed away having genetically transmitted the insatiable thirst for learning to his son, ʿUmar.

This is a brief sketch of the chain of the learned ancestors, of whose glorious past, one of their own stock, ʿUmar, has been very proud. But the traditional attitude of Islamic Nigeria to 'boasting' as a poetic theme would not allow ʿUmar to admit that he was boasting. To him, unlike Farazdaq (d.732 AD)² to Jarīr (d.733 AD), boasting with dry clay (al-salsāl, i.e the decayed ancestors), is a medal only
for the viles. After narrating the above history in heroic verses, he concludes with the following lines:

1. تراهم كسلك الدرس في نسق اللال
2. يرى النفس فلأومضار أطبال
3. حطام لحب الحرم لا أمال
4. ولا شيء من غاية الهم جمعه ال
5. لسبي خلود الناس شمسة تحتال
6. تراه نغوس الناس أزعى قتال
7. ولا ملك يستعب الناس صائلا
8. يعلم حسن الفلق أحسن أمال
9. وأخص دنا كان للجيش قادما
10. فذلك لقع البحى لاقت الغيال
11. تحسنها الأجيال العاصرالنال
12. وقبلها الملوك في ذل بيتمنا
13. أولئك أباإ لست فزد نا
14. وكره فاخرتاصبا باد لاال
15. ذكرتهم إجلا لهم لا تناخرا

II. Childhood and Education

Thirty days after his birth, ʿUmar lost his mother, Saʿāda, who was also a Fulani lady. But the warm motherly affection of which ʿUmar was robbed found adequate compensation in his paternal grandmother, Sauda, in whose care he was subsequently brought up. The passionate tone of the series of elegies composed for her by ʿUmar confirms his deep
emotional devotion to this grandmother of whom he says:

Umar, nevertheless, had occasions to weep over being denied by fortune, the opportunity to know the cheerful face of a mother, a joy which even the wolf-cub is often granted. Poor Umar:

Two basic historical factors contributed to Umar's eventual cultivation of Western thoughts: He was born under the full impact of the colonial regime and in Zaria which produced the first Northern Nigerian graduate, Dr Barau Dikko, by 1950. Through the efforts of the Christian missionary, Dr Miller, Western education was gaining currency but Umar as a Muslim could not benefit directly from it. His education, therefore, had to take off the traditional way in one of the Katatib. But Umar eventually had contact with Western education.

After graduating from Makarantar Allo (the Quranic School in
Hausa) which he attended at one Malam Yaro Mai Kiran Salla (mu’adhdhin),
Umar proceeded to Makarantar Ilmi (higher Islamic education) at Malam
Iyaku Ma’aji (Treasurer) with whom he remained until 1937. In the
course of about eight years he spent with this eminent scholar, Umar
was able to acquire such proficiency in Arabic as to enable
him to compose Arabic verses when he was only fifteen. He probably
had a unique opportunity in his teacher, Malam Iyaku, whom Umar, in
his elegy, has described as imām tafarrada fī kullī fann. In these
circumstances, Umar was able to have a remarkable degree of exposure
to the various branches of Arabic-Islamic traditional sciences without
having to travel up and down, the traditional peripatetic way.

In appreciation of his tutorship, Umar composed for him an elegy,
in which he is seen by Umar, sometimes as al-Khālīl Aḥmad al-Farāhīdī
(d.778 AD), the founder of Arabic prosody; sometimes as al-Khālīl bin
Ishāq (d.1365 AD), the author of al-Mukhtasar, and at yet another
time, as the pioneer of the Maqāmāt, Bāḍi’ ʾl-zamān al-Hamadhānī
(d.1007 AD)
Before he proceeded in 1939 to the Kano Law School, 'Umar had managed, probably secretly through self efforts, to acquaint himself with Western education. One Malam 'Abdu Yari in Zaria had opened in 1937 an evening class of three days a week. In these classes, Roman script, known in Hausa as boko, was being taught to be used in writing vernaculars. In the same year, another Malam Jumare dan Maiunguwa started another evening class every Wednesday where English language was also being taught. These English classes lasted only five months. But 'Umar in these classes was able to acquire a torchlight which has since continued to light his path in his subsequent private studies in Western education. 'Umar worked briefly in 1938 for some six months as Assistant Veterinary Officer, inoculating cattle against rinderpest under some Europeans. This appointment automatically withdrew him from the evening classes including the Wednesday English class before it was closed down shortly afterwards.

In February/March 1939, 'Umar went to the Kano Law School where he was trained for four years as a Qadī. After his graduation in 1942, he remained in the college as an Instructor for another four years before he moved in 1946 to the public sector. It was the influence of this school, together with the personal interest he later developed in secular thought, that combined to transform his medieval outlook to that of a typical twentieth century man.

As far as the traditional curriculum was concerned, 'Umar gained very little in this school. But it was there that he became acquainted with modern ideas and developments in the Arab world. It was there that he was introduced to such modern Arab literary men as
Mahmūd Sāmī al-Bārūdī, Ḥāfīz Ibrāhīm, ʿĀḥmad Shawqī, ʿAbbās Maḥmūd al-ĆAqqād, Taha Hussain to mention but a few. He also gained access to the works of al-Mutanabbī and Abūʾl-ĆAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī and similar classical literary masterpieces, the study of most of which Islamic scholarship tradition often discouraged. Meanwhile, his interest in Western thoughts were being further stimulated by these Arab writers whose works can hardly be understood without some basic knowledge of European classics and modern literature.

After working for sometime, ʿUmar as the Qāḍī of Kaduna in 1960 attended a brief course in the Leaders' Exchange Programme in the USA. In 1961, he attended a similar course at the Institute of Administration, later affiliated to the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He was again appointed here as a Senior Instructor during which he was encouraged by the Dean of Law, Alan Milner, to register for a Diploma course. While undertaking this course, ʿUmar was dragged out of the lecture room in 1964 and posted to Maiduguri as an Inspector of the Native Court. This appointment was against his interest as well as that of the Dean who did in vain everything possible to retain him in the course.

This appointment put an abrupt end to his formal education including perhaps, a university degree course. ʿUmar became disappointed, the bitterness of which must, no doubt, have sharpened his enthusiasm, will and determination to regain in private what he had lost in public. Hear him weeping over the loss of a university education in compensation for which, at the same time, he takes consolation in private study.⁴
Although 'Umar was deprived of a formal university education, a careful study of his literary output ranks him among the great scholars and literary men of all time whose erudition cannot simply be quantified in Bachelors, Masters and Doctorate degrees. In a similar situation, Alexander Pope (d.1774) being a Roman Catholic, was excluded from public school and university while William Shakespeare was almost the only Elizabethan dramatist with no university degree. Despite the non-Arab environmental constraints 'Umar may be ranked, at least in versatility if not in literary out-put, with any of the prominent neo-classical Arab poets. His call as Qāḍī to which we now turn, no doubt, affords him ample opportunity and time to prosecute his intellectual ambition to a remarkable degree.

III. Career and Travels
At the request of the Emir of Zaria, Ja'faru Isyaku (1937-59), 'Umar in 1946 left the Law School where he had remained a teacher after his graduation from the school. And for the next ten years (1946-56), he was in the Zaria Native Authority as Assistant of Chief Qāḍī. Following the birth in 1953 of the regional government, 'Umar became one of the first Qāḍīs to be appointed in Kaduna at a regional level,
in 1956. This post, he held until 1961 when he proceeded to the Institute of Administration for Leadership and a Diploma course he was not allowed to complete. He was posted to Maiduguri where he remained for six months after all efforts to persuade the regional government to allow him to complete the Diploma course had failed. From there, he was appointed one of the three Area Court judges and posted to Makurdi, now the capital of the Benue State. From here, he was transferred to Ilorin in September 1965 and two months later, to Kano where he remained as an Area Court judge until 1968. He was again transferred to Kaduna from 1968 to 1971 when he was posted, for another two years, (1971-3) to Kafanchan, and back to Kaduna.

"Umar was promoted an Upper Area Court judge in 1974, two years after which in 1976, he was again transferred from Kaduna to Zaria. In September 1978, he was transferred back to Kaduna on a new appointment as a Sharia Court judge, the post he still holds to date (May, 1983). He has, since 1978, apparently settled down at Kaduna from where he attends sessions in most of the major towns of the state. Indeed, the series of appointments I had with him between May and September 1983, were sandwiched between his such various sessions in Zaria, Katsina, Dutsinma, Daura, Funtua and Kafanchan.

**Travels**

After attending lectures during the Leaders' Exchange programme in Washington DC in 1960, "Umar made an extensive tour of almost all parts of the United States. He visited Virgina, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Chicago, Sioux City, Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Mount Palamar to see the 200-inch telescope, the largest in the world. He also visited among other places, Phoenix in Arizona, Blackstaff, Grand Canyon and New York City. On his way home, he visited London for the first time as a guest to his friend, Malam Haruna Musa, a Nigerian diplomat. Among other tourist centres, he visited the tombs of Charles Darwin and Isaac Newton in Westminster Abbey. He also performed a literary pilgrimage to Stratford-upon-Avon to see Shakespeare's Place and tomb before he returned to Nigeria visiting Spain and Portugal in transit.

On his way to America, he had earlier spent some five days in Ghana during which he was able to visit, among other places, the Guttenburg Castle to see the remains of George Fadamor, a famous African nationalist. After his return from America, he had also visited Niger Republic, calling at Aghades, one of the famous ancient learning centres in the ancient central Sudan. In 1981, 'Umar paid another visit to England during which he called at Downe, the birthplace of Darwin whose ideas he has professed. He also paid an intellectual homage to the very room where The Origin of Species and Descent of Man were both written. In the same year, 'Umar also visited Russia including Kazan, Ufa, Tashkent, Samarkand and Imām Bukhārī's tomb at Khartanak where he improvised a few verses in the visitors' notebook.

Towards the end of 1974, 'Umar also made an intensive tour of the mid-eastern countries visiting Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, and Saudi Arabia where he performed his Ḥajj. Later in the year, the Egyptian Ministry of Culture, through the Nigerian Ambassador in Cairo, Malam
Haruna Musa, invited him to participate as a literary man in the first anniversary of the death of Taha Hussain. The elegy on Taha Hussain presented by 'Umar on the occasion was greeted with loud ovation coming as it is from a black African Arabic poet. Before he left Cairo, 'Umar called on the family of the late Taha Hussain and held, through Ambassador Musa, a long discussion with Mrs Taha Hussain on her late husband.

In 1982 he attended an international multi-religious Disarmament Conference in Russia where he also presented the poem he had earlier composed on the world wars and peace. The audience were also delighted. It goes without saying that all these travel and career experiences have contributed to his education, thoughts and general outlook to life as reflected in his poetry.

IV. Modern Secular Thoughts in 'Umar Ibrāhīm

Before the exposition of his literary output, it is necessary to examine in 'Umar the scope of his modern thoughts without which his writings may not be fully comprehended. The dominating factor in 'Umar's thought has been the marvellous intellectual development of man which has led him to the various scientific discoveries and technological inventions. These, among other things, have facilitated the exploration of the earth as well as the outer space making 'the vast part of the universe to be better known.'

His revolutionary thoughts, like the Renaissance itself, began with the discovery by the Polish monk, Nicolaus Copernicus (d.1543), and the confirmation by the great Italian scientist, Galileo (d.1642),
that the earth after all, is not stationary; it revolves round the
sun and rotates on its axis. This discovery, according to 'Umar,
shows that not all what our ancestors taught us was right. It also
confirms that the information we receive through our senses and
perceptions are not always true.

In his modern thought, 'Umar has been influenced by a host of
great world thinkers, scientists and inventors, writers and poets,
leaders and reformers, discoverers and explorers, soldiers and
statesmen. Some of those who have left traces on his poetry include,
Plato, Aristotle, John Locke, Isaac Newton, J. J. Rousseau,
Rene Descartes, Voltaire, Immanuel Kant, James Watt, William
Wilberforce, Michael Faraday, John S Mill, Abraham Lincoln and Karl
Marx. It can be seen here that 'Umar is not confined to any particular
field of knowledge to the exclusion of others. According to him, he
has had a taste of every aspect of knowledge except music.

For 'Umar, a poet, the complete works of Shakespeare have become
another Qur'ân which he has read over and over again for not less
than seventeen times. Apart from the panegyric he has composed for
this mysterious English literary pride, his ideas and quotations are
found everywhere in 'Umar's dîwân. Like some modern Arab writers,
'Umar has also been influenced by George Bernard Shaw for whom he
has also composed an elegy. To 'Umar, if Shaw had not married, he
would have been called the Abû'l-ĆAlâ' of the English. A particularly
striking aspect of 'Umar's thought is his belief in Sir Charles
Darwin's Theory of Evolution despite its condemnation by both
Christianity and Islam. 'Umar has also dedicated a panegyric to him.
The Theory of Relativity, the facts of Atom Smashing and Space Exploration are singled out by 'Umar as the greatest scientific achievements of our time. He explained that Einstein's theory, for example, corrects our misconceptions of space and time: 'If you can move in space for forty years at the velocity of about 93,000 miles per second', he proposed to me,

the forty years you spend in the flight
will equal 48004 of the earth years.
And when you return to the earth, you
would find it 47964 (48004-40) years
older than yourself and when you left it. In these circumstances, the people who sent you to the space might be long forgotten.

He also described the potential energy sources of Atom Smashing and held Yuri Gagarin to have immortalised his name by his pioneering excursion into the space. So when in 1979, the first three American Astronauts landed on the moon, a panegyric was composed for the space heroes. 'Umar also described what he considered the miraculous means of transport and communication, wireless, air-craft, steamship, train, motor cars, television, radio, teleprint, radar, telephone etc, some of which he has singled out as themes in his poetry.

Turning to the dark side of our time, 'Umar mentioned Hitler's genocidal attempt; the Zionist Machiavellian policy in Palestine; Stalin's totalitarianism, Marxist Socialism and the two world Wars. He also discussed the contemporary polarisation of the world into 'two opposing camps, each headed by a gigantic monster, grinning with nuclear teeth and brandishing its intercontinental missile sting'. In this respect, he lamented, 'man seemed to be worse than he was, and the twentieth century might turn to be dusk rather than
Discussing the destructive potentialities of the Hydrogen Bomb and Continental Balistic Missile, he entertained the fear that human species might eventually be wiped out of the earth. He was equally upset by most of the contemporary socio-economic problems the source of which he attributed to materialism and cupidity in a special didactic verse, al-minzār. In a poem apparently inspired by the melancholy of the devastating effects of World War II, he laments the various abortive efforts being made by the United Nations towards achieving world peace. He then threatens that we might be impelled to move to another planet in search of peace.

‘Umar also identified the various modern political thoughts and movements the fundamentals of which, according to him, were sparked off by the American War of Independence (1775), the French (1792-1802) and the Russian Revolutions (1917). The roles of Industrial Revolution and the subsequent developments in trade, industry and agriculture in modern world were also commended. He praised, above all, the eighteenth century Enlightenment, the modern concept and scope of education, the cultivation of which he accused Islamic Nigeria of neglecting simply because it came from the 'Christian' West.

This leads us to his views on Islam and most of the modern developments we have just outlined. According to ‘Umar, the role of religion from time immemorial has been to provide answers to the mysteries of life and teach people to recognise their Creator whom they must obey and worship. It also urges people to be good and
shun evil; to love one another; and to be good citizens so that they may all live together in peace. These roles are still being fulfilled by religion in many countries today. But there have always been crises whenever people attributed to religion, functions other than its own. Hence the Copernicus discovery sparked off a cold war between science and religion as the Christian Fathers tried to claim for religion, what does not belong to it.

Shaikh Umär argued that none of the revealed religions had come to teach Science, Philosophy, Technology, Politics, Economics, Astronomy or even History, a view which has been expressed by many modern Muslim reformers. When Prophet Muḥammad was asked, for example, how the crescent waxes and, later, wanes, the Qur'ān answers that 'they are seasons fixed for mankind and for the pilgrimage.' The Prophet, on another occasion, was also asked to explain how menstruation occurs, in response to which the Qur'ān says: 'They are a hurt and a pollution (adhā); keep aloof from women during menstrual periods and do not touch them until they are clean again.' If the Qur'ān were to teach Astronomy or Anatomy, according to Umar, these subjects would have been treated to the minutest details because they were being taught by God Himself.

On History, he stated that nobody knows precisely, for example, who the Qur'ānic Dhuʾl-qarnayn is, or the name of which of the Pharaohs in history was connected with Mūsā. In one essay he wrote in Arabic on Democracy, he attempted, like many Muslim modernists, to identify the Medina theocracy with modern democracy. But elsewhere, he cited verses of the Holy Qur'ān which, according to him, do not teach any particular political ideology. Comparing politics,
from the Qu'ranic point of view, to farming or carpentry, he argued that no Muslim had ever become a politician in order to obtain reward in heaven. Yet, he held that the Lycogus administration in Ancient Sparta, the Plato's ideal state advocated in his Republic, Monarchy or the Machiavellian politics, were incompatible with Islam.

He is of the view that Islamic Nigeria is still largely medieval in thought and outlook citing among other things, the ascendancy of the medieval educational system and what he considers, like Qāsim Amin in Egypt, the enslavement of women. His voices, like those of his late friends, îsā Wālī and Aminu Kano, are yet to make substantial impacts in Islamic Nigeria. Most of the ideas raised here by ‘Umar in modern Islam, are familiar themes which may be taken up in different studies. But this study hopes to present him as a literary figure and a poet in whose poetry can be heard the voices of a pagan priest, a free thinker, a philosopher, a scientist, and above all, a pious Muslim reformer.

V. His Dīwān: Ḥadiqatu 'l-Azhār

The dīwān of ‘Umar is an anthology, mainly of his own verse compositions with a few essays in ordinary or rhymed prose. There is one free verse poem quoted from al-'Aqqād's dīwān, on the first page of the dīwān. A number of verses and short prose in form of laudatory review (al-taqārīţ), from eminent Nigerian Arabists who happened to have read the dīwān, are also included at the end of the anthology.

Unlike most Nigerian traditional Arabic manuscripts, ‘Umar's


dīwān is not in folios. Neither has it been written with the local dark brown ink in Maghribi script, on light brown coarse matt paper. It is written with blue Parker quink in Naskh script on a quarto size of modern exercise book. All the verses are fully vocalised but the prose are not. In addition to pagination, modern European punctuation marks, generally unknown in classical Arabic writings, are also introduced by 'Umar. Brackets, instead of quotation marks, as employed by Shawqī in his dīwān, are used very often to mark foreign names and borrowed expressions. The use of colons, parentheses, exclamatory and interrogatory marks, even in verses, are common, while paragraphing and the use of period are conspicuous in prose. No use whatsoever is made of commas and semicolons in places of which periods are often employed.

The dīwān, which numbers up to 260 pages, contains verses composed on different occasions. It includes 'Umar's earliest composition when he was just fifteen; his compositions while at the Law School; his compositions after schooling and some vacant pages for verses he is yet to compose. From this dīwān, two major works have been selected by 'Umar for local publication. They include Khaṣṣā'īṣu 'l-Mukhtar (The Attributes of the Chosen One), a panegyric of the Prophet of about 193 lines in rajaz. The other one is al-minzār (The Telescope), a socio-political critique of contemporary Nigerian society of about 202 lines, also in rajaz.

Apart from these two works, a number of extracts from this dīwān have also been published to illustrate the twentieth-century Nigerian Arabic literature in two major pioneer works on this subject. Encouraged, no doubt, by 'Umar's elegy for Taha Hussain in
1974, the Egyptian Monthly, *al-ṣidāa ʿa waʾl-talīfīzūn* has also published some few extracts of this diwān. Along with some other Nigerian verses, the article in which they are published is entitled *al-wān mina ʿl-adabi ʿl-ʿArabi fī Nājīriya*. It was the Waziri of Sokoto, Junaid b. Muḥammad al-Bukhari, however, in the commendation he wrote on the anthology, that gives it the name, *Hādīqatū ʿl-Azhar* (The Garden of Flowers):^19

1. فرح النؤود وقرت العينان
2. زهر الربيع يلمح في الأغصان
3. سميته بفديته الآزهاراً و سميته بقلائد العقبان

VI. Specific Influences of Modern Arab Poets on ʿUmar

It is worth emphasising here that ʿUmar's interest in Western thoughts must have further been stimulated by the modern Arab writers, the echoes of whose voices can be heard in his *Hādīqa*. The diwān on its first page, is prefaced by the same nine free verses with which al-ʿAqqād has also introduced his diwān. We also read in its introduction, in place of the traditional doxology after al-basmala, another sixteen-line verses quoted from al-ʿAqqād's *al-hubbū ʿl-ʿawwal*.^20

In his introduction, ʿUmar states that the aim of his composition is to entertain himself. He is, however, delighted that he must, in the course of that, have embarked on reviving Arabic which has been abandoned to wallow in utter negligence even some time in Egypt let
alone in Nigeria. To buttress his point, he quotes from the verses of the Nile poet, Ḥāfīẓ Ibrāhīm, his response in 1903 to the call made by some officers of the Colonial Government that the colloquial, in place of literary Arabic, be adopted. According to some British Officers in Egypt, it was this Qur'anic Arabic, like Latin in medieval Europe, that was responsible for the literary and scientific backwardness of the Arabs.

In addition to frequent quotations from these Arab writers, most of the modern themes on which ʿUmār has composed are also found in their various anthologies. Reflecting the influence on him of Western literature, ʿUmār has composed an elegy for G B Shaw to whom al-ʿAqqād has also devoted a whole volume. He also composed a panegyric for Shakespeare, a number of whose works feature very prominently in the anthologies of Ḥāfīẓ, Shawqī, and for whom al-ʿAqqād has also dedicated another volume. Other themes in the Ḥāḍīqa which are found in some of these modern Arabs' works include a panegyric for Shaikh Muhammad ʿAbduh, while the description of Cairo, Paris and Tokyo by Shawqī also recalls ʿUmār's description of Kano. 'Cinematography', 'Outpouring' (al-naftha) and 'Democracy' to which al-ʿAqqād has also devoted another volume are all themes in the Ḥāḍīqa.

Apart from themes, the use of language, images, styles and ideas, generally derived from modern inventions, secular thoughts and Western classics or modern literary tradition are also common. A particularly exotic feature traceable, no doubt, to the influence of Shakespeare, is the predominance of Greek mythological sub-themes and
images which are also found in the Ḥadīqa. In addition to his poem, 'Venus on the Corpse of Adonis', al-ʿAqqād also composed another poem addressed to Venus, who is frequently the symbol of love. ʿUmar's familiarity with these and the works of Shakespeare, Venus and Adonis, in particular, are likely to have inspired in him, the use of Venus and Cupid as symbols of love in his Ḥadīqa. It is equally interesting, for example, to compare the description by Ḥāfiẓ of a railway journey, or Ahmad Shawqi's journey in a steamer, with ʿUmar's imaginary journey in a train from Zaria to Sokoto. They can all be described as a modern version of the pre-Islamic poet's journey on a camel, galloping across the wilderness, to the desolate encampment of his mistress:

It is striking, however, to observe that despite the overwhelming influences of these Arab writers on ʿUmar, he has not attempted, like most Nigerian traditional poets, to compose a muʿarrada of any of their
poems. Indeed, whenever, they are quoted, such quotations are often included in parentheses; the voice of 'Umar is always distinctive from the echoes of other poets. Writing on 'Cinematography', for example, al-'Aqqād has the following opening lines which may be compared with 'Umar's verses on the same subject. Apart from the metre, al-tawīl, which they both share, it is very difficult to see any other point of similarity by which 'Umar's poem may be considered a muḍārada:

1. أنشدح جن تلك تظهر السنس
2. إذ لم نكن جنافمالعبرتها تفرورالدين من طلعة الشمس
3. فنوناسم الأسرارغلى على النفس
4. كأن أي فيها قريعة شاعر

The same is true if Ḥāfiz Ibrahim's panegyric for Muḥammad 'Abduh, composed in al-tawīl, is compared with that of 'Umar for 'Abduh, which is in al-rajazu 'l-majzu.'

VII. Modern Literary Innovations in the Hadīqa

A. Poetry

If poetry as discussed in chapter three cannot completely free itself from religious tradition among the Arab Muslims, no substantial modernization, therefore, may be expected from Nigeria where Arabic literature has remained, from time, an exclusive function of Islamic
culture. 'Umar, the only remarkable Nigerian modern poet, so far, has depended above all, for his modern literary innovations, mainly on the neo-classical Arab writers above whose standard it is practically impossible for him to rise. He does not appear to have been influenced by either the Mahjar or Apollo schools whose contributions have nursed romanticism in Arabic literature to maturity. Neither has he reflected in his diwan, the spirits of the nationalist or socialist realism, committed or surrealistic literatures, nor the 'modern poetry' which has lately emerged.

'Umar could possibly have beaten the Arab neo-classicists since he is in direct contact with Western thoughts as demonstrated by his adherence to Darwinism which most of these Arabs have carefully avoided. But this hope is completely shattered by some major constraints which 'Umar could do nothing to remove. In addition to the impacts of the non-Arab environment, the modernization of Arabic literature or even Islam, in contemporary Nigerian political culture described in the last chapter, is possible only at individual or secular institutional levels. And even at such levels, the strength of religious tradition, as an obstacle before all modernizing currents, has also been highlighted in the last chapter.

Most important perhaps is that 'Umar, whose writings we are studying, is a Qâdi with traditional Islamic training on which modern secular thoughts have been superimposed. In this respect, his use of Arabic, the poetic diction in particular, the command of which he had traditionally acquired before his eventual contact with Western thought, is another crucial factor which must have preserved
the traditional outlook of his writings. It has not been possible to evolve a brand of 'Nigerian Arabic' while modern poetic diction was still in the making at the neo-classical stage of modern Arabic literature by which he has been influenced.

Apart from the erotic prelude which has virtually been eliminated, most of the essential features of the classical qasīda are retained in ʿUmar's poetry. The traditional concept of poetry as a craft to be consciously imitated is reflected in two of ʿUmar's early compositions before his contact with modern literary ideas. These include a Takhmiss\textsuperscript{34} of a panegyric for ʿUmar Wālī, originally composed by ʿAlī Nāfatī. There is also alqaqd, meant to be a mnemonic device from another work, Durrātu 'l-yāqūṭ.\textsuperscript{35} There is no tarbi\textsuperscript{3} while my efforts to trace a mukāraḍa are not likely to be rewarded.

This absence of mukāraḍa or similar methods of composing poetry by playing the sedulous ape which disappear in ʿUmar's diwan after his contact with modern thoughts should be seen as a literary innovation. It is indeed, another aspect of his modern literary feature that whenever quotations (al- taḍmīn, al-iqtibās, al-talmīḥ) are made, they are usually indicated by brackets. Other European punctuation marks have similarly been introduced by ʿUmar into Nigerian Arabic writings. Chronogram tradition, the opening and closing doxology, the art of playing on letters, are all displayed, even in some of his verses on modern themes.

Of the sixteen classical metres, I have been able to identify eight in ʿUmar's poetry. They include, in order of frequency, al-rajaz in all its different forms. This is followed by the heroic metre,
al-tawîl and al-mutaqārib. Others include al-kâmil, al-wâfir, 
al-basîť, al-râmaḍ, and al-hazaj.\textsuperscript{36} They are all employed in their 
traditional forms the only innovation being the introduction by ʿUmar, 
of the strophic verses (al-muwashshahât) which were rarely used in 
Nigerian traditional verses. As much as possible, he has avoided 
committing such poetic faults as al-ikfâ', al-iqwâ' or al-ʾītâ'. But 
he has apparently broken through the enjambment (al-tadmîn) to 
compose some narrative verses. Grammatical faults, except when 
compelled by prosody, are very rare.

No traces are seen, however, of blank verses (al-shiru ʿl-mursal), poetry in prose (al-shiru ʿl-manthûr) or any form of 
free verses (al-shiru ʿl-hurr or al-shiru ʿl-muṭlaq). While ʿUmar 
is not unacquainted with these modern verses, his failure to attempt 
using them might be due to many reasons: Apart from personal literary 
taste, most of these poetic forms were still in the making during the 
neo-classical and pre-romantic stages of modern Arabic poetry by 
which ʿUmar had mainly been influenced. It may be recalled here that 
there are up to five varieties of modern verse forms before the 
eventual emergence after World War II of the contemporary definite 
form described in chapter three. And this itself is yet to be 
finally codified and generally accepted. How then could ʿUmar have 
embarked on using these new poetic forms?

Traditional images, style and diction, generally predominate but 
there are frequent uses of words and images derived from modern 
secular thoughts, technological inventions and Western literary 
tradition. In certain cases, some of these images, by their secular 
and pagan orientation, have appeared to undermine Islamic traditional
teachings. Consider the use of the ancient Roman god and goddess of love, Venus and Cupid, as symbols in lines two and seven of the following amatory verses.

1. وَقَدَسَانَهُ بِالْفَحْضِ سَمَّىُ الْحَكَم
2. لَعِينَتُ مِنْ الْعَالِمِينَ لَمْ يَكْفِمَ
3. وَخَنْذَاءٌ لَّأَشْرِطَهُنَّ كَلَّذَا الْعَجْم
4. أَجْبَلَهُ قَدْ رَاوْقَتْ ذَلِكُ الْلَّسْتَم
5. وَيَبْتَغِي بَنَاءَ الْحَمْرِ الْفِوْقَ لاَ إِلَّاَ
6. تَمْنَىَ عَلَى الْلَّسْتَمِ يَمْتَدُّ دَائِمًا
7. نُشَاطِرْ قِبْلَتُ هُمْ العَظْمِ العَظْم
8. إِلَى عِشْ كَيْفِيْتُ- لَذَّكْ وَمَسْوَوٌ

In one of the series of elegies composed for his grandmother, Sauda, ‘Umar recalls the concept of transmigration of soul (al-tanāsukh) and wishes that the soul of her grandmother reincarnates. Being the underlying belief in the cult of the ancestral worship, this concept is redolent of paganism. Its use, like those of the pagan gods in the above verses, therefore, constitutes a literary innovation and a move towards secularising Arabic literature in Nigeria:
In another elegy for Sauda, the force of the calamity wrought by the event of her death was capable of blowing out Kilimanjaro (5895m), the highest mountain in Africa. At the same time, the heat of the fire erupting from the Etna volcano in Sicily is nothing before it. 'Umar would also want the figure of his grandmother shown in cinema and her voice relayed by phonograph. Along these modern images can also be seen the famous Islamic poetess, Tumādir bint ṬAmr (Al-Khansa') who, if she were Sauda's sister, would not have, even once, remembered her brother, ẓakhr, for whom she had composed her famous elegy. He then laments that human life is not under man's firm control and compares his grandmother's death with that of the medieval Islamic female saint, Rābiʿatu 'l-Cadawiyya. Like other Nigerian poets, 'Umar also includes a chronogrammatic verse in this elegy.39
In a panegyric composed for Waziri Junaid of Sokoto, 'Umar has also proceeded to praise him in a modern fashion after the opening verses which recalls the classical erotic prelude. Waziri for example, is no longer bahru 'I-cilm but a larger river than Missouri, a tributary of Mississippi, the longest river in the world. Mixing tradition with modernism in a balanced proportion, 'Umar compares to that of al-Jarîr, the poetic talent of the Waziri in admiration of which William Shakespeare himself would have clapped his hands. 40

Both Ḥāfīz Ibrāhîm and al-‘Aqqād whose influences on 'Umar are proverbial are known to have composed poems on wine but no such theme, obviously for religious tradition, exists in the Ḥadiqā. Boasting, where it exists as a sub-theme, like in those verses in which 'Umar was boasting of his ancestors, is openly denied for the same reason. Pride goeth before a fall. There are also traces in some of 'Umar's amatory verses, of satire, which suffers the same fate for the same reason. Consider the following few lines: 42

الآداب الأعداء موتو بقيقكم فلا يعتري مابيني هوىكم

1. ألا أيها الأعداء موت بقيقكم فلا يعتري مابيني هوىكم

2. يقولون هجأ أوفل لا كذ بشه نبيهؤاود إن نوى ذلك البسم
But 'Umar has broken through tradition to compose a successful love poem which tradition would normally have frowned upon as an abomination (faḥša'). There is no Taṣawwuf or Zuhdiyat as a theme but gnomic verses exist as sub-themes in didactic verses. Whether the themes are traditional or modern in content, it is important to note that they are generally distinguished by wealth of ideas, from the traditional monolithic compositions ruled mainly by şūfi ethos.

Among the modern themes decked in panegyric include Darwin's Theory of Evolution, William Shakespeare, Space Exploration and Muḥammad Āmaj's Reform in Egypt. Elegies have also been composed for George Bernard Shaw as well as for Taha Hussain. Technological inventions, the modern world crises namely, the World Wars and the search for peace, have all been described in verses. Reflecting his modern geographical and biological sciences, 'Umar has also discussed, in form of riddles, the effects of the revolution of the earth, its rotation and some aspects of unicellular organism and asexual reproduction.

A wealth of the knowledge of Western classics and Greek mythology are demonstrated in a number of didactic, gnomic and occasional themes. But a particular curious subject in 'Umar's erudition is Astronomy, which is likely to have been introduced to him by his great grandfather's work. In his Hadīqa, 'Umar has also
demonstrated this science by not less than ninety verses composed on the Halley's Comet. While most of these poetic themes are still lyrical in form, ʿUmar has also introduced a few narrative, along with descriptive verses. No attempt whatsoever has, however, been made to compose epic or drama verses. It is regrettable that only a few representative extracts of these themes can be displayed, within the scope of this thesis, in the following pages:

A. Panegyric

I. Shaikh Muhammad ʿAbduh (1849-1905)

A particular outstanding modern theme in the Ḥadīqa is the panegyric composed for Muḥammad ʿAbduh, one of the foremost modern Islamic reformers in Egypt. A typical traditional ode in form, diction and image, the significance of this panegyric to this study does not lie, certainly, in its literary appreciation. It is in the role of Muḥammad ʿAbduh which no serious study of modern Islam can afford to ignore. His presence as a theme in the Ḥadīqa must, therefore, be interpreted as the corner stone of its modern trend.

Born in 1849 under the full light of Muḥammad ʿAlī's modern reform in Egypt, Muḥammad ʿAbduh\(^43\) came to prominence in 1871 as a disciple of Jamālū ʿl-dīn al-Afghanī (d.1897). Both of them may be included among the founding Fathers of modern Islam. Al-Afghanī was famous for his bitterness over the European encroachment on the Ottoman Islamic Caliphate. Moving from Afghanistan to India and from India through Egypt to Constantinople, London, Paris and back to Turkey through Persia, he advocated unsuccessfully, for a world
Islamic State which he thought might check the growing European expansionist foreign policy.  

Influenced by al-Afghānī, Muḥammad ʿAbduh had also begun to write articles in al-Ahrām, criticising the Turco-Circassian rule and its British ally in the 1870s in Egypt. He was, therefore, accused of complicity in the ʿUrābī nationalist revolt in 1882. He was arrested, imprisoned, maltreated and sentenced to exile for some three years. While in exile in 1884, he joined forces with his mentor, al-Afghānī, in Paris to launch, for over eight months, an anti-British and pan-Islamic political propaganda through a magazine, al-ʿUrwaṭuʿl-wuthqā, which the British government did not allow entry into Egypt.

Between 1888 when he returned to Egypt and 1905 when he died, Muḥammad ʿAbduh occupied a series of public posts through which he was able to carry out his Islamic reform at various levels. In 1888 he was made a judge in the Native Tribunals from which he was promoted, the following year, to the Mufti of Egypt. In this capacity, he was able to interpret the Sharīʿa in the light of modern thought. A member of the Egyptian Legislative Council, and for ten years, a prominent membe of the Administrative Council for al-Azhar, he was able to introduce modern secular subjects which eventually transformed the ancient Islamic Seminary. In addition to his various articles in al-Ahrām, his editorial contributions to al-ʿUrwaṭuʿl-wuthqā, and the first Egyptian Government Gazette, al-waqāʿiʿ al-miṣriyya, Muḥammad ʿAbduh’s ideas are contained in a special periodical, al-Manār, launched in 1897 by his principal
disciple, Rashīd Riḍā (d.1935) who also wrote three volumes of his biography. He also left a number of works including his famous Risālatu 'l-tawḥīd and an interpretation of the Qurʾān in the light of modern thoughts, jointly written by Rashīd Riḍā.46

The leading ideas of his reform movement, which have continued to reverberate throughout the length and breadth of modern Islamic world as summarised by Professor Gibb include: the purification of Islam from corrupting influences and practices generally held to have been introduced by Sufism and the Ottoman Empire; the reformation of Muslim higher education; the reformation of Islamic doctrine in the light of modern thought, and the defence of Islam against European influences and Christian attacks.47 Unlike Taha Hussain, however, his literary contributions are generally overshadowed by his religious reform. For this reason, he is remembered today as the fourteenth-century (AH) Islamic reformer, by popular tradition. He has, therefore, according to ʿUmar in his panegyric, come in fulfilment of that Prophetic tradition when the community of the Prophet were in a deep slumber from which he woke them up. Reconciling revelation with reason, he revived, like the son of Mary, the corpses of the Muslims and strengthened their will:48

1. قال النبي أحمد
   في مائة مجد
2. ينزع ملك قريش
   ومصلح لتهتردوا
3. أيما محمد عمد قوم
   فأنت أنت القائد
4. وفقته بين الدين والد
   عقل استقام الأورد
In 1859, Sir Charles Darwin published his revolutionary works, *The Origin of Species*, and in 1871, *The Descent of Man*, in which he applied his Theory of Evolution to the origin of man. Human being, according to Darwin, has descended from the same stock as the old world monkeys of which the primates—gorilla and the chimpanzee—are living examples.\(^{49}\) This idea appears to contradict both the Biblical and Qur'ānic concept of creation of the first man from mud.\(^{50}\) The theory has, therefore, remained anathema, even in Western culture especially to the religious men.

After it had generated a storm of controversy in Western world, Darwin's theory was diffused to the Arab world where it became popular through *al-muqtataf*, one of the pioneer educational journals founded in 1876 by two lecturers from the Syrian Protestant College, now the American University of Beirut.\(^{51}\) Its early exponents in the Arab world, not unexpectedly had, therefore, been among the Christians of whom the Lebanese Dr Shibli Shumayyil (d.1917) and the Coptic Salāma Mūsā (d.1958) may be mentioned. With the introduction of Western education in Nigeria and the contact with modern Arab world, this theory has also gained currency among some Nigerian scholars.
who have reacted, not surprisingly, against it. 52

'Umar, however, does not see any contradiction between this theory and that of the Qur'an which, according to him, has not come to teach Biology. It is important to point out here that his adherence to Darwinism is not owed to any Arab Muslim writers, none of whom has adhered to this doctrine. 'Umar also informed me that he was not influenced by either Shumayyil or Salāmā Mūsā and that his source has remained the two Darwin's works above mentioned. To 'Umar, therefore, Darwin is a messenger sent to the whole universe with revelations extended to him by nature. And quite unlike the Qur'an, no verses of Darwin's messages have been abrogated; so whoever among creatures fails to obey them is doomed to perish.

العَلَامَةُ الطَّبِيعِيُّ دَروِين

1 TEDROIN قد بلَّغت في نار السالِه

2 ت堤عُه электها والبي، والجم

3 وصدقة الأجسام والعم، والدم

4 ونبلتنا حوله في الأرض مثَّم

5 فيديهن بها إنس وطير وأنعم

6 بتصديقه فما يقول ومنجم

7 وهنئ ليما بالشاعرة تواترت

8 كذلك النباتات الثوابت بيننا

9 وماكرت بالله منه هيا كل

10 "فرتقلكم" أصل لا نواح حينا

11 ومانقوها أضعافها تتسم
iii. William Shakespeare (1564-1616)

Since no contemporary world literature including Arabic has been able
to dispense with European classics and modern literature, the
inclusion of Shakespeare as a theme in the Hadiqa should be considered
another corner stone of its modern trend. 'Umar's elegy for George
Bernard Shaw as well as most of his knowledge of the classical
history and Greek mythology displayed in his didactic verses should
also be seen in the same light. As discussed in chapter three,
modern Arabic poetry cannot be fully understood without some basic
knowledge of Western classics and modern literature. Finding himself
in this situation, 'Umar must have been encouraged to plunge into these
European subjects by his craving for knowledge in abundance. He could
also have dabbled into cultivating the works of such European romantic
writers as Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley or Byron if only he had been encouraged. Coming as it is from a Qādī without a formal university degree, this introduction of Shakespeare into Nigerian poetry should be commended as a literary revolution.

A son of an alderman, John Shakespeare, William was born in 1564 in Stratford-upon-Avon where he attended a grammar or free school. He could not proceed to university like most of his contemporary Elizabethan dramatists. He is, therefore, variously reported to have been apprenticed to a butcher or served as an attorney's clerk. About the age of eighteen, he got married to the twenty-six-year old Anne Hathaway who bore him three children. Described by one writer as a social failure in his home town, William abandoned his wife and three children for London in search of fortune.

As a young man, William was acquainted in Stratford with different theatrical performances by itinerant troupes for most of which his father, as a Bailiff, had acted as patron. On his arrival in London in 1592, he joined the Globe Theatre, one of the leading playhouses where he remained as an actor and a playwright until 1611 when he retired to Stratford. He died in 1616 and was buried in the Chancel of Stratford Church where his tomb was visited by ‘Umar in 1961.

'An outstanding figure in the history of English literature - and possibly of the world', William Shakespeare wrote thirty-seven plays most of which have been translated into various world languages. His deep understanding of mankind is generally held to have immortalized his masterpieces which, like the Holy Scriptures, have continued to fire the imagination of their readers across the
ages. In his famous tribute to him, his friend and contemporary writer, Ben Jonson says 'he was not of an age, but for all time'. Although William has written both comedy and tragedy in prose and verses, he is famous for his tragedies which are often considered the culmination of the tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides. His *Hamlet*, *Othello*, *Macbeth*, and *King Lear*, in particular, are considered the four greatest tragedies in the world.

Having read his complete works for no less than seventeen times, 'Umar compares their taste to mango which, to him, is the sweetest fruit in Nigeria. He praises the genius of these literary masterpieces, ten of which he mentions 'not because the others are inferior'. Eulogising his peerlessness, 'Umar contends that William Shakespeare is not a pride only for the English but for mankind in general. And should the inhabitants of the outer space braggingly attempt to claim any superiority over the inhabitants of this earth, his poetry alone would have restrained their haughtiness. Read the following extract to hear more of what 'Umar has to say about Shakespeare:

شَكِّسِبِير

1. كتابات من نحوهُ أم هو الشهدام نهر
2. يدرك فتَّي اللَّدِّ مانشاته سكر
3. أم الوعي وعي العقل كالبكر ترة
4. وسخسر كلاماً غاصه السكر
5. وتكسب من مشغامة حكامة
6. وتغلب كل القارئيه حلولاً
7. وتبس أن الشعر دفاق نَتْهَر
8. وتقلب لابشر فاته النثر
iv. Space Exploration

One of the outstanding scientific achievements of our time has been the space exploration which culminated in the landing of the American Astronauts on the moon in 1969. Like any other person, 'Umar was sufficiently inspired by this feat to the extent that his poetic muses, after nine years of hibernation, became active once again:64
Why wouldn’t the July event of this year, being the greatest technological accomplishment of man so far kindle the dullness of poetic feelings? But put aside the kindling of the dullness (of the feelings). I am inclined to think that this marvellous technological feat is capable of reviving the dead or generate feelings from where none had existed.

These are the feelings of ʿUmar when he began to compose his single acrostic panegyric verses in al-mutaqārib to spell out the names of the three Astronauts to whom they are dedicated.

Apart from the secular importance of its subject matter which, like Darwinism, has been declared anathema by some Nigerian Malams, the circumstances surrounding its composition is also a modern trend. It established that ʿUmar is not among the prosodist-versifiers described by al-ʿAqqād; he does not compose simply because he must do so to exhibit his craft of ʿarūḍ and qāfiya. Neither does he compose in imitation of a master, a departure from Nigerian literary tradition. Not unexpectedly, however, this brilliant innovation has been presented in acrostic form, a medieval style disparaged by Nuʿaima as a verbal acrobatic feat. The following verses dedicated to Neil Armstrong give the taste of the rest of the acrostic verses:
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نيل أرمسترونغ
1 - نزلت انتزت بسطح القمر وعاد المتظاهر
2 - يليق بنا أن نقوم احتراماً لـ(نيل) شرفتها من شرف
3 - فباهباق به وافتخر تخر
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3 - فباهباق به وافتخر تخر
Two other significant compositions in the Hadîqa include the elegies for Taha Hussain and Bernard Shaw, two literary celebrities in both modern Arabic and English literatures. The pre-eminence of Taha Hussain in modern Arabic literature is comparable to that of Muḥammad Ḥabīb in modern Islam. No serious study of modern Arabic literature, therefore, can equally afford to omit his contributions. He was the Professor of Arabic literature and Dean of Arts at the most psychological period when Arabic literature was at the crossroad as discussed in chapter three.

Taha Hussain was born in 1889 two years after which he lost his sight to ophthalmia. After his Qur'ānic education in the village
kuttāb, he attended al-Azhar which was still permeated by medieval literary tradition. Dissatisfied with al-Azhar's scholarship tradition, he studied French and enrolled in the European staffed modern Egyptian University. Here in 1914, he obtained his first degree having submitted a dissertation on Abū’l-Clinton. In 1915, he proceeded, on scholarship, to France where he enrolled for his higher studies at Sorbonne University. He studied Classics, History, French literature and literary criticism with a doctoral thesis on the Social Philosophy of Ibn Khaldūn.

From 1919 when he returned to Egypt until his death in 1973, he was virtually at the centre of all literary and academic movements. He was first appointed the Professor of Classical History and Literature, a course he considered the basis for the European literary culture. In 1925, he was transferred to the Professorship of Arabic literature from which, four years later, he rose to the Dean of Arts. Meanwhile, he had also become the literary editor of al-Siyāsa, a political newspaper founded in 1922 by a newly formed Constitutional Party of which he was a member. During World War II, he was appointed a top Administrative Officer in the Ministry of Education and from 1950 until Ābdu ’l-Nāṣir’s revolution in 1952, he was the Minister of Education under the Wafd party.

In addition to his educational reform at all levels including his role in founding the University of Alexandria, the first Rector of which he became, the versatility of his literary productions, like that of al-Aqqād, is simply overwhelming. They include translations into and from French works and literature in particular, editorial
reviews and writing of literary essays most of which were later compiled into volumes such as the Ḥadīthu 'l-ʿarbi ḍā and Ḥāfiẓ wa Shawqī. He also wrote short stories, historical novels, autobiography, social and political works, most of which are ruled by his critical thoughts for which he is best known.

His criticism of Arabic literary tradition began with his study of Abū l-ʿAlāʾ in the introduction of which he attacks the methods of teaching Arabic literature in Egypt. His autobiography is also full of criticism of the Kuttāb and the Shaikhs of al-Azhar. In 1926 this criticism climaxed in a work, Fiʿl-shīrī ʿl-Jāhili. Applying historical, linguistic and all the logic and scepticism of Rene Descartes, he was able to prove that most of the pre-Islamic Arabic poetry were forged by the early Muslims.

...وأول شيء أفبحوه فيه هنا الحديث هو أن شكلت في قيمة الشعر البابلاني والجاهل في الشكل، أو قل ألغى على الشكل، فاخترت أثبت وأفكر وأقرأ وأتبذر، حتى انتهى إلى هذا كله إلى شيء، إلا يكين يفينا فهم قريب من اليقين. ذلك أن الكثرة المطلقة مانسماه شعراء جاهلية ليست من الجاهلية فشيء، وإنما هي منحلة مختلفة بعد ظهور الإسلام، فهي إسلامية مماجحاة للملصمين وميولهم وأهوائهم أكثر مما لماجحاة للجاهليين... ولا يسعون أن أعلن إلقاء وإلقاء غيرك من القراء أن ما شارئه على أنه شعراء مريض قين.
A threat to the authenticity of the whole Arabic-Islamic literary tradition as it were, this book was violently criticized by the Shaikhs. As the result of this criticism it was withdrawn from circulation, reviewed, and republished as Fi 'l-'adabi 'l-Jāhili in 1927 with its critical orientation. Some of his critical views on the Arabic literary theory are common references in this study. On the first anniversary of his death, Shaikh Umar, through his friend, Honuna Musa, the then Nigerian Ambassador in Cairo, was invited by the Egyptian Ministry of Culture to participate in the celebration. The following extract is taken from the elegy he presented on the occasion:

1. لا يُجِّرُنُ الْعَرَى الْكَبِيرَةَ دَاوْرٌ
2. وَلَوْ صَبَّ مِنْ مِحْرَاءِ مُيْثِلَ الْبَيْضَاءَ
3. وَإِنْ رُوِّضَ الْآدَابَ أَنْوَاعًا أَطْيَرًا
4. وَلَوْ كَانَ ذَا عِلْمٍ كُبْرَى كَثَّرَهُ نَا
5. فِيَنْتَ أَنْوِرَكَاهُ مُصْرِرًا
6. إِنْ أَيَا مُوتُ مَاهِدَا التَّنَافِسْ بِهِنَا

C. Descriptive Verses

Most of the subjects described by 'Umar are related to climatic disasters, modern world wars, technological inventions and discoveries. He also describes Kano which he calls the Paris of Hausaland. Atomic bomb, Telescope, Cinematography and a Wrist-watch which he then calls al-‘uṣṭurlāb (astrolabe) have all been described. The following extracts are given from his poems on Cinematography, Kano and the Contemporary World Crises.

 afect عالم الأرواح تعبد موازا نورا
وآذابه الأرواح لم تفسن الذكر
في موجهها شرحًا ووضعهانشرا
ويتجأون ألوان جدث لآباؤنا
أثنم عصورنا ملهمة عندنا
لذات برزخ الأمور تبتستنغي
فإن صارت في الورى طال الدهر
فلم تزدهر لازم قبولا وزرا

أفلت نهان مصر فأذأدت عاب

سمنغرايف

حبيبتي تم فلندهب تيتار
وتذكرة نبتؤاج هاك المغاني
خففها إنز عرائ الأحلام حين ملأنا
منظمة تقرر إليها المآتيا
سلاذارك في الروؤيا الملمد وليويا
وغير هذين قطتم لتساوايا
كنثيراً في النوم حول عيونهم
فليس نومهم زارعّاجارياً
وطرامي السديان القتال تسوقهم
تراه إذا ما فقاه بالقول روايا
وكم بعثت من مات من بين عشر
أرادت يكون في خبر قبل ناوبا
وكبسطت أبطال موتئميت
ومستقبل قد جعلته وأحذرت
أمامك أو ترى هناك دانية
فتهرى إلى الليافات من ظلا رائيا
وتلبس إن شئت ثياباً مد رأس
فاضكتنا وأكلص رضايا
وكثرت في ثوابها وهازل
بكر لبست ثوب الله أحد أماننا
تصيرّجبان بالمحافل شاكيلا
أتيتهاالطرقات في النوم مالكين
أنايماً وللضية في النوم ملاكين
عهدت بالأحلام إن زارميتك
وينيكم يكتب بعض بعضاً فينما
وكم معنا الأحلام ما كان واحياً
يد صافٍها أو أذبّينها
فأصبه رغماً جلال صبرياً
وأحسنت تصوير للفنانين اشترولاً
فهست لفرط للب لرقال رتبها
أريدجنيهات يقولون لهنها
إذا قوتت إنسانٌ عينٌ نهاتية
يسيرون نحو الباب بعد إفادة
يكلم هنادك في حسن حلمه
وفعله يشكر: لقد ضاع مالاً

مدينة كانو

(أباريس) هوبساليك السلام
أعزى العقادات شوقاً إلى
معالمك الغرَّ لا معة
ونض بينها المسجد الفاخر
ومأذنة طولات إذ بدت
وكتبها ضد حکي البرية
وسعادة أشتهت (بُغْ بَنِ)
وببت الفشاف بأشعة (رَيْ)
ونظر (ذاَل) مكة الأهرام
(شامْر) بالعصر (هيِّرْكْ)
الآذِل وجهه غريب كـ
فذلك قلب شراعته
(أَرْكُر) في النجارة (كَوْسِّت هُنَاكِ)
iii. The World Crises

The following poem in *al-Kāmil al-majzuʾ* (trimeter catalectic) was composed after World War II when the tension between East and West was very high. It can be divided roughly into four sections each of them dealing with similar crises of our time. The first eight lines describe some of the sophisticated modern weapons with examples of their destructive potentialities as demonstrated in World War II. The next section (lines 9-14) describes natural disasters while the last verses lament the various abortive efforts being made by the UNO towards achieving world peace. An appeal is finally made to the Earth to grant mankind peace before we are compelled to move to another planet in search of peace.
يا هذه الدنيا، هل من سلام!

1. تهدئ بنك طريق الخير
2. خنثوا الأمصار بالْجُمر
3. دبابة ومدفع ترى
4. عميق البحر مثير الشوق
5. حكم البروة في البشر
6. إذا استقر نهية الأمر
7. عين آبى بهابلا أثر
8. صارت لسوة النجاح في ضرفة
9. فيسوق آلافا إلى قبر
10. تنشئ من أرض لبنان جنر
11. هم ماحلية بالنسر
12. أو أغرقت سفنا إلى القطر
13. مصر يبدد شيا للفلسطين
14. العرب في حي وغيب السحر
15. حب السلام بأنفس السحر
16. أمم السلام رفاءنا الدور
17. منها وما دهوب سوي شجر
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يا هذه الدنيا، هل من سلام!
D. Amatory Verse

Love, like boasting, satire and wine poems, except in mechanical imitation of the pre-Islamic erotic prelude, are traditionally frowned upon in Islamic Nigeria. It is an abomination. Only the Shaikh of Bornu, el-Kanami, in his characteristic liberal attitude to Islam, had composed a true love poem. In this context, the love poetry of Umar may be seen as a thematic innovation inspired by secular thoughts. It is indeed the only worthy example of love poem in the twentieth century Nigerian Arabic literature cited by Professor Galadanci in his work. But traces of Islamic tradition can be seen displayed in the use of male, instead of female pronouns for the poet's real or imaginary lover. These love poems exist in the Ḥadīqa under different titles such as sawt mina 'l-watīn (Voice from the Heart), al-ḥabīb (Sweetheart) and al-kawn mawāt lawlā 'l-ḥubb (The Universe without Love is Lifeless) from which the following extracts are given.

Like its theme which constitutes a departure from traditionalism,
the following verses in al-ramal are also arranged in non-traditional strophic form, al-muwashshahāt. It is characterised by a partial refrain constantly rhyming in al-bā at the end of each stanza throughout the poem. The language, images, and style of this composition also constitute, to a large extent, literary innovations in Nigerian Arabic-Islamic literature. There are a number of expressive or complex metaphors, sometimes with dramatic appeal, some of which, apart from being unknown in Nigeria traditional verses, would have been considered too sacrilegious.

The complex metaphor employed in stanza B, for example, is derived from the secular knowledge of water-cycle. The third stanza (C) also ends with a refrain in which the word tayf occurs as a kināya. This use of 'ghost' (tayf) instead of rūh (spirit) is not traditional because of its pagan connotations. It can be traced, like the use of Greek mythology, above indicated, to the influences on ʿUmar of Shakespeare. Another expressive image is employed in the fourth stanza (D) in which al-talmiḥ is made to Islamic mythology and eschatology. The main portal of the paradise, bābu ʿl-salām, is used here to symbolise the mouth of the lover, portrayed as al-Riḍwān, the portal's guard, who eventually opened the gate of 'the poet's desire'. The dramatic transmutation of the poet to ʿAdam with no tree before him is also an implicit metaphor suggesting that the poet's desire, the gate of which is opened in the previous line, is likely to be the forbidden apple.93

ʿUmar proceeds to declare in the fifth stanza (E) that love is an ordinance from God, for which purpose, He has made the heart so tender.
The most righteous person, therefore, is the one who fulfils the ordinance of love, the failure to fulfil which is the worst sin. This is true with the plants, birds and even monsters which, if one is not afraid to watch, according to ʿUmar (line 24) one is sure to behold love with one's naked eyes (Stanza F). Finally is the talmīḥ made in the last stanza (H) to the battle of Badr (624 AD) with all the significance attached to it in the history of Islam: ʿUmar portrays himself here as a truth-bearer (ṣiddīq) and a believer (muʾmin) in the religion of love. He is also a martyr on the battles of love, which he considers not less decisive than al-Badr. He has, indeed, been enticed here (in his own Badr of love) to taste death in silence by the hidden comfort in Heaven, which he believes will be extended to him like other true martyrs of al-Badr:

لاكون موات لولا الحب

ياحببي ياحبيبي أصغ سمعا للحب

هل أتاك اليوم أنت صرعت عظما في الشعار
ذهب التاج خشارة صاعدان من حرنار
ماثلا فوق سفابا لا أرى ضوء النها را
وهولابينزل مطرلا أو يراك بحبارا
ياحببي ياحبيبي هلتبال بحبيبي
إن يطل صدّاك عتى
أختفى عنك ولا تتثى
سمي من بعد كلامي
إن تشاذا ذاك وأخشى
قلت إنعم بسلام
طيفلك اليوم طبيبي
ياهبيبي ياهبيبي

كنت أرجوالنور لمـا
واريت النور حول
قاربه باب السلام
فاقت جوا باب مراحي
آه! لا شجر امائي
جئت بالإمدراجيب
ياهبيبي ياهبيبي

إنا لما لعب باً مراولر...رب فلتات نعائي
لوا أاعذك لصاغ الـ مقلب وقت العشق آبـ
بل ترا وفـق صوغ الرـب للأحباب عاسق
 فأبر الناس معطي الـ حب حقاً ثم فائق
ياهبيبي ياهبيبي
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لا رأى ما قيل فيه من
وشهيداً في الحروب
من نعيم في جنات
لشكر الصلحاء كأن
أريد القبلة أكن
في ما بين المستطاب

مأكول كالسلسلة
أشغلى وحيات
وكأين من عليل
الحب أحيي من سيل
أحني عما قريب

والسأال الأشجار عن أز
هارها من فوق غصن
هاجها حين تغني
ورقي الوحش ولا تفي
واسأل المنكر في اللب
يا حبيبي يا حبيبي

قرن فاك خليلى
أسكن غيرا التليل
وكان من قتيل
ما له في الروح - لو لا
يا حبيبي يا حبيبي
E. Riddles
A rather didactic but interesting theme is ʿUmar's exposition of the practical effects of the earth's revolution and rotation, with a number of biological teachings. The literary importance of this theme lies in its presentation as a riddle since the modern scientific knowledge displayed here may, in Islamic Nigeria still be marvelled at, suspected, denied, or even condemned for their non-conformity with the teachings of the Holy Scripture. Their novelty or heterodoxy, is portrayed by ʿUmār in the poem's matla: The riddles are described as Islamic legal questions (al-fatawā) in answer to which none of the contemporary Shaikhs could give (marry) him a single word (daughter). The questions are asked in al-Basīt while the answers, which retain the traditional opening doxology, are al-Rajaz:

الأحاجي

1. ما زوجته يدورة الشيخ لها
2. فائِنْ يَزَهِبُ السُّنَّةُ إِنَّ ذَا
3. خلف جنوب بلا قصد لمعرفة
4. كلاً يمين جنوب واليساراً
5. كيف يمتدن نُشْتُفَسُوتُ بِهِ
6. والنصف دمان أوراليوم مكانتهُ؟
7. مؤخراً غدرجراً بالغروب إذا
8. أصبحت في السَّبَت مِنْ خِلَالِ الغروب إذا؟
أجوبة الأحاي

الله الذي قد علم

بنضله الحليم أساذاً ما

فخلقه لنعائه الجبار

التهاً الشتاء للترحال

إلى البنوب دائمًا المرة

سابقًا والسنة كالأعادة

صارت جهات تغض البنوب

ولم يمد شرقًا ولا غربًا ولا

خارقة والغرب للبنوب عرماً

إن شئت أن بندت في نهار

أطلوري باذنباً إلى (تغويماً)

إن له بعد (تانو تبونا)

وكتش ده التفسير فعلاً تلقى

بالسيرين غرب سريحاً شرقًا

بجبدها لعندذاً اقتصر

الوثب من يوي ليوم نال

وصيب كاتباً بالطيران (أسلمًا)

عمر وسيام بعد ارتحال

شرق وغرب خطها (الخليج)

كون نفوذ (فرائي)
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الوثب من يوي ليوم نال

وصيب كاتباً بالطيران (أسلمًا)

عمر وسيام بعد ارتحال

شرق وغرب خطها (الخليج)

كون نفوذ (فرائي)
B. Literary Prose

As far as modern literary prose genres are concerned, the overwhelming medieval literary tradition and contemporary political culture have not encouraged 'Umar to make any remarkable contribution. Apparently confined to religious sectors, Arabic in Nigeria has been excluded from such modern literary developments as translation and journalism which were directed to the various national languages. Prose diction has, therefore, remained essentially Qur'ānic to the extent that most Nigerian traditional Arabic scholars cannot understand modern Arabic newspapers and magazines. Thanks to the modern Arabic schools and similar modernizing currents discussed in the last chapter, by virtue of which modern literary Arabic prose has been known at all in Nigeria. Apart from translations into Arabic of some Yoruba folk
narratives, creative writing in prose is generally unknown.

In addition to the general political culture, the medieval attitude towards fiction or imaginative writing as a frivolous exercise is still in vogue. It has remained so impregnable that ʿUmar could not break through despite the influences on him of Shawqi, Hāfiz and al-ʿAqqād, not to mention Shakespeare and Bernard Shaw. But a particularly discouraging factor for not only ʿUmar but any potential creative writer in Arabic is perhaps the question of readership even if such works are produced. ʿUmar has not, therefore, attempted to translate or adapt into Arabic, any English or even modern Hausa prose writings. Neither has he embarked on writing short stories, let alone novels or plays. His literary prose compositions do not even extend to the revival of all the four traditional genres identified in the last chapter some of which he has done in verses. Indisputably, ʿUmar is a poet, not a prose writer.

Only two major prose genres, an address and modern essay both of them rooted in classical tradition have been identified in his compositions. Yet, these two genres to certain extent, constitute a departure from tradition. Public address, hitherto confined to mosques as sermons, has been brought out and given a secular orientation. The medieval religious treatise has similarly been supplanted by modern essay in which secular subjects are discussed. But true to a typical neo-classical writer, ʿUmar has found no sufficient literary aesthetic in ordinary prose which, of course in Nigeria, is generally associated with didactic works. He has, therefore, been impelled to write most of his addresses in rhymed prose which in itself is an innovation. As mentioned in chapters one and two, rhymed
prose had hitherto been puritanically restricted to supernatural communications.

In all, three different addresses to his colleagues while in school and six modern essays, three of them outside the Hadīqa, have been written by 'Umar. Traditonal or modern, the contents of these prose works are intended to be didactic but they all have some stylistic pretensions to literary aesthetics. Essays include a religious polemic, al-Qur'ān: Lā zā'īd wa lā Nāqīṣ (The Qur'ān: No More No Less) which constitutes a modern attack on the traditional interpretation of a popular Qur'ānic verse on fasting. A similar revolutionary essay, al-Kashf fī 'al-madārisi 'l-ahliyya (Paralysis in Traditional Schools) is also an attack on medieval Arabic-Islamic education which 'Umar would want modernized in Nigeria.

The third of these iconoclastic essays which are not included in the Hadīqa is also an attack on polygamy. Presented in form of a dialogue which intensifies its liveliness, this essay on a popular controversial theme in modern Islam probably has a better literary claim. Under the title, Ayyuhumā 'āsad: Sahib zawja aw sāhib akthar (Which of Them is Happier: a Monogamist or a Polygamist?), the essay is written in simple modern prose with verbal embellishments. It also includes quotations from al-Cāqqād's verses on Ayna 'l-sa'āda.112

'Umar also wrote an essay on Democracy (al-dīmuqrāṭiyya) which, like most Muslim modernists, he has attempted to reconcile with the early Medina Theocracy. The last essay in this series is entitled al-yawm ya'tī marra thumma lā ya'ūd (Opportunity (Day): Comes But Once). Discussing the value of time and its fleetness, the two-page
essay laments the short span of human life which does not allow him to complete most of his progressive projects. Its literary claim includes its dramatic opening sentence in imitation of the Holy Book: Compare

\[
\text{المرارة وما المدرفة وما أدرك مالمرارة} \ldots
\]

with the following first three verses of \textit{sūratu 'I-qāri} (chapter 101)

\[
\text{القارة مالفقارة وما أدرك مالفقارة} \ldots
\]

i. Rhymed Prose

The next three essays are of greater stylistic and thematic pretensions to literary aesthetics. Apart from being \textit{al-khitāba}, a popular traditional literary genre, they are written virtually in rhymed prose. The prose diction, and the style employed, not surprisingly, are favourably comparable to that used by al-Muwailih in his \textit{Hadīth CIsā ibn Hishām}. Indeed, it may be compared generally to the neo-classical prose style above described such as employed by Ḥāfīz Ibrāhīm in his \textit{Layālī Sātīh} or Shawqī in his \textit{Riwayāt CAdhrā'} al-Hind. An inaugural lecture on the launching of a school club in 1941 and two valedictory addresses in 1942 and 1943, these themes in themselves are far from being imaginative essays. But 'Umar, an artist, has managed to weave into their warp and woof some sensational silk and woolen threads.
Two of these essays open with similar traditional doxology in rhymed prose, the style which is maintained throughout the passages. Here is the opening paragraphs of one of them:

The spirit of traditionalism expressed through affectation (al-takalluf) and studied display of rhyming phrases are undisguised in this essay. It has been indicated by Professor Shehu Galadanci in his study of the work. But behind this affectation can be seen displayed the eloquence of ʿUmar, blending tradition with modernism in a style which is by no means inferior to any of the neo-classical Arab writers. Considered as an oration, its declamatory tone is similar to those employed by such Arab reformers as ʿAbduh or Saʿd Zaghlūl. Such style, according to Taha Hussain, is not free from the traditional studied features. Advo}
in one of his valedictory speeches, 'Umar had delivered the following cadencies:

في نذري أن أرى وطن العظيم وراو الصوف، ويتمدّد خطوة من بريد الوقوف. وأنا بنى ديني العظيم في جميع أنحاء العالم. بروز النقل في قبلي لا يأتي من الغرب، حتى صارت قدّموهم ببطء رغم عددهم وتعداد أجناسهم.

لا يمكن الطريق التي تذهب هذه العادات المشهورة وتشير الإمكانيات الطيبة والفرافات المدرسة. هي أن نتخذ المزيد الكثير، فهي أفخم سلسلة أراد الرقي والحضار لازالت درسة حين دوحة هذه الشهيرة، وتشير هذه الثورة. ومنبع ذلك الماء العذب، وجعل المضار التي هي أرح من الأب، خلف أحد المدرسين. ونستدرك الفائز. وراء هذا موضوع في أيدي الأجانب. أن تقوم بواجب خبرن أن يجعله في بدي صاحب. ما حالف جلدك مثل طرف بك تحسين نفسك جميع أمرك. ولن تجد في بنائها اجتهاد أي واقع العصر ونتقد انطلاق مصراً لم يدرك الزالع ظل أو الضعيف. وركب الدراجة مساحة الطيار السريع. لكن: بمحاكاة الكربم تعود منهم. وبالإمكانيات لهم استمروا فيهم. فإن المدرسة توزع ولدها، وترفع بلدها. ولدها يعلو على من لم يكن منها. والأمة تنوق الأمم يقدر كثرة تراها.
The last essay entitled Yawmu 'l-mawlid 'l-nabi bi Zāriya (The Prophet's Birthday in Zaria) may be considered a biographical apologetics of Prophet Muḥammad and the spread of Islam. It is particularly interesting as a wave in Nigeria of the main current of religious theme in modern Arabic literature. After the contact of the Islamic world with the West, the various religious criticism in Egypt against Islam by the orientalists had eventually narrowed down to the relationship between Islam and Christianity, the concept of prophethood in Islam, and its propagation according to its critics, by 'sword and fire'. Prophet Muḥammad was accused, among other things, of being an impostor, propagating his religion with the Qur'ān in his left hand, the sword in the right.

In defence of these and similar charges against Islam, the modern Arab literary men had embarked on a reconstruction of the history of Islam including of course, the Prophet's biography in the light of modern thought. Neo-classical poets such as Aḥmad Shawqī and Māhīd al-Bārūdī had also been inspired by al-Burda and similar medieval Prophetic panegyrics to compose their modern versions in defence of Islam and its Prophet. It is not, therefore, surprising to see ʿUmar who has been influenced by these Arab writers, defending, tooth and nail, the use of sword by the Prophet, in Islamic Nigeria of 1955.

Written in ordinary prose interspersed with rhyming phrases, this essay is prefaced by the Maṭlaʾ of Shawqī's al-hamziyyatu 'l-nabawiyya. It then proceeds to describe the social, economic, political and religious 'darkness' of the pre-Islamic Arabia, nay,
of the whole Mediterranean world. It was on this jāhiliyya that the
divine light embodied in Prophet Muḥammad had descended in Arabia
from where it radiated to the rest of the world. But ʿUmar has always
blocked his ears with his fingers whenever he heard the Prophet's
enemies saying that he had spread his religion by sword. 'This', he
concludes, 'is ignorance, delusion and sophistry'. He then turns to
the Prophet and asks him rhetorically:

أيّ دعوة أبا بكر! أيّ دعوت بل لا! أيّ
دعوت عثمان! فلست أنيّ دعوت كلّ من أهمنا قبل
الهجرة وأهل المدينة قبل وبعد الهجرة؟ ألبست بوعظ
وجّهّ عقليّة؟ السنت مكتبت سنوات لا تقل عن عشرة تدعو
الناس إلى دين الله خصِّفْتُ كأنّم عقل سليم وطغّي وشاهناً
... دعوت سليم... 

Quoting more verses from both al-hamziyya and Nahju ’l-burda of
Shawqī to buttress his view, ʿUmar concludes with complaints to the
Prophet that his community after him, has turned his sunna upside
down.

In addition to the occasional use of traditional badīʿiyāt, and
the frequent quotations from the known and the unknown verses, the
main literary excellence of this essay includes its pretension to
dramatic appeal. This feature is expressed in the writer's attempt
to involve himself and his readers as both eyewitnesses and participants
in the historical events he was narrating:

Another literary feature of this essay is the use of ejaculatory or forensic style which gradually climaxes in a rhythmic repetition that recalls the familiar style of Taha Hussain. Note for example in the following two extracts, the recurrence of the two words, 'fāsida' in the first and 'idhā' in the second:

A
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE

1 see: A Abubakar, op cit, pp.295-7 for some of his works.

2 Says: أولاً، فقد فتحني بعضهم بإزالة لنا وأجر بناء مع

3 'Umar Ibrahim, Hadīqatu 'l-azhār (MSS), pp.20-21 to be henceforth referred to simply as the Hadīqa. This poem is in al-mutaqarib.

4 Ibid, pp.337-8. The verses are in al-tawīl. Line 2 of this extract is borrowed from Imru'u 'l-Qais for which reason, 'Umar has put it in parenthesis.

5 In addition to what he told me, most of the views expressed here are contained in two unpublished articles written in English by 'Umar: "The Twentieth Century" and "Are women in Islam Permitted to be Active Politicians?"

6 cf. Muhammad Iqbal, Six Lectures on the Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam (Lahore, 1930), p.33 says: "Religion is not Physics or Chemistry seeking an explanation of nature in terms of causation".

7 The Qur'an, 2:189.

8 Ibid, 2:222.

9 Ibid, 18:83-6 for whom, Alexander the Great (356-23 BC) is often suggested.

10 Ibid, 7:103ff. Rameses II (1300-1234 BC) has also been suggested by some opinions. See also: Exodus 1, ii.


12 Muhammad Iqbal, op cit, p.231 holds a contrary view; but see: Abū Naṣr al-Farābī, Arāf u'allī 'l-madinatī 'l-fādalā, ed, A Nādir (Beirut, 1959) for a philosophical exposition of an ideal Islamic state inspired by the Plato's Republic.

13 A M al-`Aqqād, Diwanu `l-`Aqqād (Cairo, 1928), p.17.

14 The Hadīqa, pp.250-59.

15 In addition to its distinctive features such as the place and number of the dots on some letters and the generally roundish, as opposed to the Kufic angular shape, 'Umar has also employed ن instead of the conventional ش (Persian) for ch, and ب or ق instead of غ for P. ش for V and ت for ts as in dute (Hausa) are also employed.

16 by the Gaskiya Corporation Ltd, Zaria, nd (1981); see The Hadīqa, pp.206-230 and 115-151 for their texts.
17 A Abūbakar, op cit, pp.350ff, 581-96; S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp.179ff.
19 The Hadiqa, pp.37-46.
22 A M al-CAqqād, Barnard Shaw (Cairo, 1950).
24 Aḥmad Shawqi, al-Shawqiyyāt, I-II (Cairo, 1948), pp.5-7.
25 A M al-CAqqād, al-Ta'rif bi Shaksabīr (Cairo, 1958); Diwan, III, op cit, p.233.
27 A Shawqi, al-Shawqiyyāt, II, op cit, pp.95-98 and 103 respectively.
29 See: The Hadiqa, pp.40,53, 202-5 respectively.
30 A M al-CAqqād, Diwan, I, op cit, pp.21-72.
31 A Shawqi, al-Shawqiyyāt, I, op cit, p.17; M H Ibrāhīm, I, (1948), op cit, pp.27ff, The Hadiqa, p.51.
32 See below pp. 278-80 for 'Umar's verses on 'Cinematography'.
33 The Hadiqa, pp. 93-8 and below p. 266 for the first few lines. See also M H Ibrāhīm, I, op cit, p.43 for the Hāfiz's version of the panegyric.
34 The Hadiqa, pp.5-10.
36 S A S Galadanci, op cit, p.214 n.110 identifies this metre in the Hadiqa, pp. 86-9 as Wāfir majzū (dimeter acatalectic) which by scanston is also correct. cf F Steingass, op cit, pp.53, 81-4 where the same metre used by al-Ḥarīrī in his 7th and 11th Maqamat is identified as al-Hazaj.
37 The Hadiqa, pp.29-31.

38 Ibid, pp.16-18.

39 Ibid, pp.11-15. Note the use of chronogram in the last verse the expression in parenthesis of whose abjadiyya values sum up to 1366 A.H., the year in which the grandmother died.

40 Ibid, pp.51-3.


42 The Hadiqa, pp.29-31.

43 References are a legion on this modern Islamic reformer but some of the most popular works on him include C C Adams, Islam and Modernism in Egypt (London, 1933); H A R Gibb, Modern Trends, op cit; A Hourani, op cit, pp.130-92; T J Le Gassick, op cit, pp.29-33; M R Riḍā, Ta'rikhu 'l-ustadh al-Imam al-Shaikh Muhammad Abduh (Cairo, 1344 /1925-1367/1948), 3 vols.

44 For more details on al-Afghānī, see all the Ibid, plus al-Makhzumī, Khāṭirātī Jamāli 'l-Dīn (Beirut, 1931); al-Maghribī, Jamālu 'l-dīn al-Afghānī (Cairo, 1948).

45 The volumes of these newsheets were later compiled and published as a book: al-Afghānī and 'Abduh, al-Urwa'tul-Wuthqā (Beirut, 1328 /1910), 2 vols.

46 See M 'Abduh, Risālatu 'l-tawhīd (Cairo, 1361/1942-3); M 'Abduh and M R Riḍā, Tafsiru 'l-Qur'ān 'l-Hakīm (Cairo, 1346-54/1927-36), 12 parts.

47 H A R Gibb, Modern Trends, op cit, p.33.

48 The Hadiqa, pp.93-8. The translation of this and other extracts are given in the appendix.


51 T J Le Gassick, op cit, p.34.

52 cf A al-Ilūrī, Aṣla Qabā'īl, op cit, p.7.

53 This 'Umar's way of reconciling Darwinism with the Qur'ānic concept of creation is open to theological controversy which is beyond the scope of this literary study.

54 Protoplasma: biological term practically unknown in Arabic-Islamic traditional literature - 'It is the main constituent of cells in organisms, the basis of life in plants and animals'.
Amoeba: a unicellular aquatic organism believed in the Darwin's theory to be an example of the first stage of development.

A reference to the Darwin's principle of Natural Selection summed up by Herbert Spencer's phrase: "The survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence".

Dinosaur: an extinct giant herbivorous animal of about 90ft long.

Mango is considered by the poet as the sweetest fruit in Nigeria.

"Othello", "Julius Caesar", "Romeo and Juliet", and "Coriolanus" are examples of Shakespeare's plays.

"King Lear", "Venus and Adonis", "The Rape of Lucrece", "Macbeth", "Hamlet", and "The Mid-summer Night's Dream" are also included in the verse.

Ben Jonson (d.1637) was a friend and contemporary of Shakespeare; a man of prodigious learning a poet and a dramatist. He wrote one of the finest panegyrics for Shakespeare in which he had requested Europe to pay him homage: Triumph, My Britaine, thou has one to show. To whom all scenes of Europe homage owe.

Francis Bacon (1561-1526) and Edwards Richard (1522?-1566).

Stratford-upon-Avon

The Hadiqa, pp, 99-107

Neil Armstrong was the first of the astronauts to land on the moon. Others are Adwin Aldrin and Michael Collins.

President John Kennedy had expressed in 1962 the USA's hope of sending someone to the moon before the end of 1970. This hope was fulfilled in Neil on 20 July 1969.

When Armstrong was about to step on the moon for the first time, he said: "A small step for man and giant leap for mankind".

Nixon was the American president in 1969.

The Christopher Columbus's discovery (1492-3) of the West Indies or indeed, the American Continent is here subordinated to this venture.

Taha Hussain, Hadithu 'l-'ArbiCa', op cit, "so called because its contents were originally published in al-siyasa on Wednesdays; Hafiz wa Shawqi, op cit, is also a compilation of essays on literary criticism, which were earlier published in different journals including al-siyasa, al-jadid, al-muqtataf and al-Hilal. See Ibid, pp. i-i.

T. Hussain, Fi 'l-Shi'Cri 'l-jahili (Cairo, 1926) quoted from T.J Le Gassick, op cit, pp 110-111 (Arabic text)
72 Voltaire (1694-1778) is one of the great French thinkers and writers whose influence on Taha Hussain is considerable. His work, *Zadig ou la Destinée* is among Taha Hussain's translations.

73 The following poem in al-tawīl has a narrative outlook; the first four lines being its introduction, the last three, its conclusion. The word *sinimatughrāf* like *tiyātira* (line 1) and *Niuyurk* (line 5) constitute, like similar words, new vocabularies in Nigerian Arabic literature.

74 Charlie Chaplin: "The English Comedian who won international fame with his portrayal of a pathetic yet humorous little tramp in American made silent films. See: The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, op cit, S V "Chaplin, Charlie". Note the Arabic letter ١ employed instead of ١ (Richard)

75 This use of "ghost" as a metonymy is an impact of Shakespeare or Greek mythology on 'Umar. It was not in use in classical, and hence in Nigerian Arabic literature before contact with the West.

76 Since the British occupation of the Sokoto Caliphate, Kano, rather than Sokoto, has continued to play the role of Cairo, the melting pot and cultural laboratory for Islamic reform in Nigeria; see lines 18, 19 and 20 of the extract. 'Umar compares Kano to Paris (line 1), its famous central mosque to that of Delhi in India (line 4) and its minaret to the New York skyscrapers (line 5).

77 Its offices are compared to the London (Houses of) Parliament with the Big Ben (line 7) on its tower, in Westminster Abbey.

78 "x-Rays" (al-‘as̱aṯu ‘l-Siniyya, S-rays, since X is not available in the Arabic alphabet).

79 Shauaci, a famous quarter in Kano, is compared to Hyde Park in London; its historic Dala hill is also compared in antiquity to the Egyptian pyramids.

80 Gwauron Dutse (lit a unique stone) is another popular hill in Kano. Note the Arabic letter ٩ used for ٩.

81 Kori, a popular market, is compared to West End in London.

82 "From Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Fiji and Jerusalem (Jarul salām instead of the conventional baitu 'l-maqdis, or Urushalim)

83 Note the use of the English word, "Hotel" instead of "fundug".

84 in pre-eminence; but Kaduna, about 250km south was the administrative capital until the creation in 1976 of the Kano State with Kano as the headquarters.

85 Light bombers or combat planes, cannon (long range or machine guns), tank, war ships (4) and atomic bombs (6) are all mentioned here.
86 Hiroshima and Nagasaki (lines 7-8) are two Japanese cities, the former, about 12 sq. mls, the latter, about three times the size of Kano (pop. 250,000). A third of each were wiped out by a single atomic bomb in 1945.

87 Earthquake, volcano (11), hurricane (12) and typhoon (13) are some of the climatic disasters described in these lines.

88 The Security Council, an organ of the UNO.

89 "Lake Success" in New York is where the UNO used to hold sessions in search of "success". Note this jinās between the place and the purpose of the meeting. But the achievement of success was often as hard as "rock" in contrast to the "softness" of water and the auspicious name of the lake. This figure is known as al-muqābala.

90 "The vulture's egg" is a traditional idiom used proverbially for something very scarce if at all it exists.

91 San Francisco in California, USA is where, on 26 June 1945, the UN charter was approved by 50-nation delegates, and signed by both the USA and USSR representatives.

92 S A S Galadanci, op cit, pp.201-4.

93 Apparently guided by the first line of this stanza, Professor Galadanci has interpreted this object of the poet's desire as a visit. See Ibid, p.202.

94 Note this partial refrain, which recurs at the end of each stanza throughout the poem.

95 Here and in the next, personification in form of an apostrophe or poetic fallacy is employed.

96 The Houris of the Islamic paradise are employed here as symbols of love. See The Qur'ān, 44:54; 57:60.

97 Another traditional simile (al-tashbīhu 'il-mujmal) in which the point of similarity (Sweetness) is assumed between the lover's saliva and the water from salsabīl, a spring in paradise.

98 The questions on these biological knowledge have regrettably been omitted for a lack of space. See The Ḥadīqa, pp.38-9, 65-9. The simple title "al-'aḥajī" used in the extract below is found to be more convenient than "کی تشخیص اعمال یافتن النزاع ؟ یا استفادة جغرافیه وباپولسی" originally used by the poet.

99 Telegraphic messages and the modern postal services in general are among the impacts of Western culture.

100 The invocation of God in form of traditional doxology is significant here considering that some of the contents of the
verses may be incompatible with the teachings of the Qur'ān. So it is God Himself who has enjoined research and contemplation over his creation but not His mighty essence.

101 By flying westwards from Kano, Nigeria (8°E) to Bagota, Columbia (74°W), the duration of the day is extended.

102 By reversing this journey eastwards from Kano to Asmara (Addis Ababa, 38°E), the duration of the day is reduced.

103 The International Date line running through the Fiji islands (180°) and the Greenwich Meridian (0°) are the pivot on which the determination of day and night revolves.

104 Hawaii Islands are located 155°W

105 New Zealand is located 175°E

106 If a traveller leaves Sydney (Australia 151°E) on 10 Friday and arrives in Honolulu (175°W) the same day for example, he finds the people in Honolulu on 9 Thursday!

107 Whoever reverses this journey must therefore adopt the Australian date by adding "one" to his date and changing his Saturday, for example, to Sunday.

108 The southern and northern polar regions.

109 Lima in Peru, S America (76°W). Note the complete jinās the poet has successfully contrived between the word Kalīma (speaking) and the expression "like Lima" in which ka (adatu 'l-tashbīḥ) is prefixed to Lima.


111 The verse in question is in the Qur'ān, 2:184 in the interpretation of which "La" is often inserted before the verb 'yuṭiqunahu'. The original phrase:...... وعلى الذين يطبقون فردية علم مستقيمين See: Ahmad al-Sāwī, Ḥāshiyatu 'l-Allama al-sāwī Calā tafsīrī 'l-Jalālayn, I (Cairo, nd), p.83


113 The Ḥadīqa, pp.202-5.

114 Ibid, pp.200-201.

115 T Hussain, Ḥāfīẓ wa Shawqī, op cit, pp.77-8.

116 Note the unconventional writing of ʿ without dots in these phrases as if the writer is transcribing the speech pauses. Employed by Shawqī in his farewell address to his two sons when he was going to the exile, this style is described as poetry in prose (al-Shīrū 'l-manthūr) by ʿUmar al-Dasuqī, Fiṭl-adābī
A traditional proverb used very often to encourage self-reliance (Lit: no fingernail like yours could adequately scratch your body).

"Even if the lame (camel) cannot overtake the sturdy" is another traditional idiom used very often to encourage determination and positive thinking in hopeless circumstances. 'Umar, in the following sentence, gives its modern equivalent: "even if the cyclist cannot overtake concord".

See: H Haykal, Hayātu Muḥammad, op cit, for example.

A Shawqqī, al-Shawqiyyāt, I, op cit, pp.231-49.

The Ḥadīqa, pp.231-9.

See: e.g T Hussain, al-Muṣāddhabūn fī 'l-ʿard (Cairo, 1952) p.61 where ʿidhā is similarly repeated.

These modern political concepts—democracy, despotism, aristocracy and dictatorship—should be included in the new vocabulary introduced into Nigerian Arabic literature by 'Umar.
It is convenient at this juncture to highlight, and to determine the 
prospect of the main literary innovations introduced into Nigerian 
Arabic literature by ʿUmar Ibrāḥīm and other contemporary writers. 
Struggling tooth and nail, they could not rise by their various 
attempts above the medieval literary tradition. But they certainly 
and successfully initiated a new secular oriented literary wave 
within the existing religious tradition. These innovations were 
inspired, no doubt, by Western culture which paradoxically had 
earlier driven Arabic language and literature into its sacred 
quarters. What then is the true impact of Western culture on Nigerian 
Arabic literature? Why, in particular, had Arabic language and 
literature been supplanted by English and Hausa in Nigeria, whereas 
they have successfully been revived so as to overthrow French and 
English in Cairo, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria and Tunisia, countries which, 
incidentally, were more receptive to Western culture than Nigeria?

The most radical change, of a lasting effect, introduced by 
modern secular thought into the Islamic world in general, was the 
substitution of territorial nationalism for the long existing pan-
Islamic political spirit which Al-Afghānī had struggled in vain to 
restore. It was this resurgence of the nationalist spirit that has 
continued to destroy the universal Arabic-Islamic cultural heritage 
all over the Islamic world. In the process of secularising Islam, 
a distinction has begun to be made by the non-Arab Muslims between 
Arab nationalism and Islamic religion. The modernization of the 
medieval Islamic culture, as elaborated upon in chapter four, has
accordingly remained at individual national levels.

Following the introduction of its new political and economic order, the imperialist regime imposed English or French on all its former Muslim colonies in most of which these languages had gradually replaced Arabic as the lingua franca. Islamic Nigeria, therefore, was not the only Muslim nation where English has replaced Arabic. But unlike Turkey or Cairo, Islamic Nigeria had accepted the European conquest as the decree of God. It was the portent of the end of time. Islamic Nigeria has, therefore, continued to resist modern secular thought from which, like Cairo, it could have learnt practically why 'the enemies of God' were able to defeat 'His friends':

In the subsequent struggle for independence, the Arab Muslims were able to evolve an Arab nationalism based not on religion but common language and territory. It was this Arab nationalism that eventually gave birth to modern Arabic literature as discussed in chapter three. The Arabs in their own national interest were thus able to revive Arabic language and literature despite the influences of French and English.

The non-Arab Muslim world, on the other hand, had also been compelled to recognise their own territorial nationalism during the struggle for independence. Neither Mecca, Cairo nor Istanbul could deliver them from imperial captivity. They accordingly embarked on the modernization of Islam at their own national levels. Not unexpectedly, a major aspect of this process was the separation of Arabic as the language of the Arabs from Islam as a universal religion. With this distinction being made, the religious motive for
the study of Arabic by the non-Arab Muslims, discussed in chapter one, has virtually been destroyed. For it means that Islam can now be studied in different languages, and a non-Arab Muslim does not necessarily have to cultivate the sacred Arabic.

So rather than cultivating the Arab nationalist oriented literature in the name of Islam, most of the non-Arab Muslims have turned their literary attentions to reviving their own national oriented modern literature in their own languages. This has been the situation in Turkey, Persia and of course in Nigeria where modern Hausa, has sprung up to replace the medieval Arabic language and literature. In Nigeria today, nobody outside the colleges and universities, except in traditional religious circles, speaks of Arabic literature. It was virtually unknown before in the South, while in the North, it has given way to modern Hausa literature.

Unlike English or French, Arabic literature, as discussed in chapter one; was introduced in the form of Islam the function of which it had since then remained until recently. It was unthinkable for the non-Muslims to have acquired Arabic, the study of which was normally approached only and solely through the Arabic Qur'ān. Apart from being confined to religion, the inherent difficulty in learning Arabic through a second or third language and its problem of diglossia further restricted its popularity in Nigeria. It may be recalled here that even in the Arab world, the literary (Qur'ānic) Arabic in which literature is often composed is never the popular language. Among Muslims, therefore, proficiency in Arabic, even at the peak of its development, had remained the perquisite of only a very few among
the fuqahā' who constituted the officers of the Emirate bureaucracy. Even if Western culture had not been introduced into Nigeria, it would have been very difficult, if not impossible, for the Qur'ānic Arabic to have attained, for example, the level of popularity which English has attained today in Nigeria.

Today, English is taking care of both the nation's national and international political and economic enterprises while Hausa, Ibo, Yoruba etc are being employed in cultural activities. These include literature and religion for which in the case of Islam, Arabic is no more essential. What chance of survival then has Arabic in Nigeria? The chance of its becoming a political and economic medium is simply impossible even if Islamic Nigeria succeeds today in producing an Ayatollah. Can Arabic then compete on the cultural basis, with such similar foreign languages as French and English, not to mention any of the indigenous Nigerian languages?

In its attempt to answer these questions this study will not take into account the surviving medieval theory of the Caliphate which could not differentiate between modern territorial nationalism, and pan-Islamica. Neither will this study take into consideration, such ultra-conservative views and attitude of, those Nigerian Malams who, on a religious basis, do not believe for example, that Neil Armstrong was standing on the moon on 21 July 1969; or those who have not discovered that most of the contemporary Arab world are being ruled by secular thought. As far as these groups are concerned, the medieval Islamic cultural heritage is still intact. Arabic language in particular is sacred and thus inviolable by any modern corruptive influences. These groups will, therefore, continue to cultivate the
medieval Arabic language and literature as long as the Arabic Qur'an exists.

On the other hand, no progressive mind can fail to realise that the only chance of survival for Arabic in contemporary Nigeria, in the light of this study, is by recognising the existence, outside the Islamic cultural context, of a non-sacred Arabic. This recognition is possible by recalling that Arabic had existed before the advent of Islam, a secular and pagan language. And that after the advent of Islam, some of the Arabs have since remained Christians and non-Muslims with their Arabic language. This recognition of the secular, may, above all, have nothing to do with the sacred Arabic the study of which, as hinted above, is likely to continue indefinitely. It is only by separating Arabic from Islam in this way that the language could be studied alongside Hausa, Ibo, Yoruba, English or French languages and literature in secular institutions. This is the process of the secularisation of the Arabic language and literature which has been set in motion by Omar Ibrāhīm and others, and which this study has considered a modern trend in Nigerian Arabic literature.

Being studied now in most Nigerian secular institutions, its Islamic orientation notwithstanding, Arabic language and literature are no longer a privileged mystery of the ġulamā' only. Nigeria has produced some Christian Arabists above whom has towered Professor Isaac Ogumbiyi who, like the Lebanese Christians, has led the secularisation of prose writing in Nigerian Arabic literature. Arabic language and Islamic religion are no longer cultivated primarily for religious propagation; their curricula have, accordingly, been extended beyond
the traditional orthodox scope as exemplified by 'Umar Ibrāhīm in chapter five. This development, introduced by secular education, has also compelled a distinction to be made between Arabic as a language and Islam as a religion, a distinction which was unknown in pre-colonial Islamic Nigeria.

Unlike most of his contemporaries, the cultivation by 'Umar Ibrāhīm of modern Arabic literature has further encouraged him to cultivate English literature the elements of both of which he has introduced into Nigerian Arabic literature. The spirit of territorial nationalism, as opposed to Islamic catholicism, has also been introduced by Dr Muḥammad Abūbakar Liman in his poetry on the last Nigerian Civil War. Apart from raising the non-Muslim Nigerians to the same socio-political and human level with their Muslim compatriots in a mother-country, Nigeria, this poem has consciously sought to remain, as much as possible, in "Nigerian Arabic". The translations into Arabic of some indigenous Nigerian folk narratives and poetry, pioneered by Professor Ogungbíyi may also be considered as a national spirit in Nigerian Arabic literature.

With these fundamental changes, Arabic literature in Nigeria has been raised to the neo-classical stage of modern Arabic literature as described in chapter three. It is the stage of transition from tradition to modernism; the main current of thought still being essentially medieval, upon which some modern elements are often engrafted. Apart from Ogungbíyi and other Christians, every other contemporary Nigerian writer in Arabic has received Islamic traditional learning upon which Western education
has later been superimposed.

The concepts of poetry and prose, literary aesthetics, diction, style, imagery, poetic theme, rhyme and metre schemes have all remained essentially traditional as described in chapter two. Within this traditionalism, however, the poetic theme, imagery and vocabulary have been considerably enriched by secular modern or even pagan thoughts and ideas. The influences of the neo-classical and pre-romantic Arab writers, modern technological inventions, scientific and geographical discoveries, with an extensive knowledge of Greek classics, mythology and modern European literature have all featured in modern Nigerian poetry.

In addition to the influence of such classical Arab writers as Abū ʿl-Ālāʾ al-Maʿarrī, the influences of Ahmad Shawqī, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm and al-Qāqād are simply overwhelming on ʿUmar Ibrāhīm. He has also composed a panegyric for Shaikh Muḥammad ʿAbduh and an elegy for Taha Hussain, the two most preeminent pioneers of modern Arabic-Islamic movement. ʿUmar also dedicates a panegyric to Sir Charles Darwin despite his anti-religious theory of evolution which ʿUmar, in his own way, has reconciled with the teachings of Islam on creation. Panegyrics for William Shakespeare, the first three American astronauts who landed on the moon, and an elegy for George B Shaw are all reminiscences of the influences of European literature on ʿUmar. He has also composed on Cinematography, the Telescope, the Atom bomb, Kano, the practical effects of the earth's rotation and revolution, and Halley's comet, in lyric, descriptive or narrative verses. Boasting and satire as poetic themes are not completely
absent but his sensational amatory verses, hitherto discouraged by religious tradition, is an outstanding thematic innovation.

No conscious attempt has been made to compose in any of the various modern free-verses. But the prose translation of some Yoruba folk poetry by this writer, mentioned in chapter four, may be considered as poetry in prose form (al-shicru 'l-manthūr). The use by 'Umar of the non-traditional strophic verse form, al-muwashshahāt, which was rarely used before in Nigeria, should also be considered as a prosodic innovation. It may be recalled that the systematic transformation of al-qāṣīda discussed in chapter three had taken off from the revival, in Syria, of this poetic form which had earlier been introduced in Andalusia.

Apart from some translations into Arabic of a number of Nigerian folk narratives, the current of modern prose writings is generally unknown. Translation into Arabic of modern short story has been attempted but neither a novel nor a play is so far known to have been translated in Nigerian Arabic literature. Like translation, journalism is unknown but a few literary articles have begun to be published in some of the Arabic-Islamic oriented Nigerian academic journals. There are also a number of Arabic printing presses but most of them are still being used mainly for publishing religious treatises and polemic compositions.

A major obstacle which might discourage a would-be modern Nigerian literary artist and writer in Arabic, is the readership which, as hinted in chapter five, is likely to be very poor. Most of the traditional scholars, even if they become well acquainted
with modern prose diction, are not likely to be interested in reading fictions from which no heavenly rewards are anticipated. The Arabs on the other hand, are not likely to be interested in non-Islamic Arabic writings produced by non-Arabs.

The only hope, however, lies in that the study of Arabic, like English and French, has become firmly established in Nigerian secular institutions. But unlike English or French, the teaching of Arabic in those institutions is fraught with many problems basically because of the non-availability of Nigerian-oriented Arabic literary textbooks. Two years after its publication, therefore, Professor Ogunbiyi's translation of some Yoruba folktales was earnestly recommended in place of the *kalīla wa Dimna*, in the 'O' level Arabic of the WASC examinations. No other such Nigerian-oriented modern literary book is so far known again in any secondary or higher institutions. To the best of my knowledge, these are in dire need of it. There is little room for doubt, therefore, that if this trend can produce Nigerian-oriented modern short stories, novels, plays and free verse, they would find an adequate readership. Apart from being used as textbooks, there are also a number of individuals who might be interested in such works for their literary values. Necessity, above all, is the mother of invention.

With the above contributions, the seedlings of modern Arabic literature have grown waiting to be nursed to maturity or nipped in the bud. An attempt has successfully been launched by 'Umar Ibrāhīm along the path of imitating not only modern Arabic, but also European literature. By their introduction of the nationalist
spirit, both Dr Abubakar Liman, Professor Ogunbiyi and others have also added the second main requirement for the growth of a modern national literature if Arabic as a foreign linguistic medium is overlooked. They have indeed paved the way towards evolving a brand of "Nigerian Arabic" like English, not to speak of "pidgin Arabic", the emergence of which is to be regretted but is inevitable.

These are the basic requirements whereby through translation, adaptation or direct imitation of other existing literary masterpieces, Nigerian modern Arabic literature can be nursed into its maturity. It has been the trend of modern Arabic literary development in Egypt and Syria, despite the influences of English and French. Modern Arabic literature in Nigeria, however, can be hardly expected to attain the level it has reached among the Arabs for obvious reasons. It may also find it difficult to compete with Nigerian English literature, which has developed along parallel lines. But it would be a sufficient boon and grace that Arabic, both language and literature, has been brought out of the mosque in order to meaningfully compete with other Nigerian languages and literatures.
APPENDICES

A  Translations of the Selected Verses from the Hadiqatu’l-Azhâr

I  Shaikh Muhammad ‘Abduh

1  The Prophet, Åhmâd says: in every hundredth year, there will be a reformer.

2  A guide will emerge from you; a reformer, that you might be guided.

3  Rise up O Muhammad ‘Abduh; for you are the leader.

4  You have reconciled religion with reason; that which is bent has been straightened out.

5  O Muhammad, you have brought them all together by al-Curwatu’l-wuthqâ.

6  You woke them up from a sleep, the snoring of which has been defamatory.

7  You have thus revived - like the son of Mary - the remains of a buried lifeless body.

II  The Natural Scientist - Charles Darwin

1  O Darwin, among us you have fulfilled a mission in which both the Arabs and the barbarians have failed.

2  (He is) a messenger to whom nature has extended its revelation with which the bodies, flesh and blood have all complied.

3  He informed us of what took place before our creation; before Adam and Eve met on earth.

4  He has established from nature's revelation, a law to which man, the bird and livestock conform.

5  These lofty mountains and depressions have also followed in succession to believe in what he (Darwin) says.

6  The same is true, amongst us, of the perennial plants which have continued to approach him in submission.

7  The skeletons have not disbelieved the revelation he brings; so a piece of bone believes, and a muzzle agrees with him.
Protoplasm is the origin of every living organism; whatever is bigger than it is only in its complex form.

This is true of the microbes of the sperm and their growth; the stage of their development is taught by illustration.

Amoeba represents a microbe while others develop (for example in man) to have a breast when the creation becomes perfect.

The exposition of our question: Where is the origin of the living being? - the solution to which has remained cryptic - is now consistent with Darwinism.

The struggle for survival and the survival of the fittest; this is the (Theory of Natural) Selection by which nature is ruled.

He brings you verses which no abrogator has abrogated; so whoever does not observe them is destroyed.

Ask man, if you wish, the reasons for his domination (of other creatures); he is the strongest, the supreme, and the most favoured of all living beings.

Ask the dinosaur if you like, about its extinction. Its failure to learn has thus been repaid.

No wonder the intellect has given credence to his statement which modern science and the scientist likewise confirm.

He has honoured Darwin, written his name and proclaimed: This (man) has become one of those to be for ever exalted.

III Shakespeare

Your book is mango, honey or wine. Flowing copiously, it is like the non-intoxicating wine of Paradise.

Or it is the intellectual inspiration, vast like the sea, the depth of which no attempt has been able to fathom.

(They are like) hails of wisdom pouring forth from the brain the depth of which, even the masters of rhetoric could not reach.

Everyone who reads him is delighted by the melody of sound and meaning even if the plot is tragic.

You would think that poetry has surpassed its prose; or that, nay, its poetry has been surpassed by prose.

Read for example, 'Othello', 'Caesar', 'Juliet', or 'Coriolanus' and you are sure to be overwhelmed by their cadences.
7 (Read) 'Lear', 'Adonis', the 'Rape of Lucrece', 'Macbeth', 'Hamlet' and 'Midsummer Night's Dream' and you would be surprised by the depth (of their artistic accomplishment).

8 It is wonderful that no matter how often you read (him), your joys are always increased by the ever-pouring forth of his wine.

9. At all times on earth, and in writing, opinions are unanimous: the like of Shakespeare is difficult to find.

10. If the houris were to chant his poetry in Paradise, its tune would increase their pleasure.

11. If the inhabitants of the stars should proudly seek to disdain the people of this earth,

12. We present to them, were they to come, your book. Your pearl-like poetry will curb their haughtiness.

13. Ben Jonson requested Europe to pay homage which your inimitability (eventually) compelled the whole of humanity to do.

14. No wonder the English in their statement would have preferred him to their Empire if they had to choose: his poetry is better.

15 The envious were bewildered and hence denied: How could a 'pacific ocean' have poured forth from a little stream?

16. They had accordingly attributed (his works) to Bacon, (Edward de) Verie and others, but a short span is not equal to a long walk.

17. Whenever their poems are compared with his anthology, his writing is a mile, theirs but a span.

18. Stratford-on-Avon among other towns, in whose garden lies his tomb, also takes pride in producing this sun.

IV Neil Armstrong

1 You have indeed landed on the moon surface and fulfilled for John (Kennedy) his expectation.

2. It is seemly for us to rise up in due respect for steadfastness and sublimity.

3 For Neil an honour is due; what an honour! So by all means, be proud and boastful of him.

4 Longing for you and you alone, the guest of the moon, 'Umar conveys (his) greetings.
5 You have raised your country on high and aloft and underneath it the moon has abided.

6. You extended as you say, 'a small step', but it is a (giant) leap for mankind.

7. The lightening flashes with thunder (clap) above our heads and we are overwhelmed with the joy brought by the news.

8 Nixon has praised the heroes; the President's face, radiant and proud.

9 A distinguished leader hails the great representative of mankind (Adam) on the surface of the moon.

10. You have given to America, a new continent less than which, in magnitude, is the Columbus' gift (of the West Indies).

11 We see opened road to the star; how great is the talent of whoever has opened it up to our gaze!

12. I look forward to visiting that place, if only I might succeed.

V Ṭāhā Husain

1 Stop pouring 0 tears - for the blood even if it streams does not avail - sorrow cannot bring back the eminent when he has passed away.

2. The buried corpse does not hear our wailing even if what might fill the sea pours forth from its course.

3. Even if he were as erudite as our Ṭāhā; even if he has cultivated all the branches of the Arts.

4. Even if he has overcome darkness by his efforts; even if Egypt has been adorned by the brilliance of his ideas.

5 What, 0 death! is this rivalry among us for which you now choose him whose inkwells have ridiculed pearls.

6 To whom, when the Arts need a prop, the public say: Ṭāhā is the most suitable (candidate) for it.

7 Are there schools in the world of the spirit that he might become (once again) a Dean and fill the place with brightness?

8 Is there in the limbo (barzakh) an era such as the Jahiliyya (pre-Islamic), the literature of which the spirits could not understand?

9 Are there as we have here, different (literary) eras that he might explain by interpretation and proclamation?
10 And produces all kinds of Ḥadīthu 'l-arbiżā that the spirits might be overwhelmed by the flood of his writings as it flows.

11 Is there a Ministry of Education looking for that expert, that he might be charged with duty?

12 If Jāhā has become hidden in the ground, the influences of Jāhā have continued to vie with time.

13 O the Voltaire of independent Egypt! you have fulfilled your obligation, so stay resting; there is never a blame, there is no sin.

IV Cinematography

1 Arise my loved one and let us indeed go to a theatre; and with a ticket which we buy, there are rooms.

2 It is there while asleep that we shall experience dreams orderly arranged to comfort eyes.

3 Both the eye and the brain will take part in the dream but in other than this, they are never equal (in participation).

4 Many a time I would see around me, those who are sleeping with their eyes wide open watching what was coming to pass.

5 How often has it made the spectator forget where he is; and so thinks that he has visited New York while in Zaria.

6 At one stage, it drives you to the battlefield where you see blood flowing everywhere.

7 How often has it resurrected among a host, one who has died and you think he is a narrator when he speaks.

8 How many a time has it prematurely caused a person to die whenever it wants him to settle down in his tomb ahead (of his actual death).

9 How many a future has it hastened and presented; how often has it reversed the past however distant it might be.

10 How often has it brought closer a distant object which you then think is before you; how often has it cast abroad what is close.

11 It dons, if it wishes, the garb of a teacher guiding whoever remains watching to prosperity.

12 How many a time has it appeared in the costume of an entertainer and comedian amusing us and everyone becomes pleased.
13 Whenever it dons the garments of mourning before us, every heart becomes enshrouded in grief.

14 If during the war it appears in the guise of a knight, a coward is threatened to suffer out of sheer dread.

15 What is wrong with you night visitors? I call out but there is no one to answer the call.

16 My experience in dreams is that if I am visited by a deceased person, he answers (me) whenever I discuss with him.

17 But some of you only answer one another, which, according to the way of dreams, is unusual.

18. O Charlie Chaplin, good evening! Here is my hand; shake it or I disbelieve my eyes.

19. O cinema, the science through you, has demonstrated greatness the splendour of which has prostrated anyone who is in doubt.

20 It has developed a picture like the visit of a ghost - which people have continued to buy with that which is scarce.

21 I understand that if the producer were to demand pounds, they would say, out of inordinate love for it: here they are.

22 When 'THE END' strikes a man's eyes, and the morning flood of electric light brightens the darkness,

23 Having awakened, they move towards the door and to the cloudless weather; some riding while others, you behold, walking along.

24. This one discusses with that, the excellence of his dream; otherwise he complains: 'my money is gone'.

VII KANO

1 Peace be on you O Paris of Hausaland - a message from the beloved who is passionate in love.

2 Longing for your lovely features, I extend (my) greetings with honour.

3 Your fine sights are brilliant; they nearly surpass the stars of the darkness.

4 Among them is the magnificent mosque which, in elegance, is like the central mosque in Delhi.

5 And a minaret, which vies in height with the New York skyscrapers, as it shoots forth, next to the Imām.
Its office resembles in perfection, the London (Houses of) Parliament (Westminster).

Its clock is similar to Big Ben in Westminster, the abode of peace.

A hospital with an x-ray for the benefit of mankind, the treatment of the sick.

The 'Shauci' quarter in the evening is HydePark while your 'Dala' hill is like the pyramids.

Would not you turn your face westwards to see 'Goron Dutse' hill, towering above its surroundings!

That is the heart, the arteries of which give to the people, the water of life.

'Kore' in trading, is like the West End; there are the people in business transaction and enterprises.

You would see aircraft coming over it from Europe, Egypt and Syria, again and again.

From Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Fiji and Jerusalem.

They became like a hail storm or (a swarm of) bees, bringing honey to their beehives.

It is connected with Mecca through the cable of heaven by which the Maqama (of Ibrahim or Isma'il) can be visited.

And do not forget, when you talk of cars; say that they are a swarm and there is no blame.

Kano has combined the knowledge of the East and West; it has gained two of the whole lots.

Here, you would find a devout malam and there, is one helping himself to a cup of wine.

There is he, who passes the whole night clinging to his rosary; and here is this one in a hotel, a slave to (his) passion.

O Paris of Hausaland and the capital of the North, on you be peace at all times.

O this world...Is there any peace at all?

O this world, why do you not guide your children to the right ways?

War after war and the cities are destroyed by fire.
By moving combat planes and rifles or by tank and cannon.

By steamships stirring crisis, and by submarine in the depth of the sea.

They have been brutal and oppressive; no consideration for human sense of honour.

And by atom bombs which, if continues to be used, will bring about the end (of life).

Visit Hiroshima if you deny (this); you are sure to find a completely shattered fountain.

Or Nagasaki and you would see skyscrapers which, unfortunately, have become desolate.

And there is an earthquake which makes us miserable by sweeping thousands into grave.

It threatens an expanse of land to break forth and become islands.

Many a volcano have we seen erupting, causing damage to all its surroundings.

Many a hurricane wind have destroyed a town or sink a ship to the bottom of the sea.

And the whirling of the typhoon across a city dissipating all that are in it.

This world, have you no other than warfare for the living and non-living things?

At the great meeting of the Security Council, we witness the love of peace, invaluable.

It was in new York that the nations have come together with the hope of securing peace.

(But) how many a time have the members met and dispersed without proceeding beyond a span.

There is success in Lake Success; but the road to success (in world peace) has always turned rock-hard.

Is that (attainment of peace) the vulture's egg the nest for which cannot be found in the universe?

This world, we have a request to make: so listen to what my poem has to say:

Peace and security are the request, the goal of the persistent search of your children in (their) lifetime.
And it is for the sake of it that a pact was concluded in San Francisco in anticipation of success.

If (the attainment of peace) becomes difficult, we would not want you again; we would desire other than you, so accept my plea.

The Universe is lifeless were it not for Love

O my beloved, lend your ear to the lover.

Have you learnt that I have today been reduced to a mere piece of bone in the robe?

The flesh, from the heat of fire, has melted and vaporized.

Condensing as a cloud above me, it prevents me from seeing the light of the day.

And it would not rain until it sees you by my side.

O my beloved, do you care for my weeping?

If your turning away from me is prolonged, my bones (which remain) are taken away by the heat.

From you I shall then disappear; and my speech again you would not hear.

If that is your pleasure; I am afraid, you might be blamed.

Were (my) non-existence to call out, I would say: enjoy yourself in peace.

O my beloved, your ghost today, is my physician.

I was contemplating a visit when a front tooth showed itself through a smile.

And I saw around me the light beside which is the Babu 'l-salām (one of the doors to the paradise).

And there is Rīdwān (the heaven's porter) coming to open the gate of my desire.

And behold! I have become (another) Ādam; But Oh! there is no tree before me.

O my beloved, you have performed wonders.

Love is an ordinance of the Lord; so come and let us embrace each other.
If He (God) had disdained that, He would have moulded heart to refrain from love.

But you would see it loving in accordance with how it has been moulded for the lovers by the Lord.

The most righteous person is he who fulfils the right of love and even exceeds the limit.

The shortage of it, 0 my beloved, is the worst sin.

Ask the trees of their flowers from above a branch.

Ask the birds (when they sing) of what has excited them to sing.

Watch the monster - and be not afraid - then you are sure to behold love with a naked eye.

Ask him who denies paradise, the meaning of the houris.

0 my beloved, give me more than my share.

Move your mouth closer my dear friend; its water is like the salsabil (a spring in paradise).

For my cure and my life, give me in abundance to drink.

How many are sick; how many are slain,

Who would by no means have recovered, had not love revived them (lit, him).

0 my beloved, revive me as soon as possible.

So I might behold what is said of him who has died a truth-bearer and a believer.

(And who has died) a martyr on the battles of love, convinced of the encounter with death.

(That I might behold) of the comfort hidden in a garden for the martyr of al-badr.

It is in fulfilment of this pleasure in my own badr, that I have tasted death in silence.

0 my life, 0 my eternity, in my delightful return.

These are my fatwas for which I have visited the Shaikhs. But they have not wedded me in answer to a daughter of the lip.
2 Where does the winter go for cover when the heat in summer midday comes to us?

3 I stand facing South and behold, my back is also (facing) South - I do not mean to tease.

4 My right (side) is similarly pointing South, the left, also to the South - a statement from a reliable source.

5 How can the duration of my day be extended by half and nothing more if I want it so steady?

6 How can I reduce about half from the length of the day which, today, is a possible task?

7 How can I jump, by crossing over, from (before) sunset to the end of the morrow?

8 I am on Saturday just before sunset and behold, the Friday (of yesterday) has come back again!

9 I spent my night and then a day with it; they say I have spent a year through that change!

10 I sent to a friend in the evening (of my day) a telegram, (the reply of) which came in the morning of the same day!

Answers to the Riddle

1 Praise be to Allah who, in His all-encompassing grace, has taught Adam (all) names.

2 And urges man to investigate and reflect in his creation but not in His essence, the Almighty.

3 If the summer comes to our Northern half (hemisphere) the winter is ready for departure,

4. To the south always during that time - they both interchange as we know - in the year.

5 I travel northwards reaching the pole where my directions from all sides become just the South.

6 Whoever alights there does not find East, West or the direction of the North.

7 The story is the same if to the South Pole one has come; the East, West and South are simply non-existent!

8 If I want (the duration) of my day extended, I travel Westwards (of the Greenwich) with my pilot.
9 I fly from Kano (8°E in Nigeria) to Bagota (74°W in Columbia) where after Kano, the day is still steady.

10. The reverse of that is a reduction (in the length of the day) which you will encounter by travelling fast, from West to East (of the Greenwich).

11 Travel from Kano by air to Asmara (Addis Ababa 38°E) and you will find an afternoon there brief.

12 (As for) jumping from my day to the next, and the return of my yesterday after it has lapsed,

13. Its pivot is the International Date Line at the Fiji Islands (180°) to the East and West of which is the Greenwich (0°).

14. (If) we presume that it is afternoon there (in Fiji) it will be about evening in Hawaii (155°W).

15 For our previous day (in Hawaii, eg Friday) New Zealand (175°E) becomes the morning of the new morrow (eg Saturday, although no night has intervened - a day being gained having crossed the Date line westwards from Hawaii to New Zealand).

16 Whoever moves from Sydney (151°E in Australia) to Honolulu (175°W) must necessarily lose a day (having crossed the Date line eastwards from Australia to Honolulu).

17 He who reverses this (journey, by going from Honolulu to Sydney) gains a day and the Australian date, he must necessarily adopt.

18 Whoever his abode is in the two polar regions will have a day and a night for his year.

19 The sun remains throughout (the first) six months during a similar period of which the night is also constant.

20 Whoever is speaking (eg over radio) in Kano in the evening, the inhabitants of Lima (76°W in Peru, S America) find him speaking in the morning,

21 Of the same day; the secret being the early visit of the sun to the (regions) east (of the Greenwich) as it has been established.

XI The Ode of the Nigerian Civil War by Tahir Liman.

1 Hail the heroes of our country's force; who else in our country deserve to be hailed?

2 Their jihād has purified the unity of our land and destroyed the evil of secession in our East.
O Biafra, I shall not weep for a moment over your death; there shall no longer exist sorrow after this day.

A ready tool in the hands of the defectors, Ojukwu has shaken our national security.

But the armies of God warded off their stratagem and they turned round fleeing before our armed forces.

They are Caesars whose resolutions are never intimidated by death; among them are descendants of Bawa as well as of Bello.

Their ancestors were from the Kanem and before it, they are followed by men who have established the grace of our glory.

Oduduwa was among the ancestors of our land; his children have also participated in our struggle.

The Etsu (of Nupeland), Tor Tiv and Aku Uka of Wukari were all great kings of our country.

Kunta and Modibbo Adama were also among them; our folk history will never forget Bayajida.

The kings of Benin, Ife and Zaria - their descendants have lit up our mobilization plan.

Hail the General who led our forces to victory; and made the reputation of our land widespread.

In command of the armed forces amidst our fighting was Gowon who was much concerned with our plight.

And Shuwa was the lion among other lions, leading the army like the Caesar of our own time.

I see in our soldiers, a Khālid Ibnu 'l-Walīd; he is Muḥammad Murtadā among our men.

We gained a victory which shook Rome and its inhabitants; it baffled both Nixon and Wilson.

They planned and our Lord also planned; but then, we became victorious in the honour of our Messenger.

All the tribes and nations are brethren from our father, Ādam, and from our mother, Eve.

We also have politicians in our country; they have all assisted the heroes in gaining (our) victory.

Help them O Lord by the light of Muḥammad and Jesus son of Mary, the prophets to our right conduct.
21 O my country, the beloved of our soul, we ransome you at a high price and by our blood.

22 O Nigeria, mother of all cities therein, you are a paradise by the grace of our Lord.

23 I have, for the sake of love, dedicated myself to my mother and my paradise; but for your own sake, I would not have said, one day, a prayer to our Lord.

24 Patriotism in my community, is a devotional duty; whoever is devoted to a mother country has obeyed our book.

25 Do not be angry for a moment concerning Nyerere; our account is typical of the reward of Sinimmār (the requital of evil with good).

26 We want peace under an equitable administration, our free constitution protecting our territorial integrity.

27 We all live like children of a faithful mother, Nigeria, and that 0 lord, is our security.

28 On him be peace of Allāh and His blessing, the Prophet of the right religion, truly raised up in our interest.
B: al-Qāḍī 'Umar Ibrāhīm (b. 1922)
C. Sample Pages from the Hadīqa: The Halley's Comet

Edmund Halley (1656-1742)
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة.
(1) النذران.
(2) توجيهات.
(3) تحديد.
(4) أسماء.
(5) تفسير.
(6) مصطلحات.
(7) صفات.
(8) معاني.
(9) أفعال.
(10) أمثال.
(11) سياقات.
(12) أنواع.
(13) ترتيب.
(14) وسائل.
(15) مصادر.
(16) تأثير.
(17) استخدام.
(18) أثر.
(19) تكرار.
(20) توضيح.
(21) تجربة.
(22) تطبيق.
(23) تحليل.
(24) تقييم.
(25) تطوير.
(26) تطبيق.
(27) تحليل.
(28) تقييم.
(29) تطوير.
(30) تطبيق.
(31) تحليل.
(32) تقييم.
(33) تطوير.
(34) تطبيق.
(35) تحليل.
(36) تقييم.
(37) تطوير.
(38) تطبيق.
(39) تحليل.
(40) تقييم.
(41) تطوير.
(42) تطبيق.
(43) تحليل.
(44) تقييم.
(45) تطوير.
(46) تطبيق.
(47) تحليل.
(48) تقييم.
(49) تطوير.
(50) تطبيق.
(51) تحليل.
(52) تقييم.
(53) تطوير.
(54) تطبيق.
(55) تحليل.
(56) تقييم.
(57) تطوير.
(58) تطبيق.
(59) تحليل.
(60) تقييم.
(61) تطوير.
(62) تطبيق.
(63) تحليل.
(64) تقييم.
(65) تطوير.
(66) تطبيق.
(67) تحليل.
(68) تقييم.
(69) تطوير.
(70) تطبيق.
(71) تحليل.
(72) تقييم.
(73) تطوير.
(74) تطبيق.
(75) تحليل.
(76) تقييم.
(77) تطوير.
(78) تطبيق.
(79) تحليل.
(80) تقييم.
(81) تطوير.
(82) تطبيق.
(83) تحليل.
(84) تقييم.
(85) تطوير.
(86) تطبيق.
(87) تحليل.
(88) تقييم.
(89) تطوير.
(90) تطبيق.
(91) تحليل.
(92) تقييم.
(93) تطوير.
(94) تطبيق.
(95) تحليل.
(96) تقييم.
(97) تطوير.
(98) تطبيق.
(99) تحليل.
(100) تقييم.
(101) تطوير.
(102) تطبيق.
(103) تحليل.
(104) تقييم.
(105) تطوير.
(106) تطبيق.
(107) تحليل.
(108) تقييم.
(109) تطوير.
(110) تطبيق.
(111) تحليل.
(112) تقييم.
(113) تطوير.
(114) تطبيق.
(115) تحليل.
(116) تقييم.
(117) تطوير.
(118) تطبيق.
(119) تحليل.
(120) تقييم.
(121) تطوير.
(122) تطبيق.
(123) تحليل.
(124) تقييم.
(125) تطوير.
(126) تطبيق.
(127) تحليل.
(128) تقييم.
(129) تطوير.
(130) تطبيق.
(131) تحليل.
(132) تقييم.
(133) تطوير.
(134) تطبيق.
(135) تحليل.
(136) تقييم.
(137) تطوير.
(138) تطبيق.
(139) تحليل.
(140) تقييم.
(141) تطوير.
(142) تطبيق.
(143) تحليل.
(144) تقييم.
(145) تطوير.
(146) تطبيق.
(147) تحليل.
(148) تقييم.
(149) تطوير.
(150) تطبيق.
(151) تحليل.
(152) تقييم.
(153) تطوير.
(154) تطبيق.
(155) تحليل.
(156) تقييم.
(157) تطوير.
(158) تطبيق.
(159) تحليل.
(160) تقييم.
(161) تطوير.
(162) تطبيق.
(163) تحليل.
(164) تقييم.
(165) تطوير.
(166) تطبيق.
(167) تحليل.
(168) تقييم.
(169) تطوير.
(170) تطبيق.
(171) تحليل.
(172) تقييم.
(173) تطوير.
(174) تطبيق.
(175) تحليل.
(176) تقييم.
(177) تطوير.
(178) تطبيق.
(179) تحليل.
(180) تقييم.
(181) تطوير.
(182) تطبيق.
(183) تحليل.
(184) تقييم.
(185) تطوير.
(186) تطبيق.
(187) تحليل.
(188) تقييم.
(189) تطوير.
(190) تطبيق.
(191) تحليل.
(192) تقييم.
(193) تطوير.
(194) تطبيق.
(195) تحليل.
(196) تقييم.
(197) تطوير.
(198) تطبيق.
(199) تحليل.
(200) تقييم.
(201) تطوير.
(202) تطبيق.
(203) تحليل.
(204) تقييم.
(205) تطوير.
(206) تطبيق.
(207) تحليل.
(208) تقييم.
(209) تطوير.
(210) تطبيق.
(211) تحليل.
(212) تقييم.
(213) تطوير.
(214) تطبيق.
(215) تحليل.
(216) تقييم.
(217) تطوير.
(218) تطبيق.
(219) تحليل.
(220) تقييم.
(221) تطوير.
(222) تطبيق.
(223) تحليل.
(224) تقييم.
(225) تطوير.
(226) تطبيق.
(227) تحليل.
(228) تقييم.
(229) تطوير.
(230) تطبيق.
(231) تحليل.
(232) تقييم.
(233) تطوير.
(234) تطبيق.
(235) تحليل.
(236) تقييم.
(237) تطوير.
(238) تطبيق.
(239) تحليل.
(240) تقييم.
(241) تطوير.
(242) تطبيق.
(243) تحليل.
(244) تقييم.
(245) تطوير.
(246) تطبيق.
(247) تحليل.
(248) تقييم.
(249) تطوير.
(250) تطبيق.
(251) تحليل.
(252) تقييم.
(253) تطوير.
(254) تطبيق.
(255) تحليل.
(256) تقييم.
(257) تطوير.
(258) تطبيق.
(259) تحليل.
(260) تقييم.
(261) تطوير.
(262) تطبيق.
(263) تحليل.
(264) تقييم.
(265) تطوير.
(266) تطبيق.
(267) تحليل.
(268) تقييم.
(269) تطوير.
(270) تطبيق.
(271) تحليل.
(272) تقييم.
(273) تطوير.
(274) تطبيق.
(275) تحليل.
(276) تقييم.
(277) تطوير.
(278) تطبيق.
(279) تحليل.
(280) تقييم.
(281) تطوير.
(282) تطبيق.
(283) تحليل.
(284) تقييم.
(285) تطوير.
(286) تطبيق.
(287) تحليل.
(288) تقييم.
(289) تطوير.
(290) تطبيق.
(291) تحليل.
(292) تقييم.
(293) تطوير.
(294) تطبيق.
(295) تحليل.
(296) تقييم.
(297) تطوير.
(298) تطبيق.
(299) تحليل.
(300) تقييم.
فَضْلُ الآمَرِيْرَةِ تَمَّ تَوْقُفِيَّةَ رَجَاهُ الْمُحَسَّنِيَّةَ رَسُوْلُ اللَّهِ ﷺ

وَيَفْتَرَدُّ الصَّلَبُ فَتَأْفُرُيَّ يَلَّكَعُهُ لِقُرَيْنٍ أَوْ يَضْرِبَ

لِشَيْءِ ذَلِكَ أوْ سُعِيْتُ لَيْسِيْنَ يَلَّكَعُهُ أَوْ يَضْرِبَ

وَيَلْدُهُ بَعْضُهُ وَهُوَ مُضَطَّادٌ تَكُنْ لِتَجْرِيَهُ هَاجَ لَا لِهُ وَلْوُجَّ قُرْنَ السَّمَاوَاتُ أَوْ يَضْرِبَهُنَّ

مَا يَكُونُ لَنَا كَذَا نَبْتُ نَظْرٍ يَبْعَثُنَّ لِلَّمْسَامِ أَوْ يَضْرِبُونَ

وَتَرْجَعُ فِي الْجَناَءِ بِهِ يُبْشِرُهُنَّ "بِجَيْشٍ هُنَا لَتْيَأْرِبُونَ أَوْ لَيْكِنْ" ١٠

١٠:٠٦٣

١٠:٠٦٣

(١) الآثَّرُ البَعِيرُ (٢) لِنَغْفِرَ اللَّهُ لَهُمْ (٣) ذَرْعُ الْاسْتِفْرَاطِ (٤) عَنْهُمْ (٥) مُسْبِحٌ بِدُونِ تَصَيَّرٍ (٦) يَصَيَّرُ شَأْنُهُ (٧) كَذَّبَنَوْا إِنَّكَ (٨) النَّطَّاسُ العَالِمُ
أَمَّنْ يَتَعَلَّمُ خَالِصًا إِلَىِّ الْعَزَّةِ وَذَٰلِكَ يَوْمَ يُنَبِّئُهُ بِعَبْدِهِ جَهَّازٍ

بيَّنَهُ عِنْدَاهُ مَنْ يَحْرُمُ الأَنْفُسَ يَلِبِّيَهُ نَطُوُّهُرُ نَفْسٍ

وَهُوَ مِنْ مَرْطَبِهِ خَارِجُهُ السَّفَرَةَ فِي الْجِبَارِ كَوَادٍ قَانِعٍ

إِذَا قَالَ مَجُّدٌ. كَفَا عَاذَ بِظَهْرِهِ الْجَانِسَةَ جُسَيمٌ جَنْسٍ

تَبَيَّنَ أَنَّهُ مِنَ الْمُسَرِّمِينَ وَقُلْ بِمَانِهِ مَأْمُوَةِ بِرِجَّسِ

وَبِعَجَّ بِسَعْیَهُ نَعْمًا عَظِيمًا "تَفْطِينَا" أَوْ "رَجَمًا" يَمِعِ بِعَجَّ

وَهَذَا الْمَعْنَى ذَوْهَا كَفَّةً وَصَغْرَةً لِثَبَتِهَا كَرُّاسَ

بَيْنِ الْحَسَنِ أَنْ يُرِي عَمّا مَكَّيْ بِضَعْفِهِمَا وَضَعْفِ أَوْلَادِهِمَا

(1) جَاسِينِ الجوَهْرِيُّ سُلَيْمَةُ بِلْحَرْصِ وَالْجَمِيعِ (2) كُوَادِي النَّمِسَ
(3) لَفْسَاتِينِ الْفِنْدِرِيُّ وَالْجَلْدُرُ (4) جَنْبُ كَرَيْمٍ سَلَيْمَةُ الدَّهْرُ وَالْأَفْتَبَسْرُ

Merry... It is mightiest in the mightiest. It becomes the throned monarch better than his crown.

Merchant of V, IV, 184-197.
To revenge is no valour, but to bear.
وَذَا خَيْلُهُ الْيَتَّحَرَّى لِلِّيَتَّحَرَّى كَحِيلٍ أَوْلِدانٍ أَوْ كَأَوجَسٍ

۶۳۲

٢٤٢ مَتَابَعُ وَخَوَاصِسٍ عَلَى وَخَيْلٍ وَخُوَاسُهَا يَا بَكَّرَةُ ۴۵۳

١٧٦۳ جَيْسُهَا دَلِّلُتِهَا عِيْنَ جَبَسٍ

١٧٦٧ أَعْلَمُنِّهَا عِارَتْبَاتُ سُطُورٍ ۴۵۴

١٧٦٨ كَجَّمَارٍ يُضْغَطُ عَوْضَاتُ ۴۵۵

١٧٧١ وَأَحْتِبَّتُ دَائِقُ خَيْلٍ عُرْفُ أَرْضٍ يَبْسُدُ بَذْرٍ ۴۵۶

١٧٧٥ وَيْكَدِّيهِ أَوْ جَمَّورُ تَعْصِرُ ثُلُثُ ثُلُثٍ بَنُوْي سَحْرُ ۴۵۷

١٧٧٧ وَعَلَانَةُ كَأَلْفُ فَطْرِ فَضْدَحِرٍ لَعْجُبِ الرَّمَبِ لَعْجُبًَ كَرِي ۴۵۸

١٧٧٨ وَلَلَّهِ مُدْجُوْ وَلَأَعْظَرُ أُوْمَٰدٌ يَسِيلُ الْجِمَّ في هَمِّهِ قَلِيمٍ

١٧٨٨

١٧٨٩ (١) الْأَوْرَادُ الْبَنِيعَةُ الْأَوْلِيَاءِ، الأسْمَّىُ (٢) وَجَسِيدُ تَوَجَّسُ رَزْلٍ وَصَارِدَةُ

١٧٩٠ وَخَوَاصِسُ وَخَوَاشِي وَخَوَاصِسُ (٣) الْجَارُّ الْيَلِيمَ، النَّفْسُ (٤) بِعِيرٍ وَخَوَاشِي

١٧٩١ كَمَا يَقُولُ حَسَّرُ حَسَّرُ (٥) المَقْتُ، النَّفْسُ، النَّفْسُ (٦) الْحَامِلُ النَّفْسُ (٧) النَّسْرُ،

١٧٩١ العَضُوَّ مَنْطَقَ الْإِسْبَانَ، وَالْفَشَّالُ، وَالْبَصْرُ، وَالْأَحْيَاءُ (٨) الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (٩) مَرْحَلَةُ

١٧٩٢ الْأَمِينَةُ (١٠) الْقَلْبُ الْقَبْسُ (١١) مَيْسِرُ يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ (١٢) تَجْرِي الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (١٣) يَسِرُّ النَّاسَ،

١٧٩٣ يَسِيرُ الْفِرْجُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (١٤) يَسِيرُ الْفِرْجُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (١٥) يَسِيرُ الْفِرْجُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (١٦)

١٧٩٤ اَيْخَاءُ الْقَمْبُ اَيْ نَفْسُ النَّاسِ، يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ (١٧) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (١٨) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (١٩) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (٢٠) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (٢١)

١٧٩٥ اَيْخَاءُ الْقَمْبُ اَيْ نَفْسُ النَّاسِ، يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ (٢٢) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (٢٣) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (٢٤)

١٧٩٦ اَيْخَاءُ الْقَمْبُ اَيْ نَفْسُ النَّاسِ، يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ يَسَرُّ النَّاسَ (٢٥) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَبْرَهُ (٢٦) يَسِيرُ الْجِمَّةُ الْبَعْضُ عَا
لاخْبِي النَّفْوَاءَلاَّ لأَعْفَأَبَا، يُجَافِّيْ لُجِلْهَهُ. أَرْحَوْتِ خَمْسَ
وَهَاجِرْتُ مَعَهُمْ وَخَوَّفْتُ مَنْ شَرَّطَيْ إِلَيْكَ فَقِيْحًا مَعَ جَمِيعٍ أَوْلُ الْحِسْن
وَقَالَ فَقَالَ خَبِيرٌ عَلَى مَجَارِيٍّ لَتَزْيَجَهُ كُنْ تَصْفَعَ هُمْس
ِثِيْأَهُ جُرْهُ عَلَى بُذَورِ وَعِيدٍ السُّبْعَاءَ. فَقَبَرَ شَرَكُ لِبَدَيس
كَتَبَ بَرَحَتُهُ بَلْغُرَّةَ طَبَّوْرُ بَرَيْيَا الجُرْدُ شَيْعَةٌ يُقَعُّس
فَكَفَّرَ النَّبِيُّ لَأَحْوَْدُهُ وَطَمَّأَهَا هُمْسَةً مَنْ خَالِدٍ وَلَوْنَس
وَنَذَّلَسَ لِمُقَعُّسٍ خَلَقَهُ شَيْعَةً فَعَلَّهَا حُرْقًا يَبَاسٍ
فَرَا لَفَنَّ جَمَهِرُ مِنْ مَضْيِهِ يَلْعَبُونَ يَعْمِنُ لِيَغَسَّلُ
(1) المَهَادِيُّ الْأَسْبَهَةَ إِلَى جَزِرَ الْكَلَامِ الْبَتْجِ (2) الْعِطْسُ الْأُصْبِرُ (3) الْأَنْفُسُ (4) الْعِطْسُ الْأَحْكَامِ الْأَشْرُفُ (5) الْعِطْسُ الْأَنْفُسِ الْأُشْرُفُ (6) الْعِطْسُ الْأَنْفُسِ الْأُشْرُفُ (7) الْعِطْسُ الْأَنْفُسِ الْأُشْرُفُ (8) الْعِطْسُ الْأَنْفُسِ الْأُشْرُفُ (9) الرَّعَضُ الْمِلْعَةُ الرَّمْسُ
أبا أسني خيراً في عظاءك مأوىٌ من غبارٍ في بديلك
2. تعمّم السُّنابِر مَستَعْنِداً على إعلان مهارة الأصين
3. ترى للأطفال متسليين على جزم وقفاً خيّر وقفاً قريباً
4. وستجعل طرف من يدُك كأنها السؤال مهولاً يا نفيس
5. ويضحك الصقر كأنه آله، أو أغنيته بسُوّي جبهاتي مثيراً منس
6. صباحاً أمرتُ بها وانتفاً، وليلاً لا يذين الأزغع
7. يذكرُ من صباية ي奌ِك، ما ما这么做، على حسن
8. يطأنا توركُ، إنَّ هذا. كنَّ ولا يَنحُور، يسوع حديث

(1) جمع خلفُور (2) فاعلُ قدَد (3) خلسُرُ السني سليهم عاجلاً عجلاء
(4) البرد (5) مسبِعُ وحاجته، رده بنات (6) القرار، لم يصل
(7) الإيلام (8) كاتِه، ما كدر (9) اتباعُ (10) كوا وضمه
(11) الجديد الطيور، تقدر جياعاً وتروح بطاها، أو حامناه بزوره
(12) أي عمرو (13) الخطر، الذهابًا على غير هدى، أي سوء (14) السعي

* معنى مَنْجَرُ ونقرُرة، القرارة نهرُوهما فرع
* ونان، فنيل
لا يُسوِّي نُورُ الجَبَلِ، يُذُرُّ كَهَّونُهُ لَهُ وَلَأَهْلِهِ أَوْسُهُمُ رَأْسُهُ

وَلَا يُوقِنُونَ مِنْ بَعْضٍ أَوْمِهِ شَمْسِيَّةٌ

بِأَنْفُسِهِ وَلِكُلِّ حُصُّ رَأْسُهُ

يَبَّأِدُ إِذَا لَحَرَّدَ دَا لَعْبَسِ

فِي بَيْنِ ذَرَاعِهِ لأَقْلِنَ بِسْنِ

فِيَلِيْشَهُ لِلَّسَوْلِ لِيَتَزِدَ بِهِ بَيْنَ عَرِبِيَّةٍ

حَيَّةَ مِنْ هُوَارِ قَهْوَنُ

وَذَلِكَ عَلَى دِرَّةِ العَلْيِ جَزَاءً

وَسَوْعَ الْمَهَامِيَ فِي ذَرَعِ بَكْرَیٍ

وَسُنُّدُ أَهَلُهُ بِكَوْرِنَتُهُ مَصْرَفِهِمْ ضَرُّ أَهْلُهُ لَا يَسِيرُ

بِهِمْ أَلِاجَانِي إِبِحَاطَةُ السَّمَّاَكَ وَأَهْلِهِ أَوْسُوُرَ حَرَّسِ
لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
إذا ما أمكن أن يحضر الناس إلى المعرس، إلا أن يظهر. لكي يخفى من رؤس.
وينزل صارخًا مهتنئاً وليهد، يهاري وقعته ساقين يرمس.
وثائج كل تلقه شرحًا لمشيرًا لمن عشيَّة يدريس.

(1) الرئيس النعيمي (2) الصلحب والمطعمة: النعيمي، الواو، واو، واعبية.
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